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The svallabllitf oí láteme, tunable Synchrotron 
X-radiatlon (SR) haa, in recent yeara, revolutionised 
certain aspects of aacroaolecular crystallography. Data 
collection tiaes have been drsaatlcally reduced, the 
range of suitable saaples has been widened, and techniques 
such as optlaised anoaalous scattering and Laue diffraction 
have becoae feasible.
An understanding of the characteristics of the SR 
bean and its Interaction with single crystal aonochroaator 
systeas leads to the possibility of a polychroaatic 
diffraction esperiaent in which each ray’s energy Is 
correlated with its direction within the beaa. Furtheraore, 
this correlation is preserve'! In the reflections iron a 
crystal ssaple, thereby allowing the wavelength dependent 
effects of an anoaalous scstterer to be recorded siaultsneously 
and yet reaaln resolved spatially. The potential of this 
approach is deaonstrated by an experlaent in which a saall 
Re coBplex was exposed to a polychroaatlc beaa centred 
on the Re I'm absorption edge wavelength.
Purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP) is an laportant 
enzyae in purine catabolisa and salvage. PNP deficiency is 
associated with selective T-cell iaaunodefIciency and, 
consequently, ai> effective PNP inhibitor aight prove to 
be useful in treating various conditions including T-cell 
leukealas. With a view towards rational drug design, the 
crystal structure of PNP was initially deterained at 6.0 A
resolution using diffractoaeter data. However, the crystals 
diffract weakly and data to high resolution froa native 
and derivative crystals were therefore collected at the 
Daresbury SRS.
Phasea were calculated by the aethod of isoaorphous 
replaceaent and the final electron density nap at 3.16 A 
resolution is of high quality, enabling the entire 
polypeptide chain to be followed. The structure consists 
principally of a sis stranded 6 sheet flanked by several 
3-helices. The region of the active centre is seen to be 
accessible to the large solvent channels running throughout 
the crystal lattice. Data fron a variety of PNP - substrate 
and - substrate analog conpleaes have also been aeasured 
and should allow a detailed characterisation of the 
structural features iaportant for the enxyae's aechanisa.
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CHAPTER PME
INTRODUCTION
Since Kendrev et.si. (1958) revealed the three 
diaenslonsl structure of syoglobln. aany other proteins 
have been successfullp studied by the aethods of X>ray 
crystallography, thereby enhancing the understanding at 
the atoalc and aolecular level, of ensyae catalysis, electron 
transfer, oiygen storage and transport, horaone function, 
the laaune systea, protein synthesis, and protein evolution. 
However, protein crystallography remains highly labour 
Intensive, and, although advances in computer power and 
computer graphics have greatly facilitated the analysis 
of aacroaolecular structures, there Is enoraoua Interest 
In the development of new techniques which aay lead to 
econoaies In the time and effort Invested between the 
Initiation of an Investigation and the unveiling of 
significant biological Inforaatlon. Thus, the availability 
of Intense synchroton X-radlstlon has stlaulsted consideration 
of the aethods of crystal data collection and of phasing 
the Individual reflections. In addition to this It promises 
the potential to tackle previously non>viable studies of 
aaall or very poorly diffracting ssaples, and to obtain 
tlae resolved Inforaatlon.
This thesis is concerned, flratlv. with the svnchroton 
radiation data collection from weakly scatterlna ervstals.
«nd th. »»bmimit «tmcfril lotlnl«. ot tht n n n  »«rio« 
nucltoiiJt phoiphorfla». «nd ttcoBdlT. with tht Itiltl«! 
¿•vIopBtat oí • BCM ooltchroBttlc «aoaalout dii»tr»toB 
■ethod. Thlt chapter, therefore, presenta brief reviews 
of the basic aethods of protein crystallography and of 
the relevant characteristics and applications of 
synchrotron X-radiatlon. A later chapter (S3) deals with 
the properties of purine nucleoside phospborylase.
Through the schleveaents of aolecular biology has coae 
an awareness of the coapleiity of biological systeas; not 
only are there aillions of proteins worthy of investigation, 
but, in addition,each protein has a variety of possible 
conforastlonal states depending on its local environaent.
Thus, Increasing eaphasis is placed on the need to select 
those studies in which structural knowledge, once acquired, 
can be applied to the greatest effect, or relates to key 
processes in biology. There la, therefore, at least in the 
present soclo-econoaic cliaate, a dcaand for soae reconciliation 
of the interests of pure acadeaic research and the perceived 
needs of industry. It is in this contest that the fields 
of protein engineering and rational drug design have been 
placed. It is now possible, through the technique of site- 
directed autagenesis, to aske specific alterations in the 
saino acid sequence of a protein, thereby oodlfying its 
behaviour in soae way (reviewed by Peruts (1985)) and 
producing, for eiaaple, a aore efficient industrial catalyat.
An understanding of the three dlaensional structure of the
catalytic sice is required to pinpoint those residues 
suitable for aodification.
The prise reason for initiating a crystallographic 
investigation of purine nucleoside phosphorylase is that 
isproved inhibitors of the enzyse have real potential, 
both directly and indirectly, in the treatsent of certain 
diseases. Knowledge of the active site structure, of Che 
catalytic sechaniss, and of the interaction with known 
inhibitors should provide the seans with which to develop 
new inhibitors leading eventually to clinically useful 
drugs. The final section of this introductory chapter 
outlines soae of the concepts involved in a rational 
approach to drug design.
1.1 Fundasentals of X-rav crystalloaraDhy
There are sany ezcellenc Celts covering the relevant 
diffraction theory (e.g. Woolfson (1970)) and, in 
particular. Flundell and Johnson (1976) have reviewed all 
aspects of protein crystallography.
1.1.1 Diffraction theory sad the phase nrobles
When a bean of X>rays isplnges upon natter, the 
Individual contributions of elastically scattering electrons 
cosbine to produce a diffraction pattern. Consider first 
a single atos where the electron density at a distance 
r, froB its centre lso(r,). If Che incident wave
vector is a and the scattered wave vector is s', then the—o “


riiutt 1.2 Atóale fcattorlnf factor curvti for C.R.O and Rf. 
a coaaoa heavy atoa aubatltuant in protein cryitallofraphy.

is Itself the Fourier transfora of the real crystal lattice, 
and each reciprocal lattice point corresponds to a set of 
reflecting planes within the crjrstal. The inverse trsnsfora 
of Che structure factor equation gives the electron density 
equation, nsaely
P(*y*) ■ ^  I F(hkl).eip-2ai(hx ♦ ky + It) , 
hkl
where V ia the voluae of the unit cell and the suaaatlon is 
over the entire voluae of reciprocal space.
The conditions for diffraction can be conveniently 
expressed via the geoaetric construction of Ewald (1921), 
shown in figure 1.3. The locus of the scattered wave 
vector, , is a sphere of unit radius centred at Che
crystal. If the reciprocal lattice is centred at 0 where 
the unreflected bean neets Che sphere, Chen diffraction 
can occur in Che direction of s' when Che point B coincides 
with a reciprocal lattice point, i.e. when a reciprocal 
lattice point intersects the sphere of reflection.
To reconstruct the contents of the unit cell, all chat 
is needed are the structure factors, £(hkl). In general, 
however, F(hkl) is a coaplex quantity:
F(hkl) F(hkl) exp ia (hkl).
where F(hkl) is the anplitude, and a(hkl) Che phase, of 
the structure factor. In recording a diffraction pattern, 
only the Inten.itle. ( • |F(hkl)|2) of the dlffr.cted rayi
u '
flrif 1 Th* Kvald conttrucUon rtprtstntlnt diffraction la
raclprocal apaca. Tha raclprocal unit call la daflnad by tha vactora 
a * , b * v l i l c h  ara Invaraaly ralatad to {ib,e .
can be aeasured and the phase inforaation la lost. Herein 
lies the central problea of structure deterainatlon by 
X-raj diffraction: to obtain bjr analytical and/or eiperl- 
aental aeans soae estiaate of the structure factor phasea.
For the deterainatlon of saall (<100 atoas) aolecular 
structures 'direct' aethods (see Uoolfson (1971) for a 
review), using aatheaatical relationships between structure 
aaplltudes. can generally be used, but these aethods do 
not lend theaselves to the solution of coapsratlvely 
large protein structures. The aolecular replaceaent 
aethod (Rossaann (1972)) has been very successful in 
solving proteins for which there Is a highly hoaologous 
protein of known structure available. However, nearly 
all the ab initio protein structures reported to date 
have relied upon the aethods of isoaorphous replsceaent 
(Creen et.al. (1954), Blow and Crick (1959)), either with 
or without the additional inforaation obtained froa 
snoaalous dispersion (North (1965), Hatthewa (1966)).
1.1.2 Me ent of diffraction intensities
Three aajor probleas are encountered In the collection 
of X-ray data froa protein crystals:
a) the inherent weakness of the individual 
diffracted beaas,
b) the large nuaber of reflections to be 
aeaaured,
c) the daaage inflicted on the saaple by the 
absorption of X-ray photons.
The first aspect of data collection that needs to 
be considered is that of the radiation source. In a 
conventional X-ray generator, an accelerated beaa 
(typically 40kV) of electrons froa a heated filaaent, 
boabard a aetal target and stiaulate the eaission of a 
line spectrua characteristic of the target (figure 1.4). 
The target can be stationary and enclosed in a sealed 
tube, or, alternatively, it can be rotated to spread 
the heat load. A typical sealed tube aay operate at 
1.2kW for 1000 hours whilst a rotating anode generator 
can deliver up to twice that power with an electron focus 
eight tiaes aaaller, albeit with soae reduction in 
reliability. Tunability of the wavelength is llaited
suitable target aaterials (e.g. Cu 1*S4 A, Co 
1*79 A, No 0*71 A). The spectral spread of the 
X-ray beaa can be reduced by using a N1 filter in the 
case of Cu radiation (see figure 1.4), or by reflecting 
the beaa froa a single crystal of graphite.
The Halted intensity of aonochroaatic X-rays 
available iron a conventional source has. In the past, 
severely haapered aany aacroaoleculsr structural 
investigations. Recording a high resolution <2*5 A)
data set can often span aany aonths due to a slow rate of 
data collection and the large voluae of data required. 
Indeed, it is often the case that such a data, collection 
is laposslble because each saaple effectively 'dies' froa 
radiation daaage before enough high resolution teras can
Fltuf 1.4 Th* iptetrua talttcd bjr a eonvantlonal X-ray aourea 
(Ittad vlth a Cu tarfat. Tha dottad eurva rapraaanta tha affaet of 
a N1 flltar.
be recorded with euitable accuracy.
Synchrotron radiation (SR) waa long regarded as an 
unwanted energy loan aechaniaa in the particle acceleratora 
developed for high energy phyaica reaearch into aub-atoaic 
atructure, and ao the early experiaenta exploiting the 
radiation were conducted under far froa ideal conditiona.
Since that tiae, SR haa becoae well eatabliahed at the 
forefront of aodern reaearch areaa in phyaica, cheaiatry 
and biology, to the extent that synchrotrona and atorage 
rings are now being designed solely for the production 
of intense, broad-band radiation. The Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation 
Source (SRS), the first dedicated source when coaaissioned 
in 1981, is now capable of delivering a highly colliaated, 
tunable, aonochroaatic X-ray bean which, at the saaple, is 
up to 1000 tiaes aore intense than a typical rotating 
anode source. The use of such intense sources has led, 
not only to the greatly iaproved data collection rates 
that were expected, but also to an increase in typical 
crystal lifetiaes, thereby enabling previously iapractical 
studies to be initiated.
A full Introduction to the characteristics of SR, 
and their application to aacroaolecular crystallography, 
is presented in Sl.3.
The second aspect of data collection that needs to 
be considered is the aethod Itself, i.e. the diffraction 
geoaetry and the detector used. Coaputer controlled 
autoaatic diffractoaetera were developed to facilitate 
the collection of large nuabers of reflections (Arndt and
Wllll* (1966)). On a four circle diffractoaeter, reflecClona 
are aeasured one at a tiae, generally by step scanning the 
crystal through the reflecting position and recording the 
diffracted Intensity with a stationary scintillation 
counter. Such aethods are suitable for collecting high 
resolution data froa low aoleculsr weight proteins, and 
low resolution data froa high aolecular weight proteins.
The use of a diffrsctoaeter to aeasure low resolution 
protein data Is described briefly In iS.l. For high 
resolution data collection froa high aoleculsr weight 
proteins the screenless rotation aethod (Arndt et.al.
(1973), Arndt and Wonacott (1977)), where all the reflections 
(often aore than 250) which are In the reflecting position 
at the saae tlae, are recorded slaultaneously by an ares 
sensitive detector, offers a considerable gain In efficiency 
over dlffractoaeter aethods. The rotation, or oscillation, 
aethod was used In the present work and la described In $4.3.
Until recently, photographic file was the only suitable 
area detector available, however, aultl>wlre proportional 
chsabers (HWPC) have been used to solve protein structures 
(Hstthews et.al. (1977), Xuong et.al. (1978)). In addition, 
TV detectors are under developaent and seea likely to be 
highly attractive for use In protein data collection. A 
coapsrlson of these various detectors. In the contest of 
SR, Is aade In $1.3.
1.2 laoaorphous reolaceaent and anoaalous scatterlna 
The aethod of Isoaorphous replaceaent relies upon
the evailebilltjr of suitable heavy atoa derivstivea of the 
native protein. In sone cases this can be done by 
replacing a aetal stoa already present with a heavier 
one, (e.g. line by lead In the case of Insulin). Generally, 
however, derivatives are prepared by heavy atoa addition 
rather than replsceaent. Protein crystals offer the 
opportunity for heavy atoa reagents to diffuse through 
their large solvent channels and bind to the exposed 
surface of the protein without causing conforaational 
changes or disrupting the crystal lattice.
Provided that the heavy stos la sufficiently electron 
dense, and the degree of substitution sufficiently high, 
observable changes In the diffraction pattern can be 
produced. The phase probles say then be solved 
vectorially, once the heavy atos positions within the 
unit cell have been deterslned. The use of one Isosorphoua 
derivative (l.e. single isoaorphous replacesent or SIR), 
leaves an asblgulty in the protein phase (figure l.S), 
except for centric reflections where the phase is uniquely 
deterslned (figure 1.6). For acentric reflections, a 
second derivative is required to resolve the phase 
aablguity, and. In practice, it is advisable to Include 
Inforaatlon from sore than two derivatives (sultlple 
IsoBorphous replacesent or HIR) since errors in the intensity 
aeasureaents and the heavy stoa paraaetera, aean that the 
phase circles do not Intersect at one point. .
Plgurt l.S Slfifl« UoBorphous rtpUccaent ph«ft dtttralnatioa. 
Tht ufltudts |F^ | «ltd |f^ | are knovn cxperlatiitallp, and 
ara caleulatad froa tha knovn haavjr ato« atructura. Tha vactort 
OP and OQ ara tha tve poaalbllltiat for P^ .

1.2.1 Anoaaloug scattering
In il.l it vaa assuaad that the electrons of atoas 
in crystals scatter as if they were free electrons. This 
is, however, not true, particularly at wavelengths close 
to atonic X-ray absorption edges which correspond to the 
resonance frequencies of the inner K and L shell electrons. 
The atonic scattering factor has to be rewritten to 
incorporate these anonalous scattering effects:
f - fo + f'iu) + if"(u), 
where f  and f  are respectively the real (dispersion) 
and inaginary (absorption) conponents of the anonalous 
scattering, and w is the frequency of the incident wave. 
Figure 1.7 shows exanples of the variation of f  and f  
with wavelength.
For crystal structures containing only light atons 
(C,N,0,H), f  and f” are negligible at X-ray wavelengths, 
and the anplitudes of reflections hkl and RET are equal. 
This is known as Frledel's law. If, however, an snonalous 
scatterer is introduced (i.e. a heavy aton), the absolute 
nature of f" causes the breakdown of Friedel's law, as is 
shown in figure 1.8. The anonalous difference, 6, is
with the isonorphous difference to solve the phase problen, 
(single Isonorphous replacenent with anonalous scattering 
or SIRAS) (figure 1.9).
The changes in intensities due to anonalous scattering
Figirt 1.7 Idaalltcd curvas for tha rati <f') and laaglnary (f*) 
tana o( anoaaleua acattaring dua te tha K adga ei Fa and tba L adff 
o( Sa. (fcoa loppa and Jakubevtkl (1973))
riiurt 1.8 Th« iuflnary coaponmt (f") o{ anoMleui leattfrlnt 
cauiat tba brtakdovn of Frlodtl'i lav. Tb« dashod voctera ropraaont 
tho Invtraa rtfltction alrreted acroaa th« rtal axla.
Flwrt 1.9 Single iteaorphous repleceaent with enoMlou« 
scitterlng. In the abttne« of errert the anoMloue InferMtlon 
(as with a eecond derivative) uniquely reaolvea the protein phaae.
win be less then for Isosorphous replsceaent (see tsble 
1.1) snd, consequently, accuracy of aeasureaent Is 
cruclsl. However, anoaalous differences are not subject 
to the systeaatic errors due to non-isoaorphlss, and 
they also becoae aore significant at high resolution.
This is because the anoaalously scattering electrons are 
tightly bound close to the nucleus and so the scattering 
does not suffer the saae intrinsic fall*off with sin8/X 
as the noraal scattering froa outer electrons, although 
the fall-off due to theraal vibration and static crystal 
disorder occurs for all electrons.
A large aajority of the protein crystal structures 
reported to date, have relied upon aultlple isoaorphous 
replaceaent with anoaalous scattering, thus eaphasizing 
the point that, because of errors in intensity aeasureaent, 
it is desirable to include as aany Independent estiaates 
as possible. Recently, however, snoaalous differences 
alone have been used to solve protein structures. Saith 
et.al. (1983) used the anoaalous scattering froa the 
three dl-lron centres in a triaeric hseaerythrin to 
calculate protein phases to 5*S A resolution. Hendrickson 
snd Teeter (1981) solved the crystal structure of craabin 
at 1*5 A resolution, using only the anoaalous scattering 
froa sii sulphur atoas, using a wavelength (1*54 A) well 
reaoved froa the sulphur K absorption edge (5.02 A). In 
both cases, the phase sabigulty was resolved by biasing the 
phase probability distribution towards that of the partial
N.V. in ujnnttrlc unit
10000 30000 100000 300000
1 * I 40X 23X 13X 7X
1 * H( 60Z 33X 19X IIX
2 • a t B6Z 49X 27X 15X
1 1 • 5 7.6X 4.4X 2 .4Z 1.4X
f  1 X • 10 a" 15X 9X SI 3X
1 1 * 20 a* 30X 18X lOX 6X
T«blt l.l Bxpnctnd r.n.t. intaniity chwift« du« to bMvy «toa 
tubstltuwiti «nd to onoaolouoly ttottorlng atoas. Tbo fractleaal ehanfo 
!• |lva bjr (Crick uid lla(dcf[, (I9S«», vtwn «, li tlx
nuabor of hoavy (or anoaalously scattorinf) atoas in (ho asyMotrlc unit, 
N, is tho nuabor of noo-bydrofon protoin atoas, f^  is tho hoavy atoa 
scsttaring factor at (or tvict f” la tha anoaalous caso), and If 
is tht naan protain atonic scattarinf factor (7a*).
structure (Fe or S).
1.2.2 Peteralnation of heavr atoa positions
To applf the aethod of Isoaorphous replaceaent, the 
sites of substitution of derivative heavy atoas aust first 
be located, thereby enabling the heavy atoa contribution 
to the structure factors to be calculated. The direct 
aethods universally used in snail aolecule crystallography 
can be applied to this problea (Wilson (1974)) and have 
proved useful in certain atudies (e.g. Steitz (1966),
Neidle (1973), Navia and Sigler (1974)). Direct aethods 
have not been used in the present work and so will not be 
discussed further. The nethods which have been applied, 
naaely difference Patteraons and difference Fouriera, along 
with the princples of heavy atoa paraaeter refineaent, 
are now briefly described.
1.2.2.1 The difference Patterson aethod
The Patterson function is a convolution function 
defined as:
P(uvw) ■ /  p ( l y z ) p ( I f  u, y-fv, z*w)dV ,
cell  vol
which reduces to:
and represents a aap of inter>stoaic vectors. The function
can be used for the ab initio solution of siaple saall 
■olecule structures. If a structure has N atoas In the 
unit cell the Patterson aap contains N(N-l) vectors, 
excluding N self vectors superiaposed at the origin of 
Patterson space. Hence, a protein Patterson asp la 
coapleteljr uninterpretsble despite containing structural 
inforaation. However, a sjrnthesis with coefficients 
I£h I^  * (IIp h I ~ |£p| contains peaks corresponding
to the vectors between heavjr atoas. This is the isoaorphous 
difference Patterson and, except in adverse circuastances, 
can be deconvoluted to reveal the heavy atoa partial 
structure.
The above expression for £({ is exact only for centric 
reflections (except for Che relatively unlikely crossover 
case where Fp and Fp)| are both saall and F)| aay equal 
£p * £ph acentric reflections it is less
accurate unless Fp and Fp}| happen to be colinear. The 
approxiaation introduces noise into the nap froa protein- 
heavy aton and protein-protein vectors. Probleas of poor 
signal to noise generally only arise when there are 
aultiple heavy aton sites of low occupancy.
1.2.2.2 The difference Fourier nethod
Once estinates of the protein phases are available 
fron other dérivâtes, a 'cross phase' difference Fourier 
nap aay reveal heavy atoa sites. A Fourier synthesis 
using the coefficients Fpg exp (iap||)> vI H give the protein
plus heavy atoa electron density. In general. apH » ap 
and so coefficients Fpjj exp (lap) could be used to give 
slailar electron density. The difference in electron 
density between the derivative and the native protein,
i.e. the heavy atoa electron density, is therefore given 
by a Fourier synthesis with coefficients (Fp)] • Fp)exp(lap). 
These coefficients are usually weighted by soae estiaate 
of the reliability of the protein phase.
Since Fourier syntheses are doainated by the phases 
rather than the aaplitudes (Srlnivasen (1961)}. it is 
iaportant that the phases used be obtained froa Independent 
derivatives. The aodel used to calculate the phases, 
will, due to errors, tend to be reflected as 'ghost' 
pesks in the difference aap, and these Bust be distinguished 
froB the true peaks. Coaaon sites between two derivatives 
indicated by difference Fourier naps should be treated with 
care.
Analysis of the assuaption that ap|] - ap reveals 
three teraa contributing to the electron density. The
accurately represents the heavy stoa structure (where 
the atoBs appear at half their true height), the second 
contributes rsndoa noise and the third, whose aaplltude 
is proportional to Fu^/Fp. represents a distorted iaage 
of the protein structure. Hence, the difference Fourier 
becoaes less useful as the degree of heavy atoa substitution 
increases.
The technique is particularly useful in studying
the binding of ssell aolecules (e.g. substrates or 
inhibitors) to proteins, once the native protein structure 
has been solved. The aean change in F is saall and the 
protein phases are well deterained (indeed, calculated 
phases froa a refined aodel can be used in place of the 
experlaentally deterained phases). The resulting aap 
will also reveal conforaational changes Induced in the 
native protein structure on binding such a coaplex.
Anoaalous differences (based on f  or f") aay also 
be employed in both difference Fouriers and difference 
Pattersons. Used alone in these syntheses, the positions 
of anoaalously scattering atoas aay be located or conflraed. 
When coablned with isoaorphous differences to obtain a 
better estiaate of the heavy atoa structure factors (see 
below) a significant iaproveaent in the signal to noise 
ratio in both types of aap can be achieved
1.2.2.3 iefineaent of he avy atoa paraaeters
To deteraine the phase angle of a native protein 
structure factor the triangulation of vectors, Fpj] ■ Fp 'f F^, 
needs to be accurately closed, and to achieve this, a well 
defined heavy stoa vector is required. The heavy atoa 
parsaeten(position, occupancy and theraal vibration) 
are, therefore, refined by standard least squares 
techniques against the observed isoaorphous differences.
If protein phases calculated froa an independent 
derivative are available, they aay be used in a 'phased' 
refineaent (Dickerson et.al. (1961), Nuirhead et.al. (1967),
Blow and HaCthaws (1973)). The lack of cloaure» c of Che 
structure factor triangle can be defined as,
£ ■ fpHiOBS) - fpH(C»LC) ,
fffliou:) ■ |£p (c a l c ) ♦ in(CALC)|-
The quantiCf slnlalzed in the refineaent Is the sua over 
all reflections,
^ “<fpH(0BS) ■ ^«((CALCy .
and the weight, W, is the Inverse of the r.a.s. lack of 
closure over all the derivatives used in Che calculation of 
the protein phase. Alternstiveljr, the weight aajr be taken 
as a, the figure of aerie of the phase calculation (see 
below), and data with a high value of a (say > O'S), are 
included.
This refineaent acheae depends on accurate aeasureaent 
of the native structure factors, the quality of the protein 
phases used, and the lack of coaaon sites between the 
derivatives used to calculate the phases and the derivative 
being refined. Despite these requireaents, the aethod 
has been widely and successfully eaployed in protein 
structure deterainations.
The second aethod of heavy atoa refineaent does not 
require any estiaates of the protein phase, and can, 
therefore, be used in the absence of other derivatives.
It does, however, require an accurate estlaate of the 
heavf atoB structure aaplltude froa the observed diffraction 
intensities. For centric reflections, this presents no 
difficult; (eicept in the instances of possible crossover) 
since ■ Fp^ - Fp. Where crystals have sufficient data 
in centric zones, a centric only refineaent will generally 
give perfectly adequate results.
For acentric reflections (Fp^ j * Fp| will be a poor 
estiaate of Fj]. unless Fp and Fp^ are nearly colinear. 
However, inclusion of anoaalous scattering inforaation 
allows the calculation of the heavy atoa lower estlaate,
FjiLg (Harding (1962). Dodson and Vijsyan (1971)), given 
by taking the negative sign in the eipresslon,
* Fp2 ♦ Fp„2 t 2FpFp„ (l-li«_| 2)1 
2Fp
where k is the ratio of the real and the iaaginary coaponents 
of the heavy atoa scattering factor, F{(/F||". Unreliable 
reflections, where the '4 '^ sign in the above nay apply, 
can be excluded. The quantity niniaized in the least 
squares refinenent is the residual.
* ■ “ (FhLE - Fh(c l C)>
where 1/W is the variance of Fki £^.
Due to their relatively large errors, the anonalous 
differences (and, hence, F^^g) will tend, on average, to 
be overeatiaated. To correct for this, Dodson et.al.
(1975) suggested subtracting froa F)(££ a bias correction
k^0^4, where is the variance of the anoaalous difference. 
Alternatively, an eapirical value of k, in ranges of 
ain^B/X^.and excluding centric reflections, can be used 
to reduce the bias, where k^^p is given by twice the r.s.s. 
isoBorphous difference over the r.a.s. snoialous difference 
(Matthews (1966)).
These different refinesent aethods have each been 
successfully used in various protein structure deterainatlons, 
and, where direct conparison is available, e.g. rubredoxin 
(Herriott et.al. (1970)) and insulin (Adaas et.al. (1969)),
Bre seen to yield results that are in good agreeaent.
1.2.3 Calculation of phases
Inil.2, it was shown that in the absence of errors, 
the phase of the native structure factor can be uniquely 
deterained for the acentric reflections froa two sources 
of independent Inforaation. In practice, the presence of 
errors will always lead to soae uncertainty in the phase.
Blow and Crick (1959) have shown that proper consideration 
of the errors leads to a phase probability, froa which the 
'best* protein phase, and a suitable weight for the electron 
density calculation, can be derived. They aake the assuaption 
that Fp is accurately deterained and all experiaental error 
(Ó) is assigned to Fp^. The error due to non-isoaorphisa 
and to Inaccuracies in the heavy atoa aodel, (e), is then 
assigned to fH(CALC)‘ ‘^^cy then proceed to show that 
the error probability distribution can be represented by 
a Gaussian of breadth <E> • (<e>^ * <d> and that the
whole error can be regarded aa reaidlng in Fp||. If the 
'lack of cloaure' of the phaae triangle ia defined an
c(tt) ■ |FpHt -  lip  + I h (tt)t .
then the probability that a phaae angle, a, for the native 
atructure factor ia correct ia given by,
P(o) - eap
2E2
In practice. E ia generally taken to be the r.a.a. 
lack of closure error in the appropriate region of reciprocal 
apace (see S6*3).
The above foraalisa has alao been extended to 
anoaaloua scattering inforaation (North (1965), Hatthews 
(1966)), where the lack of closure is defined by
(a) ¿obs ■ ¿calc
The overall phase probability diatribution coabining 
inforaation froa several aourcea. Is given by the product 
of the individual probabilities. Blow and Crick (1959) 
ahowed that the protein Fourier with the ainiaua r.a.s. 
error is that calculated with the coefficients aFp exp (iog), 
where (a,og) are the polar coordinates of the centre of 
gravity of the phase probability distribution around a 
phase circle of unit radius. The coaponents (a,a g) can 
be obtained froa
P(a) cosa da
■ “ B ■ ------
P(a) slno da
da
;‘"P(a) eip (io) da
; 2*p(o) do
O
If the phase probability for a reflection ia fairly 
unifora around the circle, the centroid of the distribution 
will be close to the origin and so a will be close to aero. 
Hence, a, the 'figure of aerit', is a weighting function 
which reflects the sharpness of the phase deteraination.
Once phases have been calculated, all that reaains 
is the straightforward coaputation of the Fourier series 
suaaatlon to give the electron density.
Fp eip (lag) eip • 2 K  1 ( h i^ky* U )
1*2.* Interpretation of the electron density and 
structure refineaent
A protein structure analysis generally proceeds in 
stages froa low through to high resolution. Although the 
inforaation contained in a low resolution (5 > 6 A) electron 
density nap is Halted, it is still useful if only to 
assess the progress to that point. It will not noraally 
be possible to trace the path of the polypctlde chain,
although regions of a-helix will often be recognizable.
In aany cases, the boundarjr of the aolecular envelope 
will be visible, as as; the ayaaetry relations of the 
subunits within an oligoaeric coaplex.
At aediuB resolution (^ 3^ A), it is usually possible 
to follow aost, if not all, the polypeptide chain, and, 
except in the aore disordered regions on the protein 
surface, the electron density of sidechains is visible.
At higher resolution (*^ 2 A), the peptide and side chain 
conforaations are very auch clearer. For exaaple, the 
backbone carbonyl oxygens becoae visible, the depression 
in the centre of aroaatic rings is evident, and the 
two sulphur atoas within a disulphide bond are generally 
resolvable.
Once a aap of suitable quality and resolution is 
obtained, the task of aodel building can begin. The 
polypeptide chain oust be traced, noraally by inspection 
of the contoured electron density as plotted on a series 
of suitably spaced transparencies, and coordinates, of at 
least the o-carbon atoas, need to be aeasured. Hodern 
coaputer graphics can then be eaployed to fit an atoaic 
aodel to the observed density. This process can be 
further facilitated by the availability of the aaino acid 
sequence once that sequence is aligned to the chain trace.
At this stage, one uses aaino acid residues with standard 
bond lengths and angles, and only the dihedral angles 
are altered to achieve a reasonable fit. It has, however, 
becoae clear that detailed understanding of specific protein
interacttonf requires a aore accurate knovledge of the 
atoaic coordinates. Methods have therefore been developed 
to refine the protein aodel against the experiaental 
observables.
There are two principal techniques for the 
reflneaent of atoaic coordinates and theraal paraaetcra. 
The first is real space reflneaent, such as that 
proposed bjr Dlaaond (1971, 1974), which seeks to find 
the best fit of a aodel to the observed electron density 
by ainialzing (p^ba " Pcalc^^» “here pcalc «l«ctron
density calculated froa the atoaic aodel. The second 
(and generally favoured) aethod is the reciprocal space 
approach (e.g. Konnert and Hendrickson (1980)), which 
ainiaizes the function W (F^bt “ ^calc^^*
advent of fast Fourier transfora algorithas (Agarwal
(1978)) has significantly reduced the relatively large 
coaputing tiae necessary for the structure factor 
calculations involved in this latter aethod.
In the early stages of reflneaent, it is advisable 
to treat the KIR phases, in addition to the structure 
factor aaplitudes, as observables. In the later stages, 
however, phases calculated froa the atoaic positions aay 
be used in coabination with, or ultiastely, in place of, 
the HIR phases. In addition, since native protein data 
often extends to a resolution higher than that of the HIR 
phases, the resolution of the electron density nap aay be 
extended by using calculated phases for the higher order 
terns.
The problee of an Inaufficientljr high ratio of obaerved 
data to refined paraeetera haa led to the introduction of 
■ethoda to ensure convergence In the reflneaent. Theae 
fall Into two categories, either energy restraints are 
iaposed on the structure, e.g. Jack and Levitt (1978), 
or bond angles and lengths are constrained to an idealised 
aaino acid geoaetry (Dlaaond (1971), lonnert and 
Hendrickson (I960)).
All the aethods eaployed in structure refineaent 
require soae annual intervention at various stages, 
usually in the fora of difference Fourier syntheses 
(Deisenhofer and Stelgeaan (1975), Sielecktat .al. (1979)), 
in order that errors in the aodel, such as Che als-assignaent 
of aaino acids or the Incorrect positioning of side chains, 
aay be corrected. In addition, ordered solvent aolecules 
which play an iaportant role in the structure can be 
identified.
1.3 Characteristics and applications of synchrotron
X-radiation
The eaission of electroaagnetic radiation froa 
accelerated charged particles has been the subject of 
theoretical studies for aany years and has been reviewed 
by Jackson (1975). The physical properties of synchrotron 
radiation (SR) are well understood (and are calculable 
froa the basic aachine paraaeters): these hav« been 
reviewed by Winick and Bienenstock (1978) and by Haterlik
(1982). The Daresbur; Laboratory Synchrotron Radiation 
Source (SRS) will aerve aa an exaaple of the configuration 
of a totally dedicated aource (figure 1.10).
At the SRS, electrons are accelerated in a linear 
accelerator to an energy of 10-15 HeV and are then fed 
Into a booster synchrotron where they are accelerated to 
600 NeV before Injection Into the aaln storage ring 
operating at energies up to 2 GeV. The radiated energy 
loss Is replenished in RF cavities operating at 500 Wz, 
but the electron current lifetiae la Halted by collisions 
with the residual gas In the evacuated storage ring.
The electrons are held In a closed orbit by 16 dipole 
bending aagnets, each of radius R ■ 5*56 ■ and sagnetlc 
field B ■ 1*2T. Froe each point In the curved orbit, the 
relativistic electrons ealt SR into a very sasll angular 
cone in the forward direction so that as the electrons 
traverse the full bending aagnet arc, the cone of 
radiation sweeps out a fan in the horizontal orbital 
plane. A nuaber of experiaents can then be positioned 
to accept different portions of the radiation fan, for 
exaaple the protein crystallography station 7*2 'sees' 
the central 4 arad of light froa bending asgnet 7.
In addition, aultlpole aagnets, known as wlgglers 
and undulators. Inserted Into straight sections between 
the bending aagnets, can Induce coaplex electron orbits 
to give radiation with a aodlfled spectral profile and 
Increased brightness coapsred to that froa a standard 
bending aagnet.

1.3.1 Properties of SR
The total optical power radiated froa a synchrotron 
with a circulating electron current of I aaps, is given 
approxiaately by 88‘5 E^I/R, For the SRS operating at 2 
GeV and 370 aA, this corresponds to 95 kU for the full 2« 
radians or IS W per allllradlan. The spectral distribution 
can be characterised by the critical wavelength. A^. 
either side of which, half the total power Is radiated.
Figure 1.11 shows the spectral distribution for the SRS 
in teras of the nuaber of eaitted photons/second/ 
horizontal arad/aA stored current/0*12 bandwidth. This 
curve Is of siallar shape for all SR sources and is 
referred to as the 'universal curve'.
The source brightness Is degraded by the finite 
size and angular spread of the electron beaa. The source 
size is dependant on the beaa focusing aagnet configuration, 
and. at the SRS, Is calculated to be 13*7 x 0*43 aa^ - FVHH 
values In the horizontal and vertical respectively. The 
electron beaa angular eaittance is. In practice, considerably 
less than the opening half angle of the instantaneous 
radiation eaitted by each electron; this is given by 
ac^/E (where ac2 i« the rest energy of an electron) and 
for the SRS at 2 GeV has a value of 0*28 arad.
In the plane of the electron orbit, the eaitted 
radiation Is 1002 linearly polarised In that plane.
However, deviations of the electron orbit froa the aean 
plane give rise to a radiated coaponent with a polarisation
ririrt 1.11 »trtlealljr •p*etrtl curves for • noraol
bmdinf Mfnot (1.2 T) and for a 4.3 T vlggler Mfnot, with ■ 2 Gov 
1 A bou in tho atorado ring.
perpendicular to the orbit plane. The Intenaitjr of thia 
coaponent ia relativeljr aaall aince the vertical deviatlone 
of the electron# are saall.
The electron! in a ajrnchrotron are not circulating in 
a continuoua atreaa but are aaintained in diacrete bunchea. 
The bunch width ia deterained by the RF of the linear 
accelerator and the ainiaua bunch aeparation la deteralned 
by the RF of the atorage ring. At the SRS, in 
*aultibunch' aode, 160 bunchea circulate with a bunch 
width of 0*2 naec and a aeparation of 2 naec. The aachine 
ia devoted, for a aigniflcant fraction of the tine, to 
'aingle bunch' operation with a 0*2 naec pulae occurring 
every 320 naec. Such a tiae atructure ia utiliaed in, 
for exaaple, tiae reaolved apectroacopic atudiea.
The auperconducting wiggler aagnet at the SRS conaiata 
of three alternating poles of field atrength 2*5, 5*0, and 
2*5 T respectively, thereby producing a horiaontal 
oscillation of the electron beaa path. The principle 
effect la to shift the spectral distribution to shorter 
wavelengths, significantly enhancing the photon flux 
available at short (<1 A) X>ray wavelengths. In addition, 
the aaaller radius of aagnet curvature results in an 
increase in radiated power: approxiaately 44 W/arad at 
a aachine current of 270 aA. However a wiggler affects 
the general perforaance of a atorage ring in that injection 
current capacity is reduced and the source eaittance is 
degraded to soae extent.
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Synchrotroa radiation, with high Intenaitjr available 
at wavelengths ranging froa infra-red to X-ray, has 
found wide application in aurface acience, aaterial 
acience, aolecular and atoaic apectroacopy, aa well aa 
atructural biology. At the SKS, experiaental atationa have 
been built to cater for atudies in the following areaa: 
infra-red and tine reaolved apectroacopy: fluoreacence 
lifetinea; photoioniaation, photoelectron and angle 
dispersed photoelectron spectroscopy; extended X-ray 
absorption fine structure (EXAPS); soft X-ray and surface 
EXAFS; powder diffraction: fibre diffraction; low angle 
solution scattering: X-ray topography and interferonetry. 
New experiaents, currently under developnent, include tiae 
resolved asall angle scattering and soft X-ray nicroscopy. 
The facility for protein crystallography on bean line 7 
was one of the first at the SRS and a second station, on 
the wiggler bean line, has recently been coaaissioned. 
Progress on all the experiaents are published each year 
in the appendix to the Daresbury Annual Report.
The applications of SR in protein crystallography 
fall broadly into two classes, the first of which is 
the exploitation of the high Intensity and colliaatlon of 
the X-ray beaa. The probleas of large data voluae and 
inherent weakness of reflections are greatly reduced, so 
auch so that a data collection which would span aonths 
in the hoae laboratory aay be coapleted in a astter of
hour* using SR. Wilson et.al. (1983) present two 
photographs fros phosphorjrlase b (97000 daltons/ssyBaetric 
unit): the first was eiposed for 13 hours on a Elliot Gi6 
rotating anode source: the second was taken in 6 sioutes 
at LURE. Paris using SR and clearly shows s significant 
signal to noise iaproveaent for the 2 A resolution data 
towards the edge of the fila. The lack of diffracted 
intensity at this resolution on the conventional source 
is due to the severe radiation daaage suffered by the 
crystal, yet, at LURE, a crystal yielded five useable 
photographs, so enabling partial reflections froa 
contiguous photographs to be suaaed together. Thus, 
fewer crystals are needed per dataset and aore inforaation 
is retrieved froa each photograph.
The increase in effective crystal lifetiae has 
consistently been reported as a benefit of SR (and the 
data collection described in S4 provides another exaaple). 
It has becoae clear that radiation daaage is, Co soae 
extent, dose-rate dependent in that a saaple can withstand 
a larger total dose if the dose rate is higher. The sasll 
fraction of the X-ray photons, which are absorbed by 
protein crystals, produce the free radicals which are 
considered to be the aost potent agents for daaage. The 
dose-rate dependence aay well be related to the diffusion 
rate of free radicals, although it is clear that the 
aechanisas of radiation daaage are not well understood.
The study of very large unit cells presents particular
difficultleB, not only are saaples highly radiation 
sensitive and weakly diffracting, but also the reflections 
are very closely spsced. The high nstural colliaation of 
SR in the vertical, plus the facility to slit the 
horizontal convergence down to less than 1 arad, keeps 
the spot size saall and allows order to order resolution 
to be preserved. For ezaaple, rhinovirus crystals
(Rossaan and Erlkson (1983)) are orthorhoabic with cell 
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diaenaions of 320 x 351 x 377 A . At the SRS. it was 
possible to record one 3 A resolution photograph per 
crystal with an exposure tiae of 20 ainutes. The 
orientation of the crystal was obtained froa still 
photographs taken after the data photograph in order to 
sake the best use of the fresh crystsl.
The high intensity of SR also encourages the collection 
of data froa saaller crystals than is tractable with a 
conventional source. Experiaents with alcrocrystals 
have, to date, concentrated solely on relatively saall 
aolecules. For exaaple, Eisenberger et.al. (1964) have
3
aeasured reflection profiles froa an 800 ua zeolite 
crystsl using SR, and Andrews et.al.(1985) have recorded 
coaplete data sets at the SRS froa di- and tri- saccharide
3
crystals aeasuring typically 20 x 30 x 250 ya , The 
aajor difficulties encountered are those of high background 
scatter and of sasll spots on the fila, although the 
latter would not be a problea with an electronic area 
detector. Helliwell (1964) suggests that a (50ua)^ protein
crystal vith a (100 A) unit cell should be suitable for 
data collection on the wiggler station at the SRS but, 
as yet, no such experiaent has been atteapted.
Returning to aore typical protein crystal voluaes, 
it is possible, in certain favourable cases, to collect 
a coaplete data set quickly enough to enable study of 
interaediate states of structural interactions (e.g. 
enzyae'-substrate reactions). Suitable control of the 
turnover rate of the reaction products, perhaps at low 
teaperature (e.g. Alb r et.sl (1976)), coupled with 
rapid SR data collection could lead to electron density 
asps of 'frozen' interaediate states. Phosphorylase b is 
a candidate for such a technique, a coaplete 3 A resolution 
data set has been collected at the SRS froa a single cryatsl 
within 35 alnutes elapsed tlae, and further studies are 
in progress (Radju et.al. (1987)).
An alternative approach to tiae resolved crystallography, 
which aay prove to be the aore useful biologically, is to 
use the full 'white' SR beaa to record Laue diffraction 
patterns. This aethod, in its aost siaple geoaetry, uses 
a stationary detector. Individual reflections are fully 
stiaulated by Integration over wavelength rather than 
rocking width. With a broad continuous range of wavelengths 
in the incident bean, a large region of reciprocal 
space can be surveyed in a single exposure; indeed, for 
high aynnetry hexagonal or tetragonal crystal, systeas, a 
large percentage of the unique reflections to a resolution
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of 2*3 or 3*0 A can be recorded froa Just one or two 
suitable orientations of the crystal. Using the vertically 
focused polychroastic radiation (wavelengths 0-6 - 3*0 A) 
on the wiggler beaa line at the SRS, Lsue diffraction 
patterns froa a nuaber of different protein crystals 
have been recorded with exposure of, in soae cases, i of 
a second, (see figure 1.12 for a typical exaaple).
Siailar experiaents have also been performed at the 
Cornell University CHESS synchrotron using a aore Halted 
spectral range with, typically, 6A/X ■ 0*2, (Noffat
et.al. (1984)).
There are various probleas to be overcoae in using 
this approach, the aost liaiting being, that only the aost 
robust protein crystal will survive sore than one or two 
exposures. Host of the difficulties encountered in processing 
the raw patterna, high density of spots (up to 20000 per 
exposure), higher order overlaps,spectral noraallsation, 
appear suraountable and a suitable software package is 
under developaent (Heliiwell et.al. (1983))> Using the 
Laue aethod, in conjunction with a fully focused white 
beaa froa a high brightness synchrotron source, offers the 
potential to investigate protein interactions structurally 
on a sub-al11Isecond tiaeacale.
The second principle application of SR in protein 
crystallography is the utilisation of wavelength tunabillty 
in solving the phase problea. The principles of anoaalous 
scattering, described above (il.2.1), found regular use

In phase deteralnation long before the advent of SR. 
However, experlaents had been Halted to the discrete 
wavelengths available froa conventional X-rajr sources, 
whereas with SR the wavelength can be selected to 
probe anjr absorption edge of interest and optiaize the 
anoaslous signal In the diffraction pattern. Figure 
1.13 shows the wavelengths of the K and L absorption edges 
in the relevant range of atóale nuabers, and figure 1.7 
showed Idealised plots of the real and laaginary 
coaponenta of the snoaalous scattering in the region of 
an absorption edge. The values quoted for f  and f  
in the International Tables of Crystallography, and 
those calculable by the aethod of Croaer (1963), are for 
pure eleaenta. However, for bound atoas of various 
valence states, it is found that the exact wavelength 
of the absorption edge asy be significantly shifted and 
that the local cheaical envlronaent of the absorbing atoa 
introducea considerable 'structure' into the linear 
absorption coefficient. For exaaple, the spectrua
of K2Pt(CN)¿, a coaaonly used heavy atoa coapound in 
protein crystallography, has been aeasured by Helliwell, 
Phillips and Slddons (unpublished work) (figure 1.14). 
Coaparison of the calculated f  curve and the aeasured 
absorption curve enables values of f  to be estiaated for 
the saaple under exaainstion. In this exaaple, the 
spectrua should be a good approxlaation to that of the 
PtfCIOj’boand to the protein since the square planar
Fliurt 1.13 Th« wcvclmfths oi K and L tbiorptlon «dgM, |-lott«d 
ta t function of atonic nuabcr.
fimrt 1.14 Tht Lg absorption odge of Ft racotdtd froa a KjFt(CII)^  
■aaplt on DORIS usln( a SI doubl* crystal aonochroMtor with 0.7 *V 
bandwidth. Estlastcs of f* (In tUctrons) aro flvon at spocifie points 
(froa Rolllvollt Phillips and Siddons (unpubllsbtd)).
configuration of the cyanide Uganda la preserved. There 
la, however, a considerable dichrolse effect for Pt in the 
slellar structure Pt(Cl^)^'s these effects are leportant 
and do not show in the absorption eeasuraents of an 
aaorphous saeple (Teepleton and Teepleton (1985)).
In SI.2.1, it was shown how the anoaalous scattering 
Inforaation froa a heavy atoa derivative could be 
incorporated to resolve the phase aabiguity. As figure 
1.7 showed, the aaxlaua of f" does not coincide with the 
ainioua in f  and so it can be seen that it would be 
possible to phase reflections froa aeasureaents asde 
at two or aore suitable wavelengths froa a single systea 
containing an anoaaloua scatterer. Figure 1.15 deaonstrates 
this and eaphasizes the laportance of selecting suitable 
wavelengths to obtain the aaxiaua froa the available 
phasing power. Figure 1.16 plots f  against f" for 
praseodyaiua and saaariua for a range of wavelengths across 
their respective absorption edges, and the area of
the 'loop' in these plots can be thought of as being 
proportional to the phasing power. Phillips (1978) 
and Narayan and Raaaseshan (1981) have considered scheaes 
to decide the best choice of wavelengths and they conclude 
that, for a three wavelength experieent, the ones to 
use are those which ■axieize the area of the triangle 
defined by the three points in the f ,  f" plot.
The developaent of the polyehroaatic profile aethod 
to which chapter two is devoted), represents a new
fliurt 1.15 «) Tht contributioflt to • Bragg rafltctlon (and ita
■Irrorad Invtraa) at thrtt vavclcngtha around an abaorption odgt.
t vbart X| corrttpondt to tha alnlnun of f, Xj to tha 
■axiaun of f*, and X| to a position la tha pra-adga raglon.
b) Tha cantraa of tha phasing clrclas ara basad on tha Prladal 
aqulvalant pair at tha paak of tha absorption, and ona aqulvalant 
at tha nlnlnua In f'. Tha t^asa In this tvo vavalangth, thraa 
•aasuraaant axanpla la vail rasolvad.

Flgurt 1.16 Piet of Msauitd values of f' and f* for Pr (— — ) and 
Sa (^— ) in the isoaorphous crystal salts of sodlua cthylono dlaalna 
tatracatate oetahydral^. Tha direction of the srrovs indicate" incraasinf 
SR photon anarfy. Tha total vavalangth chanfa vas 0.0068 A for Pr and
O.OllS A for Sa, with a at each point of 10^ (based on tabulated
data froa Taaplaton at. al. (I960)).
approach to anosalous disperaion phasing in that it ia 
equivalent to the saapling of f  and f" continuously 
around the 'loop' of the f ,  f" plot. Therefore 
providing the spectral resolution at each point within 
the reflection profile is sufficiently high, the 
technique can realize all the phasing power that the 
phenoaena of anoaalous dispersion has to offer.
Such aeasureaents place rigorous deaands on the 
experiaental instruaent. The wavelength needs to be 
accurately controlled in order chat the desired 'operating 
point' is obtained, and the wavelength aust be stable.
In addition, the wavelength spread, 6A/X, in a aonochroaatic 
beaa aust be kept to a aiaiaua to avoid a saearing of the 
centres of the phase circles and an effective reduction 
of f  and f". The need to scan the absorption edge in 
a suitable coapound, aodelling that in the crystal, is 
also clearly identified. A preferable approach would 
be to use a saaple crystal to optiaize f  and either 
Bonitor the diffraction pattern itself using an 
electronic area detector, or alternatively, aonltor the 
absorption by fluorescence aeasureaent (Cant et.si. (1983)).
The topic of area detectors (dealt with in the 
following section) is central to the full exploitation 
of optiaized anoaalous scattering: anoaaloua differences 
in the diffraction pattern are generally saall and the 
signal to noise ratio obtained using fila is aarglnal.
The full power of the aethod is not likely to be realized
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until electronic area detectora are operating routinely 
at SK aourcea, although a aucceaaful three wavelength 
eaperlaent has been recentlj reported b; Kahn et.al. 
(1985). They deterained phases to 2‘3 A resolution 
for a terbiua parvalbuain using onlp anoaaloua 
scattering at wavelengths around the Tb absorption
edge. The resulting structure shows good agreeaent with 
that previously deterained by aolecular replaceaent 
aethods.
1.3.3 Eiperlaental conalderatlons
This section covers the X-ray optics and 
Instruaentatlon required for SR protein crystallography 
and, in particular, describes the eiperlaental facilities 
at the SRS. The design and perforaance of the first 
protein crystallography station at the SRS (designated 
7.2) has been reported by Helliwell et.al. (1962a), 
while the aechsnlcal arrangeaent and stepper aotor 
control software has been fully described by Carr (198A). 
A description of the relatively new station on the 
wiggler besaline (designated 9.6) has been given by 
Helliwell et.al. (1966).
To Bake full use of the available flux, the SR 
besa Bust be focused onto the ssaple, and, at the 
SRS, the source size to be laaged Is 13.7 x 0.A3 aa^ 
(11.3.1). In the vertical direction, 1:1 focusing is 
adequate and this is achieved by a 382 an long, by 
80 aa wide, by 30 aa deep, polished fused quartz airror
coated under UHV with platinue, and aituated 11 ■ froa
the aource. Bjr applying a couple at each end, Che alrror
la bent into a cylindrical curvature with a radius of
approxiaaCely 1 ka, to provide Che neceasary focusing.
The angle of the airror with respect to the beaa is
• • 
set such that wavelengths below 1 A are rejected (1/2 A
on the wiggler station).
The horizontal characteristics of the bean are 
left unaltered by Che alrror, and horizontal focusing, 
requiring 10:1 deaagnification, to better natch the 
focal size to the sanple size, is provided by bending 
the aonochroaator crystal. Perfect crystala of silicon 
or geraaniuB have peak reflectivities approaching lOOZ in 
the wavelength range of interest (O.S - 3.0 A), and 
can be grown to sizes large enough that the full 4 arsd 
divergence can be accepted. Nonochroaatisation is 
achieved by reflecting the radiation iron the (111) 
crystal plane so that Braggs law is only satisfied by one 
particular wavelength. By rotating the crystal and so 
altering the angle of incidence Che wavelength is 
tunable over a range liaited only by the physical 
restrictions on the 29 angle (0 - 70* on station 7.2).
The triangular shape of the crystal ensures a cylindrical 
curvature when a couple (provided by an acentric caa ) 
is applied to the tip. Horizontal deaagnification is 
provided by cutting the crystal surface at an angle, a*
Co the reflecting planes. All aspects of this optical
sysCea are dealt with fulljr in 12.1. A acheaatic of 
the optica at the SKS is shown in figure 1.17.
An alternative configuration of the X-ray optics 
would eaploy a double crystal aonochroaator in which 
the eaergent beaa is parallel to, and only slightly 
displaced froa, the incident besa for a wide range 
of reflected wavelengths (figure 1.18). The two crystals 
can be separate and individually controlled, or coupled 
together in a aonolithic channel cut device. Such a 
syatea, in a vertically dispersing aode, would provide 
rapid tunabllity, and, with suitable vertical entrance 
slits, high spectral resolution. Korisontsl focusing 
can then be achieved by using a doubly focusing airror, 
although with a large horizontal source size, as at the 
SRS, the Intensity at the aaaple would be significantly 
less than with the singly focusing airror plus the 
asyaaetric cut, singly bent triangular aonochroaator.
The double crystal arrangeaent is ideal for optiaised 
anoaalous scattering experiaents, and it is planned 
that this option be installed on the wiggler station 
at the SKS.
The X-ray esaers is securely aounted on top of an 
alignaent carriage which has 4 degrees of freedoa, two 
rotational and two translational about axes perpendicular 
to the X-ray beaa. provided by stepper aotors which are 
capable of S ua aoveaents per step. The carriage is 
aounted via recirculating roller bearings on a 4 a 
experiaeotal ara which extends norlzontally froa below

Fliurt 1.16 Doublt cryttal aonochroMtor ln tht vtrticnlly 
dltptrtlnf nodt. Tht rtnft of vtvtltnftht rtfltcttd li dtttraintd by 
tht SR vtrtlctl divtr(tnet tnflt, or tht tnglt tubttndtd it tht touret 
by tn tntrtnct tllt, vhlchtvtr It tht tntlltr.
the ■onchroaetor vessel. The carriage can therefore be 
aoved along the ara to aatch the focusing distance of 
the aonochroaator. The experiaental bench is supported 
bjr three thrust bearings; one ia dlrectljr below the 
Bonochroaator aount and provides the pivot point about 
which the ara can rotate, and the other two support 
the ara, via buahes, on horisontal cross track rails 
which are peraanentljr attached to the floor. This 
arrangeaent results in a large stable bench which can 
be easiljr soved bjr hand through a 2Ô range of 70*. llaited 
only by the extent of the cross tracks. In addition 
to the alignaent carriage, the experiaental bench also 
supports an evacuated bean pipe which reduces the air 
path between the aonochroaator vessel and the caaera to 
• ■l^isua. Finally the entire instruaent is enclosed 
in a radiation safety hutch deaigned to ensure no access 
during an 1-ray exposure. The various stepper aotors 
used for the adjustaent of carriage, aonochroaator, 
alrror and alita arc all controlled iron outside the 
hutch by a dedicated LSI 11/23 coaputer via a CAMAC 
based aotor address systea. A photograph of the cosplete 
instruaent on station 7.2 is shown in figure 1.19.
In anoaalous dispersion experiaents, where the 
signal of interest is relatively weak, the accuracy of 
the intensity aeasureaents becoaes doubly iaportant. 
Photographic fila has long been the only ares sensitive

detector available, and, In aan3r respects. It reaains 
the Boat flexible and convenient detector to uae. Its 
principle advantage is excellent spatial reaolution, 
Halted onljr by the size of a single grain (a few ua), 
and. thus, it aeets the needs of the trend to study 
larger and larger unit cells. However, fila does 
not allow on-line control of the experiaent and, aost 
iaportantly, it is relatively inefficient. To produce 
reasonable blackening on a file (say one optical density
or about 10*^  photons in a typical 0.3 aa diaaeter spot, 
which would result in reflection agreeaent statistics 
of. at best, SX. In a photon counting systea, 10^ 
photons would give a statistical counting error of 0.3Z, 
or, alternatively, 5X accuracy would be achieved with 
less than 1000 photons. It is for this reason that, 
providing the spatial resolution is not liaiting, 
electronic area detectors can offer real advantages in 
the accurate aeasureaent of intensities.
Hultiwire proportional chaabers (HWPC) have been 
successfully used with conventional sources for structure 
deteraination (Matthews et.sl. (1977), Xuong et.al. (1978) 
Xuong et.al. (1985)) and are under developaent at aost 
SR sources. Including the SRS (Helllwell et.al. 1962b). 
Such detectors have a resolution of 1-2 aa. suffer froa 
parallax depending on the chaaber depth, and have a
per second. However, for weskl3r diffracting saaples 
or for optiaized snoaaloua dispersion experiaents, 
where flux is sacrificed for spectral purity, HWPCs 
are highly attractive for use with SR.
TV iaage intensifier systeas are also being 
developed for protein crystallography (Arndt and 
Gllaore (1979). Arndt and Thoass (1962), Kalats (1982)). 
A FAST TV diffractoaeter systea supplied by Enraf Nonius 
will be coaaissioned st the SRS on station 9.6 during 
1985. With a high count rate (10^ per sec) and 
reasonable resolution ( 0*5 aa) these devices coabine 
soae of the advantages of film with the single photon 
counting statistics of electronic detectors. With the 
advent of these aodern systeas it is likely that, 
for experiaents where accuracy of intensity aeasureaents 
is laportant, fils will be rendered obsolete.
1.4 Drug design snd crystallogranh?
Prior to the work of Paul Ehrllck, who in 1910 
developed Salvarsan as a treataent for syphilis (Kunin 
(1970)), drugs were discovered by testing extracts of 
natural products for useful properties. Since that 
tine, drug development has relied upon the eapirical 
testing of a large nunber of chemicals for a desired 
biological response in aodel systens, followed by 
systenatic nodiflcation of a lead coapound to optiaize 
its properties. In view of the now apparent coaplexity 
of biological syateas, it is not surprising thst this 
*trial and error* approach has proved highly inefficient 
and expensive. In addition, aany drugs that have found
their way Into widespread use have either a very low 
therapeutic activity, or, as in cancer cheaotherapjr, 
cause serious side effects.
In recent years, the concept of a rational approach 
to drug design has been developed around the advent of 
structure • activity - relationships (SAR), which allow 
biological properties to be quantitatively correlated 
with the physiocheaicsl or structural properties of 
cheaical coeponents. Austel (1984) has outlined the 
principles behind a ayateaatic and practical strategy 
in the search for new drugs, starting with the 
deterainstion of a structural field around a lead coapound 
and proceeding to optiaization using, initially, qualitative 
SAR and, ultiaately, quantitative SAR, in which a biological 
property is expressed in teras of a aatheaaticsl function 
of physiocheaical and strutural descriptors. In this 
frsaework, the experiaents of the aedicinsl cheaist 
should be designed to elicit a aaxiaua of SAR inforaation.
Although conforaation is not the sole deterainant 
of a drug interaction (lipophilicity, basicity and charge 
distribution are also significant influences ), it is 
clearly of aajor iaportance. Many drugs act on target 
receptors in a stereoselective fashion to elicit 
pharaacological effects. It is often found that one 
isoaer of a drug is aore active than another in a certain 
test situation, while the activity values are reversed 
in different testa (e.g. the adrenoceptor blocking 
potency of labetalol (Brittain et.al. (1982))).
Alternatively, ell leoaers aay be nearly equlpotent In 
their action on a given receptor, yet one can show 
toxic aide effects, e.g. Ketaaine (White et.al. (I960)) 
and thalidoaide (Blsachke et.al. (1979)). In addition, 
it is highly probably that a single conforaation only 
of a flexible drug aolecule is bound in the drug-receptor 
coaplex. Increasing eaphasis has therefore been laid 
on the elucidation and analysis of configurational and 
conforaational characteristics of drugs and their 
receptors by x-ray crystallography, nuclear aagnetic 
resonance (NKR), and quantua cheaical calculations. It 
Bust always be reacabered that an x-ray crystal structure 
is aerely an averaged static aodel of a possibly flexible 
aolecule influenced by crystal packing forces. However, 
crystallographic data is generally in very good agreeaent 
with spectroscopic data. Also, evidence is beginning to 
eaerge froa eapirical force field calculations, showing good 
agreeaent between the conforaation observed crystallographically 
and that preferred energetically (e.g. the coaparison of 
steroid structures by Duax et.al. (1981)).
There are aany exaaples where the crystal structures 
of faailies of related drugs have contributed to the 
understanding of drug-receptor interactions. Often in 
these cases, the receptor is unidentified, let alone 
Isolatable. Caaeraan and Caaeraan (1984) have studied 
crystallographicslly a wide range of cheaically diverse 
coapounds which have a single coaaon pharaacological 
action, naaely anti-convulsant activity, thereby
establishing Che stereocheaicsl features coaaon to the 
three dlaensional conforastion of these coapounds, and 
enabling then to suggest guidelines for the design of 
nev potential antleplleptic drugs.
Most of the drugs used to coabat huaan cancers are 
ultlaatelj active at the DMA level. They either aodifjr 
DMA aetabolisa or Interact directly with the DNA aolecule. 
so Interferinj with Che genetic apparatus of cells, 
particularly rapidly proliferating ones. The favoured 
aodel, suggested by Leman (1961), for the latter class 
of aechanisa. Is one of intercalation. Crystal structures 
of Bodel coaplexes (notably drug-duplex dinucleoside 
Bonophosphate) have revealed soae of the subtleties of 
Che coaplex range of Intercalation phenoaena and have 
contributed significantly to the knowledge of SAR. This 
work has recently been reviewed by Neidle and Beraan 
(1983), and by Neidle (1964).
In cases where the protein receptor Is Identified 
and available for study in the crystalline state (or 
has a known sequence which Is hoaologous with related 
proteins chat do readily crystallize), protein cryst­
allography offers the opportunity to study protein- 
inhibitor coBpIexes at atóale or near-atoalc resolution. 
Modern Interactive coaputer graphics techniques, capable 
of displaying coaplete proteins as line drawings or as 
'dot* or 'net' surfaces (e.g. Tickle (1982), Pearl and 
Honegger (1983)), can then be used to aodel the coaplex, 
generate coapleaentary surfaces and exaalne docking of 
Bolecules.
One of the aott vldeljr etudleil drug receptors 
is dihjrdrofolste reductsse (DHFR). The snti^csncer 
properties of aethotreiste (HTX), the snti-bscterisl 
properties of triaethopria, and the anti-aslarisl 
properties of pjriaethsaine are all related to Inhibition 
of DHFR. thus eaphasizing the iaportant aetabolic role 
and wide distribution of the ensjrae (see Hitchings and 
Saith (1980) and Beddell (1984) for general reviews).
DHFR (with reduced nicotinaaide adenine dinucleotide 
phosphate (NADPH) as cofactor) reduces dihjrdrofolate 
(DHF) to tetrahjrdrofolate. which is then converted to 
NS, NIO - aethjrlenetetrahjpdrofolate, a necesaary cofactor 
in the synthesis of thyaidylate froa deoxjruridylate by 
thyaidylate synthetase (itself an iaportant target for 
cheaotherapy). Thyaidylate is essential for DNA synthesis 
and so inhibition of its production results in cell death. 
Since the first Z-ray crystal structure, that of the 
E.coli DHFR-HTX coaplex by Matthews et.al. (1977), a 
variety of DHFRs froa bacterial and aaanalian sources 
have been studied.
There is strong evidence froa the X*rsy structures, 
supported by NHR studies (Cocco et.al. (1983)), that 
N1 of HTX is protonated when bound to that enzyae, and 
that a charge interaction exists between sn aspartate 
(bacterial) or a glutaaate (vertebrate) and the 
protonated Nl. The refined crystal structures at 
1*7 A resolution (Bolin et.si. (1982)) of the E.coli and 
L, casei DHFR-HTX coaplexes, show that since HTX binds 
with the pterldlne ring in a flipped orientation as
coapared to the natural aubatratei DHF, an additional 
hydrogen bond foras at the 4*aaino which cannot fora 
for DHF. Uaing site directed autagenesls, a autant 
E. coli DHFR has been eipressed in which the kejr 
aspartate was replaced by arginine (Villafranca et.al. 
(1983)). The autant enzyae showa no protonation of 
MTX in the binary coaplex, but only a 100 fold lower 
binding constant for MTX than the wild type enzyae. 
thus indicating chat the charge interaction is not wholly
shows for NTX over DHF. These, and other results, are 
guiding Che efforts of the various pharaaceuCical laboratories 
concerned with the developaent of new, aore effective 
inhibitors of DHFR.
The DHFR exaaple shows the role protein crystallography 
can play in identifying the iaportant structural inter­
actions between drug and receptor. When coupled with 
other experiaental or theoretical techniques (e.g. charge 
densities given by quantua aechanical calculations can 
be used to generate electrostatic contour asps), crystal 
structures provide a sound basis for the rational design 
of new drugs which should supercede Che guesswork of 
yesterday.
Purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP) is one of the 
first proteins to be selected for crystallographic structure 
deterainstion priaarily on the basis of the potential 
therapeutic value of an iaproved inhibitor of the enzyae.
following Che failure of standard drug design aethods 
to produce a suitable coapound. Interest in the 
developaent of effective PNP Inhibitors has been 
generated b; knowledge of the relationship between PNP 
deficiency and certain iaaunological diseases, and of 
the role of PNP in the aetabollsa of purine nucleosides.
The results of the extensive research into the function 
and characteristics of PNP are reviewed in S3 of this 
thesis. Since the enzyae binds various substrates and 
substrate analogues, it should be possible to use these 
coaplexes to characterize the active site and identify 
the nature and spatial arrangeaent of the functional 
groups which are iaportant for the enzyaatic activity.
In addition, the crystal structure asy also suggest entirely 
new regions on the enzyae that could be potential targets 
for coapounds which would affect the enzyae by allosteric 
aechanisas.
CHAPTER TWO
THE SR POLYCHROMATIC PROFILE METHOD 
IN CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
Optical syateaa based on a singly bent triangular 
perfect-crystal aonochroaator have been constructed at 
LURE (Leaaonier et.al. (1978); Kahn et.al. (1982)),
DORIS (Hendrii et.al. (1979)). and the SRS (Helliwell 
et.al. (198Ai)) to provide intense X-ray beaas suitable 
for single crystal diffraction experiaenta. The first 
half of this chapter describes the properties of such 
a systea relevant to the diffraction process and the 
single crystal oscillation aethod. In doing sa the 
possibility of a polychroastic aethod in which an energy 
profile is produced along the axis of each diffraction 
spot in a acreenlesa oacillation photograph,is developed. 
The second half of the chapter describes experiaents 
conducted at the SRS which deaonstrate firstly.that 
optiaized anoaalous dispersion experiaents requiring high 
spectral purity can be catered for; and secondly,that the 
polychroaatic profile aethod is feasible.
All the aaterial covered in this chapter has been 
previously published. Greenhough and Helliwell (1982a, 
1982b) give detailed descriptions of the diffraction 
geoaetry for both conventional and synchrotron sources. 
Greenhough, Helliwell and Rule (1983) derive the general
diffraction spot size, shape and energy profiletand 
illustrate these with particular exaaplea froa the 
poiychroaatic ezperiaent described in $2.2.2. Arndt« Howard, 
Greenhough, Helliwell, Rule and Thoapson (1962) describe 
the necessary experiaental conditions and the sore 
general results of that experiaent.
2.1 Theorr
2.1.1 The aonochroaator
The use of a bent triangular aonochroaator crystal 
was briefly described in $1.3.3. Provided the curvature 
can be accurately controlled, the bending radius can be 
set such that the diverging 'white' rays froa a point 
source all aake the saae angle of Incidence along the 
curved surface and hence, the sane photon energy is 
reflected froa all illuainated points along the aonochroaator 
length. This is the 'achroaatlc condition* of the aono- 
chroaator and is coaaonly referred to as the 'Guinier 
position*. In the case where the reflecting Bragg planes 
are parallel to the crystal surface,the achroaatic 
condition corresponds to a focusing distance p' equal 
to the source to aonochroaator distance p and to a 
horizontal iaage size h* equal to the horizontal source 
size h. This srrangeaent would generally be unsuitable 
for current sources of SR because p is usually greater 
than 10 a and source sizes are considerably larger than 
typical protein crystala.
By cutting the nonochronator crystal at an angle, a, 
to the reflecting planes the reflected bean is coopressed 
in width coapared to the Incident bean (figure 2.1).
The conpression ratio, A, is given by
.  « i n ( e - g )
sin(e+a) ’
where 0 is the Bragg angle of reflection and, for a 
positive and 0>a, A<1 (Lenonnier et.al. (1976)). The 
inage distance p' at the Guinier position is Ap and 
the focal width is Ah. A Ge(lll) crystal with an 
oblique cut of 10-S* set to reflect 1*5 A radiation, has 
a conpression ratio of 'vl/7.
If the oblique cut is zero then the nonochronator
the reflected bean, j j ,are both equal to the
nonochronator rocking width. For a positive is
increased by A  ^and i» reduced by A^, thereby
reducing the total flux by A^. However, the focal width 
is reduced by A and so the final horizontal flux density 
is improved by A~^. In addition,the geonetrical width 
of the nonochronator,seen by the incident bean,is 
increased iron Lsin6 to Lsin (6ta) where L is the 
length of the nonochronator. This results in an increased 
flux if the width of the available bean is >Lsin0.
The spread of wavelengths reflected
bean is determined by several factors including the crystal 
rocking width and any variation in the angle of incidence 
along the length of the nonochronstor. Figure 2.2 shows
Fimrt 2.1 Nfltctlon froa an aiyMatrically cut cryital 
•enochroMtor. The width of tha rtflcettd hcaa it coaprottad 
ralatlva to that of tha iacidant baaa.
how the flaite horizontal source size produces a photon 
energy gradient across the focus. At the Guinier position, 
all rays froa a point in the source have equal angles of 
incidence, but rays froa different points will be incident 
at slightly different angles and so different wavelengths 
will be reflected. Hence there is a correlation between 
wavelength and position across the focused iaage. By 
placing a narrow slit (<<hp7fi st the focus a fine 
spectral resolution beaa can be selected (and is equivalent 
to placing a slit at the source itself). This is deaonstrated 
by the ^^2^3 experiaent described in i2.2.1.
Deviation from the Guinier position (i.e. the 
Bonochroaator is 'underbent' or 'overbent') also leads to 
an increased spread in wavelengths reflected. Figure 2.3 
demonstrates the effect in the absence of other considerations. 
In this case,the wavelength is correlated with direction 
rather than position in the horizontal line focus.
Helliwell et.al. (1982) placed an Fe foil directly behind 
a narrow slit at the focus and,with radiation froa an 
overbent aonochroaator.recorded photographically the Fe 
K absorption profile along its length. It is this 
principle that is exploited in the polychromatic diffraction 
experiments described in $2.2.2.
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2.1.2 Spectral resolution
The contribution to the total wavelength,spread due 
to the 'curvature component' described above.is


L I sin(9-q ) 8in(&*g ) i cot6
2 ' ~ T ^  ■  p  '
(Leaaonier et.al. (1976)). At the Guinler position 
sin(6-a)/p' ■ sln(64’a )/p, and the expression reduces to 
zero. The source size contribution to the spectral 
spread is 59cot6 where 69*h/p. These geosetrical factors 
are then convoluted with the crystal rocking width to 
obtain the total wavelength spread across the focus.
centre of the focu^ however, cot6 cot6) defines 
the energy resolution along each ray (Kohra et.al. (1978)). 
Thus we have.
■a) . i i n i i t a i i )  ¡ J c o t e .
p '' acc 'X ^TOT ‘ ' p  2'
If, however, the saaple (or slit) is less than the full 
focal width chen the source size contribution (h/p)cot6 
reduces to (X||/p')cot6 where x^ is the horizontal saaple 
size.
In addition to the total spectral spread across 
the focus there are liaitations to the spectral resolution 
at a point within the focus. Each incoaing ray has a 
spectral spread (6e/E) • ‘’jiff (see above) due to
the aonochroaator rocking width. The resolution would 
therefore be iaproved by using a syaaetric cut crystal 
(i.e. a*0). At the SRS for 1*743 A (Fe K edge) radiation, 
6E • 5*1 eV for a Ce(lll) crystal (a- 10*44*, ‘’gy, ■ 16". 
iE/E 7*2 X 10"
for a Si(lll) crystal (a* 10*29*,
o-A.
6", 6E/E - 2*7 X
et.al. (1961), respectively.
The cylindrical curvature geoaetry does not produce 
a perfect point focus of a point source; there is a saall 
horizontal aberration L*cos(6->a)/6R where R is the radius 
of curvature of the Bonochroastor (Martin and Cacsk (1976)).
For a fully llluainated (L«200b b ) Ge(lll) crystal (a-10*44*) 
set at the Guinier position (R-SOa) for 1*60811 A (Co K edge) 
radiation,the aberration is only 0*1 aa. If this is 
convoluted with the effect of the aonochroaator rocking 
width the effective angular width of the reflected beaa 
la only increased froa 40" to 40*5".
Associated with the focusing aberration is a depth 
of focus equal to (L/2) cos6 . There is also a finite 
'depth of source' which contributes to the depth of focus 
due to the finite acceptance angle of the SR beaa. For 
a storage ring bending aagnet radius of 5*3 a and 4 
Brad of beaa accepted,the depth of source is 22*5 aa. For 
L ■ 200 aa and Co K edge radiation, the total depth of 
focus is 119 b b ; for L ■ 100 aa it is 60 aa. In teras of 
energy resolution a value in the range 1-3 eV (L ■ 100-200 aa) 
is obtained.
The final factor to be considered is that of an error 
in the value of the oblique cut leading to an error in the 
Cuinier position. Since
, sin{6-g)
** g " sin(6+a) P ‘
where p'^  is the value of p' at the true Guinier position, then
6p' . ,P»in 2e.y ^
* »in'(6+<i)
•nd thia error in p'g will contribute to ¿A/A by the 
curvature coaponent giving
J(5>) . L (  ^cM I ulL  „„
A 2 p
Measurement of various crystals in use at the SRS has 
revealed differences of up to 0*2S* between the noainal 
and seasured values (Helliwell et.sl. (1982)). The 
estisated error in aeasureaent was t 0*05* for which 6(6a /A) 
- l-2eV (if L - 200 aa).
Adding these factors together and ignoring the 
horizontal focusing aberrat ion, values are obtained for the 
energy resolution at a point within the focal width; at 
the Guinier position for Fe radiation with a 10*5* 
asyaaetric cut Si(lll) crystal of illuainated length 
200 aa,6E suaaed over uijjffCotO (l*9eV), dsaO'OS* (l*2eV), 
and depth of focus (3eV) becoaes 6'leV; for L • 100 aa 
¿E is A*1 eV. For a Ge(lll) crystal the equivalent 
values are 9*1 eV and 7*1 eV, So dE/E is generally less
perfectly suitable for scanning many absorption edges in 
optiaized anomalous scattering eiperiaents. Away froa the 
Guinier positon da and the depth of focus affect only the 
total 6A/A achievable and so only need be
considered in the polychroaatic profile aethod.
Having Investigated the characteristics of the beam
iocus, a diffraction aodal la needed for the aaaple cryatal, 
deacribing the relevant paraaetera of the focuaed radiation 
froB the Bonochroaator not. In general, at the Gulnler poaltlon. 
The aaaple recelvea raya converging at an angle 6^ («(L/p*) 
ain (9-0)) with a range of energlea correlated with direction 
due to the aonochroaator curvature. In addition, there la a 
alight progreaalve change In mean direction of Incidence 
froa one aide of the focua to the other, (Y||). Theae featurea 
arc illuatrated in figure 2.4. At the Culnler poaltlon the 
curvature coaponent of apectral dlaperalon, la zero,
and In the underbent caae is negative. Figure 2.S ahowa 
the aaae eitreae raya transferred to intercept the origin of 
reciprocal apace. Figure 2.6 plota Incoalng angle agalnat 
wavelength for each fan of raya. Each Incoaing ray 
direction then has an associated wavelength spread of
<“diff * cote, 
and this can be described as a 'conventlonal-aource-type*
.6A,
(T) * ( x ’foc
spread la about a scan varying froa
> - (»»c ■ >Jl ■ »t *1!! 
2 7 ’ 2
(6 »), ♦ il -
8h 2 p'
giving a spread 6A ■ ^  (6X) ;
thus.there la a direction-correlated tera
^  ( ^ )
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Pliurt 2.6 Plot of vavtltnfth vtriui Incoainf wiflt to tht orifin of 
rociprocti ipoc* for •) ovorbond. b) Culnlor position and c) undtrbond.
is th« sourct silt coaponsnt, (x^/p')cot6| £1^ is tbs rocking 
width conponont, is th« curvstur« conpon«nt. and
ar« grossly tnlargtd with r«sp«ct to .
In tens of the Evald sphere, the directlon>correlsted 
wavelengths in the horitontsl plane give rise to Evald 
spheres of radius 1 along the central ray (i.e. d*«X/d), 
of radius X/(A-(Yh /6jj)6X^/2) along Y|j/2,and X/(X + (Y||/Bj|) 
6X^/2) along -Y^/2.
In the vertical direction there is no correlation between 
wavelength and direction. In the absence of a vertically 
focusing airror, the angular spread is deterained by the 
vertical beaa divergence .Oy .and the source heightfhy, so 
that for a saaple (or slit) of height Xy at the focus, 
the accepted divergence is Yy * (ly^hy)/(p^p*). At the 
SRS hy30'43 aa (calculated) FWHH and Yy«0*03 arad for a 
0*3 aa saaple. The use of a 1:1 vertically focusing 
airror reproduces Oy at each point in the focus, so that 
Yy’Oytwhlch is 0*25 arad at the SRS.
Greenhough and Helliwell (1982b) have given tables 
of the paraaeters discussed above for various geoaetries 
available on the protein crystallography workstation at the 
SRS.
2,1,3 Reflecting ranee and prediction of oartialitf
The asynaetry in the diffraction aodel introduced 
by the direction^correlated spectral dispersion leads to 
large changes in the crystal ssaple reflecting range and 
cannot be ignored In the proceasing of filas nor In the 
online prediction of reflections for electronic area 
detector systecs being developed at SR sources.
In the case of a conventional source the syaaetrlc 
spectral dispersion can slapljr be added to the saaple 
Bosaic spread (n) (Greenhough and Helliwell (1982s)) so 
that the reflecting range of a reflection R, U
0D ■ L(nd*cose+**d*8ln0 )
" \
in the absence of beaa cross fire. Each effect in turn 
can be reproduced bjr a reciprocal lattice voluae eleaent 
interacting with the reasining effects. For the SR case 
with a horizontal rotation axis, Greenhough and Helliwell 
(1982b) first found the reflecting range due to the beaa 
cross fire and the correlated spectral dispersion, aodelled 
this with a suitable reciprocal lattice voluae eleaent, 
and then considered the Interaction with the conventional 
coaponent of spectral dispersion.
The surface containing the centres of the Ewald 
spheres which are present (before the conventional tera 
is considered) can be approxiaated bjr an ellipse with 
aajor and alnor axesY||g/2 andYy/2 reapectively, where
Figure 2.7 clearli shows how the left/right ssyaaetry of 
reflecting range, partiality, spot size, and blind region, 
arises. Once saaple rocking width and conventional-source- 
type terns are accounted for.an expression for the angular 
reflecting range is obtained:
where L is now the Lorentz factor, ^ the reciprocal space
horitontal coordinate and la given by
S '
To decide whether a reflection la partial or not the 
•aaple rocking widthA, or a apherical reciprocal lattice 
voluae of radlua E.can be coapared with a unit Ewald aphere. 
and
A - 2E/(d*coae)
i7
The eipreealon for 0^  ^clearly predicta a horiaontal 
aayaaetry due to the preaence of the tera in C* Reflectiona 
placed identically, eicept for the aenae of their vertical 
diaplaceaent, will have the sane reflecting range, while a 
change of sign in the horizontal displacenent will give 
different reaulta. For the source-aonochroaator-sanple 
configuration at the SRS.the left-of-filn reflections 
have increased reflecting range. At the Guinier position 
tern in ; la squared, and the asyaaetry la 
reaoved. The equations then reduce to those for a 
conventional source with an asynnetric cross-fire (Greenhough 
and Helliwell (1982s)). Greenhough and Helllwell (1982b) 
present two oscillation photographs of native glyceraldehyde 
3-phosphate dehydrogenase, one taken at the Gulnler position, 
the other with an overbent aonochroastor. In the latter, 
the spot eitension caused by the increased relectlng range 
can clearly be seen for left-of-flln reflections.
The aaynaetric reflecting range also leads to an
Ftiurt 2.7 Th« corrtUtion tllipj« foi a horisonttl rotation nxio, 
shovlnf tht Bvold sphtro contrcs due to (he bean croat-flro and 
direction-correlated wavelength.
• S3'aaetric blind region and this is of great iaportance 
when processing oscillation data. Many reflections will 
becoae partial and aanjr partíais will be recorded on aore 
than two filas, such Is the increase in size of the left* 
of'fila blind region.
2.1.4 Diffraction spot size, shape, and enerar profile 
The range of wavelengths and rajr directions which 
are diffracted bjr the saaple to a single point on the fils 
can be found,and so the energy spread, sean energy, and hence 
the resolution can also be found. By finding the fila 
coordinstes(H.V) of all the diffracted rays, the diffraction 
spots can be napped in terns of position and energy. In 
this process the effects of crystal size, shape, and 
aosaicity nust be taken into consideration. The first 
step is to consider those rays at the aanple which pass 
through an infinitely snail pre-crystal pinhole at the focus, 
with zero vertical cross fire. By tenporarlly neglecting 
the effect of the aonochroaator rocking widtl\ the diffraction 
spot produced by the direction correlated wavelength coaponent 
alone can be aapped out. This turns out to be an inclined 
line on the fila (since 9V/3H is constant for a particular 
point in reciprocal space), varying in length and inclination 
over the fila, and which contains perfectly resolved energies 
with a linear relationship between position and energy
spread in filn coordinates for a particular energy due to 
the saaple nosaicity (n)t saaple thickness (t), and
■onochroaator rocking width. Then the horizontal alit width 
(L||) (assuaing the saapte can accept at least the whole of 
the central correlated fan of rajrs) la considered along with 
the associated focus energy gradient. If the energy gradient 
were zero, the alit would cause each energy to be aaeared 
out over a horizontal distance equal to the slit width.
Finally, the vertical beaa cross-fire and vertical alit or 
saaple size (ly) (whichever is the saaller) are considered.
The effect of the vertical cross-fire la, in aost cases, very 
snail coBpared to the sisple vertical convolution due to the 
slit or sasple height. This leads to the important result 
that, in finding the energy resolution at any point within 
a spot, only the horizontal fils coordinate need be considered.
The total spread in the horizontal file coordinate due 
to the correlated component of energy alone is
(3»), Cc(2»d**) corr cos‘26
where S is the crystal to slit distance and C is the crystal
to film distance. A given energy in the correlated component
(whose general relative value is { ■ (E-E )/E ) is sprea<mean mean
r
out over a horizontal distance 3H on the film, given by the 
SUB of the energy smearing factors, and the resolution of the 
correlated components is thus degraded to give the energy 
resolution at each point within the diffraction spot as
Separating the energy smearing factors gives
az _ 26, I|(3H)^M(3H)J*|(3H)J.|(3H)(^J.|(3H)^ |1.
and after aubstituting and rearranging
7T57corr
.here *ioc‘
dlaenaiona of the diffraction spot are given by
H ,T | s ,U = M 2 L t il i  1 ,  iliC eltc j .
tot“ coe'ze ‘ * ' cos29 ' * ‘k
* |V <  *“ toc *1« II
I u ^J^TI co, ’ 2 “
and,for a syssetric ly,
V ,Y i s V E U i i l i  1 ♦ J l i C L X k l  e 1 
*tot  ^ * L cos26 * *V
Y„CLt(d»*-2 t’ ) CL(2C’ -d*’ C’ )
♦ '-------------- ♦ -------------  <«eorr*V^foc>
2 cos’26 cos'26
The diffraction spot is an inclined strip of vertical
- C/Lcos26, C(/cos26, (Wonacott (1977)). As the terse in
site and inclination vary over the fils with large left/ 
right differences.
The expressions above are of general use, even at 
the Gulnler position, allowing the calculation of 
individual integration box shapes and sizes based on 
experlsental conditions. Conversely,refinesent of 
spot sizes will give a good estisate of sasple sosaic 
spread ( and crystal thickness t. If not carefully 
seasured) assusing that sachine paraseters are accurately 
known. The effectiveness of these expressions is deaonstrated
bjr the result* described in !2.2.2.
That the energy-direction correlation present at 
the focus is preserved in each and every diffraction 
spot is potentially of great isportance to the sethods of 
optlsized anosalous scattering. By centring the correlated 
energy spread on the absorption edge of an anosalous 
scatterer wlthtii,say, a setalloproteln, thus optisizing 
f* and f ,  the real and Isaginary cosponents of anosalous 
dispersion, sufficient Inforaatlon can be recorded that, 
in principle, it should be possible to phase the reflections 
without the use of aultlple isoaorphous replaceaent or 
aultlple data sets individually collected at different 
wavelengths.
2.2 Eiperiaental
2.2.1 Step Scan of ^III
In$2.1.1 and$2.1.2 It was noted that,at the Guinler
position where there is no correlated contribution, the
energy spread at the focus is doainated by the energy
gradient ters (ft/p)cot6 due to the finite source size.
By placing a saall horizontal slit (width at the focus
this ters becoaes(i /p) cotB and so can be reduced 
H
Indefinitely at the expense of photon flux.
To desonstrate the resolution attainable the transalsslon 
(photons, sec through a thin powder saaple was
aeasured on an arbitary scale at the absorption edge
(1*5903 A) by a siaple loo chaaber placed behind the saaple. 
For this wavelength and a Ge (III) aonochroaator with an
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oblique cut of 10'44*,thc Bragg angle B it 14*086*, the 
coapresalon ratio A^la 0*IS32 and the Culnler poaltlon la 
at p^ • 3*207 a. A 100 Ua wide lead-Javed allt was 
placed In the focal plane and stepped horlsontall; across 
the focus In 50 u* Intervals, therebjr saapllng a slightly 
different aean wavelength at each step. The aeasureaents 
were aade firstly without the saaple and then with. The 
SRS was operating at 1*9 GeV with currents of 100 bA at 
Injection and the data were corrected for the bean decay.
The scan without ssaple (lo) (fig. 2.8a) gives a 
distance of approilBately 3bb across the full focus and 
an FWHN value of 1*6S ^ 0*05 b b . The corresponding
values are then 29eV and 16eV respectively. The 
energy resolution Is given by the s u b  of the energy spreads 
due to the silt width (*1/1*65 i 16 eV * 1 eV), do
(1*2 eV), depth of focus (3 eV), and the aonochroaator 
rocking width (wjiff cot 6 ■ 2*4 eV) and therefore totals 
7*6 eV, corresponding to a 6A/X of 9 x 10*^. The scan 
with ssBple Is shown in fig. 2.8b and the absorption 
(• In (I/Io))ln fig. 2.8c. The Dy 'white line* feature 
evident In the absorption curve has a width of approxiaately 
13 eV.
The esperlBent shows the resolution achievable at 
the Gulnler position to be perfectly adequate for the 
saapling of absorption edge fine structure so that the 
wavelength say be accurately set for single wavelength 
optialsed anoBslous dispersion experisents.
Inltniitv */•
Fliuf 2.8« Step •can acrott th« foeua with no aaaplt. Tha borltontal 
width of th« h«aa at thia wavelength (1.59 A) la l.fiS (0.05) m  FVHN. 
Thia correaponda to a s^ource alee of apptoxlaately 10.B aa.

Energy (#V|
figure 2.8c Absorption spectrua of Dy^ Oj •lightly b«lov 
•nd at (rlfht)| the Oy Lg edge.
2.2.2 PolTchro»atlc diffraction br a Re coiolgi
Having aatablished the possibility for a diffraction 
pattern In which each spot la drawn out Into a streak 
along which the wavelength varies, a suitable saaple 
was required In order to evaluate the aethod and the 
theory described above ($2.1). Crystals of heptohydrldo 
bis (dllsopropylphenol) phosphine rhenlua (ReH^CPlC^H^]^ 
supplied by J.A.K. Howard, were chosen because 
of a) the high proportion of anoaalous scatterer - one 
Re atoa In 380 daltons, b) their unifora thickness (0*1 
b b), and because c) the space group (P2^/n) is centrosysBetrlc, 
all phases are 0 or « and the variation In f  has a 
negligible effect on the reflected Intensity. The crystal 
structure has been solved previously (Howard et.sl. (1983)) 
froB low teBperature X-ray data collected on a Nlcolet 
P3/b 4 circle dlffractoaeter, and the refined cell 
paraaeters were found to be a • 11.271 A, b - 13.405 A, 
c - 17.017 A and 6 - 95.53*.
The ala of the experlaent, therefore, was to observe 
the effects of f  on the reflection profile at the rheniua 
Ljii absorption edge (1.1772 A). No aodlflcatlon of the 
standard SRS protein crystallography station 7.2 was 
required apart froa the Introduction of an adjustable 
horizontal slit to constrain the energy resolution within 
the reflection profile. The slit was set at 70 ua and 
positioned at the focus with the saaple beyond so that the 
now-diverging beaa flooded aost of the crystal, which 
therefore accepted all the correlated energy bandwidth 
available (figure 2.9).

A Si(lll) aonochroBator with an aajraaetric cut of 
6.73 f O.OS* (Helllwell, unpubliahad data) was used; the 
slit to crjrstal distance was 100 aa and the crystal 
to fila distance was 54.5 aa. corresponding to a resolution 
Unit on a flat plate cassette of 1.5 A. The aonochroaator 
was overbent so that the focal plane was at p* • 2.4 a. which
later analysis of direct beaa exposures indicated that 
only 156 aa of the available 200 aa was lllualnsted, 
consequently (Creenhough, pers. coaa.).
The wavelength was first calibrated by aeasuring the 
intensity transaitted by a crystal, siailar to that used 
in the diffraction experiaents, as the aonochroastor was 
stepped in intervals of 0.01*. Two sequences of photographs 
were then recorded, on CEA Reflex 25 fila, with the 
wavelength spread centred in the first sequence, on the 
point of inflection of the absorption curve, and la the 
second. 200 eV to the low energy side. Each sequence 
of exposures consisted of: a still at 0* spindle angle; 
a still at 85*; an oscillation photograph froa 85* to 89.95*; 
and finally a still at 89.95*. The saaple was aounted such 
that the x-ray beaa was perpendicular to the large face 
of the thin crystal at a spindle angle of 90*.
The two oscillation photographs (referred to as 
'on-edge* and 'off-edge') are shown in figure 2.10. The 
'on-edge' photograph shows apparent unifora fine structure 
in each and every reflection, as would be expected for a 
saall heavy atoa coaplei where the absorption profile of

the heavy atoa doalnatea the diffracted Intenaitiea.
Such fine atructure la not obaerved In the 'off*edge' 
photograph and cannot be attributed to a apllt aaaple alnce 
the 'on-edge' sequence uaa recorded first.
The spots recorded on the atlll photographs were 
used with the prograa OSCAI (see S4.4) to refine the 
saaple orientation and Index the reflections on the 
oscillation photographs. Ulth only 30 partial reflections 
available the refined orientation Is relatively lapreclse; 
however, with a saall unit cell the aia-indexlng of 
reflections is highly unlikely. The large oscillation 
range leads to the saae reflections being stiaulated at 
the two (slightly) different wavelengths, although their 
position on each fila Is slightly altered. The still 
photographs were also used to check that any reflection 
chosen for analysis was Indeed fully recorded on the 
oscillation photographs.
Ulth the atóale coordinates of the crystal structure 
available It was possible to calculate the Individual 
contributions to the structure factors of all the fully 
recorded low angle reflections. Two such reflections were 
selected, those with Hiller indices 020 and 120. and these 
are stlaulated at very aiailar Bragg angles, so that their 
absorption profiles, as a function of wavelength, should 
also be very slallar. The Ke atoa aakes a aaall contribution
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It doainates that of the 020 (F^^ - 259. F^^^ - 134). It 
was therefore expected that the variation in the Xe f  across
the absorption edge would aodlfjr the intensity profile 
of only the latter reflection, and that division by the 
foraer reflection profile would eliainate the doainating 
absorption effect and reveal the variation due to f.
The reflections of interest were digitised on a 
Scandig flat bed densitoaeter using an aperture of 10 
1 100 vjB with a step size of 10 pa. The scan direction 
was along the streak axis, which was very close to 
horizontal for these low angle reflections. The four 
central scans were averaged together, asking the raster 
effectively 10 x 400 ua, and the scans above and below 
the spots were used to provide an average local background 
which was then subtracted froa the reflection profile.
The uncorrectcd profiles for the two reflections at the 
two different wavelengths are shown in figure 2.11.
Since the two reflections on each fila were not of 
exactly the sane length (differing by up to SO u* 1"
l.S an) along the streak axis, the longer was conpressed 
using linear Interpolation to natch the shorter. To 
achieve this the start and end point of each profile 
was defined as being where the profile intensity reached 
twice the average background intensity.
Once these corrections had been applied the 020 
profile was divided by the 120 profile at each wavelength. 
The results of this division are plotted in figure 2.12, 
which clearly shows a large variation at the 'on-edge* 
wavelength, whilst 'off-edge' the effect is absent. To 
test the effect of aisalignaent of the reflections, one
Fimr« 2.11 Tb« uncorr«ct«d dcnsiteatttr profil«« of tb« tvo 
r«fl«ctloii« ln tb« 'en~«d(«' (top) «nd 'off-odgo' c««««.
Fliuf 2.12 Th« divided IntMulty profil«« (020/120) In th« 
*on-«d|«' (top) and 'o(f-«d(«' cut«.
profile wet slipped by up to 4 raster points (i.e. 40 pa) 
in either direction with respect to the other. Although 
this produced changes in the aagnitude of the peaks in the 
'on-edge* division, the shape of the plot reaained 
substantially unaltered. Clearly, any estiaate of f  
should be based on a least squares analysis of aany 
reflections. However, Helliwell (unpublished calculation) 
has estinated that the alniaua in the 'on-edge' divided 
profile of figure 2.12a corresponds to a f  of -27 e~which 
coapares well with values obtained for Pr and Sa by 
Teapleton et.al. (1960).
A detailed analysis of the energy resolution at any 
point in the reflection profile has been given by 
Greenhough, Helliwell and Rule (1983) (see appendix II).
Taking into account saaple aosaic spread, saaple dlaensions, 
size of slit and slit-ssaple-fila distances, as well as beaa 
geoaetry, a value for 6E of approxlaately 11 eV (or 6E/E •
1 X 10 ^) was obtained for the low angle reflections 
considered here. These authors have also coapared the 
spot shapes recorded in this experiaent with those 
predicted by the theory outlined earlier in this chapter 
(2.1.4) and these show very good agreeaent.
A brief atteapt to extend this experiaentsl approach 
to a protein saaple has been aade by Helliwell and Creenhough 
(pers. coaa.) using a crystal of Hanganese/Calciua Pea 
Lectin. However, they concluded that the anoaaloue 
scattering signal of the Hn K edge for 2 Mn atoas in 50000 
daltons was too weak to be observed in their experlaent.
In general, the aetal L nerlet would be superior especially 
if absorption edge white line effects were accessible.
Despite this, it is in the phase deterainatlon of reflections 
froB protein cryatsls containing a single anoaalous scatterer 
in the asyaaetric unit, that the polychroaatic aethod is 
perhaps best suited. Changes in ssaple absorption across 
the absorption edge would be very auch saaller than in 
the present case, and, at high angle where the stoaic 
scattering factor falls off rapidly, the anoaslous signal 
would be coaparatively large.
There is potentially an enoraous aaount of inforaation 
generated by a polychroaatic diffraction experiaent with 
a protein saaple, and, aside froa the experlaental considerations, 
Buch thought and effort will be required to establish the 
aesns by which this inforaation can be extracted and 
Interpreted. Alternatively the aia aight be aore aodeat; 
perhaps to accurately phase a subset of reflections, which 
could then be incorporated into direct aethods phasing of 
protein data (e.g. Bricogne (1964)). One aspect of the 
experiaent which is open to iaproveaent is that of the 
detector. For exaaple, the FAST TV diffractoaeter, with 
good sensitivity and spatial resolution, could be placed 
a coaparatively long way froa the saaple so as to spread 
the diffraction streaks across aany pixels. Alternatively, 
by using a snail spindle rotation step angle, parts of 
a reflection could be spread over aore than one iaage, 
thereby allowing three diaensional profiles to be recorded.
The p r o f i l e '  would be the energy axis and the energy

CHAPTEB THREE
PKOPEBTIES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF PURINE 
HUCLEOSIDE PHOSPHOIYLASE
Nucleoside phosphorrlases were first recognised ss 
8 distinct group of enzynes through the studies of Kslcksr 
(1945a, b). Previously,it had been believed that the 
enzyaic cleavage of the glycosldic bond of nucleosides 
was the result of direct hydrolysis. Only after it had 
been shown that enzyaic cleavage of nucleosides is 
stlaulated by phosphate or arsenate (Klein (1935)) and 
that glycogen phosphorylase catalyzes the depolyaerization 
of glycogen by the liberation, not of glucose, but of 
glucose-l-phosphate (Cori et.al. (1937)), was it suggested 
that phosphorolysis rather than hydrolysis night be the 
aechanisa involved. The neit step was the Identification 
and isolation of the reaction product ribose-Nphosphste 
(R-l-P) (Kalckar (1947)), followed by the discoveries 
that phosphorelysis of purine deoiyribonucleosides 
yielded deoxy-R*l-P (dR-l-P), and that incubation of 
R-*I«P or dR*l-P with an appropriate purine base 
resulted in the synthesis of a purine nucleoside (Friedkin 
and Kalckar (1950), Friedkin (1950).
However,  i t  i s  the r e l a t i v e ly  recent appreci at ion  
of the inportance  o f  purine nu c le os ide  phosphorylase 
(PNP) in iBBunodevelopaent and purine nucleoside analog 
a etab o ll sB  that has s tiBu lated de ta i l e d  st ructura l
and kinetic studies and has generated strong Interest In 
developing PNP Inhibitors and nucleoside analogs resistant 
to cleavage.
3.1 The function oi PMP
Haaaalian purine nucleoside phosphorjrlase (PNP) 
(nucleoside phosphorylase; purine nucleoside: orthophosphate 
rlbosyltransferase; EC 2.4.2.1) catalyzes the reversible 
phosphorolysls of rlbonucleoside and 2'- deoxyribonucleoalde 
derivatives of hypoxanthine, xanthine, guanine and aany 
of their analogs (figure 3.1):
purine nucleoside 4 P^ ^ purine base 
♦ R-l-P
Although In aan and other species the synthesis of 
nucleosides Is greatly favoured under equllibrlua 
conditions, PNP acts prlaarlly In the phosphorolytic 
direction In intact cells. Figure 3.2 shows how PNP 
functions as a catabolic enzyae when coupled with 
guanase and xanthine oxidase and as a salvage enzyae 
by providing substrates for hypoxsnthlne-guanlne 
phosphoribosy1transferase (HGPRT). The liberated sugar 
phosphates aay enter the pathway of carbohydrate aetabollsa 
or aay participate In nucleoside exchange reactions where 
PNP couples with a pyrlaldlne nucleoside phosphorylaae 
(Parks and Agarwal (1972)). R-l-P, via Its conversion 
to R-S-P by phosphorlboButase, Is also an laportant 
precursor of 5-phosphorlbosyl>l-Dyrophosphate (PRPP).


Parks et.al. (1975) have shown that guanosine, a R-I-P 
donor. Is incorporated auch sore rapldljr Into the 
nucleotide pools of huaan arjrthrocjrtes than guanine. It 
is also iaportant to note that both ribo- and deoiyribo« 
nucleosides are salvaged bjr the PNP pathway to fora only 
ribonucleotides. Thus, coupled with adenosine deaainase 
(ADA) PNP aay provide a aechanisa for Halting the 
production of deoxyribonucleotldes to their synthesis 
by ribonucleoslde diphosphate reductase, a highly 
regulated enzyae (Moore and Hurlbert (1966)).
PNP shows little regulation but is present in very 
high activities per ag of protein in aan, particularly 
in extracts of kidney, peripheral lyaphocytes and 
granulocytes. Erythrocytes, which are deficient in 
purine biosynthesis de novo, have about the saae activity 
per al of packed cells as peripheral lyaphocytes (Parks 
et.si (1975)) and are the richest source of huasn PNP. 
Turner et.si (1974) have noted that reticulocytes have 
alaost 7 tlaes as such activity as aature erythrocytes.
In contrast to lyaphocytes. erythocytes transport 
nucleosides into the cell as rapidly as they can be split 
by PNP (Tax and Veerkaap (1978)). Parks et.al. (1975) 
have estlaated a hypothetical rate in excess of 500g 
inosine cleaved per hour per 2*5 1 of erythrocytes 
illustrating the foraidable phosphorolytic capacity of 
huasn blood. It is also iaportant when extrapolating 
froa laboratory aniaals to aan to note that PNPactivlty in 
erythrocytes is 5>fold lower in aice (Burgess et.al..
unpubllthed results), 15-fold lower in rats (Agarwal 
et.sl. (1975)), and eitreaelr low or nil in dogs and 
cats (Parks and Agarwal (1972)).
3.2 Sianliicance of PNP in cheaotherapv
3.2.1 Relationship to iaaunodeficiencv
In 1972 a deficiency of ADA was found in two unrelated 
patients with severe coabined iaaunodeficiencjr disease 
(Giblett et.al. (1972)) and this was followed by the 
report of a child,eihibiting lyaphopenia, severe T cell 
dysfunction, but noraal B cell functioiv who was coapletely 
lacking in PNP activity (Giblett et.al. (1975)). Aaasnn 
(1978) has since detailed the clinical aanifestât ions 
of the iaaunologlcal aberrations in PNP deficient 
patients. Peptide aapping of the sbnoraal enzyae 
subunit froB the faailies of deficient patients has 
confiraed that the autation is in the structural gene 
for PNP (Gudas et.al. (1978b), NcRoberts and Martin 
(1980)).
Studies of incoapletely deficient patients suggest 
that proliferation-dependent T-suppressor cells are 
iapaired while proliferation-independent T-helper cell 
functions are retained (Gelfand et.sl. (1978)), which 
aay account for the exaggerated huaoral response often 
observed (Aaaann (1978)). These findings suggest a 
aeans of selectively suppressing cellular iaaunity for 
therapeutic purposes. An effective PNP inhibitor alght 
be useful in treating T-cell leukealss (Stoeckler et.sl.
(1980)), suppressing the host vs. graft response (Parks 
et.al (1981), or in countering autoiaaune disease (Kazaers 
et.sl. (1981)) without destroying the patients huaoral 
iaaunity. In addition xanthinuria and xanthine gout 
aight be treated by a PNP inhibitor which would shift 
the purine excretion pattern toward the aore soluble 
nucleosides. An inhibitor night also be useful in the 
treatnent of secondary gout due to rapid cytolysia after 
Irradiation or cheaotherapy (Parks et.al (1981)).
Since there is no evidence that aissing products 
of the PNP reaction are detriaentsl to the Inaune 
system attention has been directed toward the potential 
toxicity of accuaulated substrates. Of the substrates 
only deoxyguanosine (dCuo) can be phosphorylated and in 
the absence of PNP the other substrates guanosine, inoslne 
and deoxyinosine areexcreted in elevated quantities in 
urine (Cohen et.al (1976), Siegenbeek van Heukelon 
et.al. (1977)). Deoxyguanosine alone of the substrates 
inhibits growth of the S49 nouse T-cell lyaphona line at 
10 concentrations (Chan (1978), Gudas et.al. (1978a)). 
Cells withaoutant ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase 
that is not subject to allosteric control by deoxyguanoaine 
triphosphate (dGTP), show resistance to dGuo toxicity 
(Ullnan et.al. (1979)). The accepted aodel for explaining 
the effects of PNP deficiency is that shown in figure 
3.3. In the absence of PNP (or in the presence of an 
effective Inhibitor of PNP) dGuo accunulates and is 
phosphorylated to fora dCTP thereby inhibiting the

reductase causing s depletion of deoxjrc|tldlne triphosphate 
(dCTP) and so blocking the synthesis of DNA. Carson et.al.
(1979) suggest that the T-cell specificity Is due to 
the selective trapping of dGuo nucleotides by the 
relative activities of phosphorylatlng and dephosphorylating 
enzyaes in these cells.
While the understanding of inborn InaunodefIclency 
diseases has progressed enoraously In recent yesr^ there 
are still aany unexplained clinical and experlaentsl 
observations. PNP deficient patients often display 
neurological abnoraalities and snealas which are not 
attributable to autoianune disease (Ullaan (1978)).
There is evidence of an association between hseaolysls 
and perturbations of erythrocyte nucleotide levels 
(Valentine et.al. (1974)). Inhibition of S-adenoaylhoao« 
cysteine hydrolase la known to occur secondarily in ADA 
(Hershfield et.si. (1979). PNP and HGPRT deficiency 
(Herahfleld (1961)). The clinical usefulness of PNP 
Inhibitors aay ultlaately be deterained by the causes and 
laportance of these and other findings.
3.2.2 Purine Analoa Métabolisa
There has also been auch Interest in the role of PNP 
in the aetabollsa of purine analogs used in cheaotherapy. 
There are three aain areas of study. Firstly, PNP cleaves 
the nucleosides of aany guanine and hypoxanthine analogs 
to release the bases. It Is well known that the rlbo- 
nucleoaldes of soae purine analogs used In tests of anti- 
tuaour activity are as effective as their free bases
(Hontgoaerjr et.al. ( 1962)). 6>thioguanoBine and 
b-selenoguanosine are Incorporated Into the nucleotide 
pools of erythrocytes to a such greater extent than their 
free bases, probably becsuseupon cleavage by PNP the PRPP 
precursor R-l-P is sade available. (Parks et.sl. (1975))
The rapid cleavage of the deoxynucleoaides of guanine 
analogs by PNP raises the question of whether they would 
be directly phosphorylated (as with dGuo) if their 
phosphorolysis were Inhibited. Investigations with 
■ ice suggest that 6-'2'-deoxy-b-'thiogusnosine sight be a 
■ore effective antiesneer agent than 6«thioguanine 
(Lepage et.si.(1964)). Clinical tests proved negative 
although the higher activity of PNP in husan blood say 
have prevented large enough doses of the nucleoside iron 
reaching the target cells.
Secondly, although PNP functions predoainantly 
as 8 phosphorolytic enzyae, the intracellular synthesis 
of analog nucleosides has been deaonstrated. l-ribosylsllo- 
purlnol has been identified in the urine of patients 
receiving the drug sllopurinol (Krenltsky et.sl. (1967)). 
Studies with aice show that although the nucleoside is s 
product of the PNP reaction it is a poor substrate for PNP, 
resulting in the analog being trapped In its nucleoside 
fora (Nishads et.al. (1979)). 6-thioguanosine is 
synthesized froa 6 >thioguanine in aouse Sarcoaa 180 
cells and it has been suggested that the PNP reaction 
lowers the potency of 6>thiogusnlne by asking it unavailable 
for reaction with its target enzyae HCPRT.
Finsll)^ the PNP reaction can ajrnthealze analog sugar 
phosphates froa sugar-aodlfied nucleosides. Recent studies 
have shown that C(5') aodlfled analogs of aethjrlthloadenoalne 
and C(5*) substituted inoslnes are equally toxic in cells 
with high PNP activity (Parks et.al. (1981)). Tuaor cell 
lines deficient in aethylthloadenoslne phosphorylase aay 
be treated by toxic sugar phosphates generated by the 
PNP reaction (Kaaatanl and Carson (I960)).
Recent Interest has centred on analogs of V ~  
deoxyguanoslne and 5* aodlfied nucleosides in an effort 
to Identify PNP resistant analogs that sight be 
phosphorylated directly and fors analogs of dCHP, dGDP 
and dCTP (Stoeckler et.al (1982s,b)). Ultiaately the 
cheaotherapeutic value of such analogs also depends on 
their capacity to be activated by nucleoside and 
nucleotide kinases, their susceptibility to Inactivation 
by nucleotidases, and the biological activities of the 
analog nucleotides. If dCuo analogs which have good 
substrate activity with PNP are to be useful, a potent 
PNP inhibitor nay also be required to prevent cleavage 
In the bloodstreaa since rapid phosphorolysis of dCuo 
Is observed in erythrocytes even In the presence of 
8-aalnoguanine, one of the better PNP inhibitors identified 
to date (Stoeckler et.al. (1982a)).
3.3 Properties of PNP
3.3.1 Purli icat ion
PNP is widely distributed in nature and has been 
identified and studied in a nusber of tissues in sassalo,
chickens, fish, yeast,end In several species of bacteria.
These have been tabulated by Parks and Agarwal (1972). 
Crystalline huaan erythrocytic PNP was first isolsted 
(Agarwsl and Parks (1969)) by Bodificatlon of procedures 
using only the gentle techniques of ion-eichsnge 
chroaatography, saaonius sulphate fractionation and 
gel filtration. (Tsudoi and Hudson (19^7), Abraas et.sl.
(1965)). Siailar aethods have since been used to purify 
the ensyae froa rabbit liver (Lewis and Giants (1976a)), 
brain (Lewis (1978)) and erythrocytes (Savage and Spencer
(1977) ), froa bovine liver (Ikazawa et.al. (1978)) and 
brain (Lewis and Giants (1976b), froa chicken liver 
(Nurakaai and Tsushiaa (1975)), and froa Chinese haapster 
liver, kidney and V79 tissue culture cells (Nilaan et.al.
(1976)). Affinity chroaatography, using inosine for gentle 
ligand displsceaent, has also been eaployed successfully
in purifying PNP froa huaan erythrocytes (Zannis et.al.
(1978) , Osbourne (1980)^ as well as froa cultured huaan 
fibroblasts (Zannis et.sl. (1979)) and granulocytes 
(Wlginton et.sl. (1980)).
The huaan erythrocytic PNP used in all the crystallographic 
studies described in the following chapters, has been kindly 
supplied by Drs. R.E.Parks Jr. and J. D. Stoeckler of Brown 
University, Providence, Rhode Island,and they have developed 
the following purification procedure (Stoeckler et.al. (1978b)).
1. PNP froa pooled, outdated (21 days) huaan CPD blood 
(provided by the Rhode Island Blood Centre) undergoes large 
scale partial purification by the New England Ensyae Centre
and chroaatography on a 10 s 60 ca calciua phosphate gel- 
cellulose coluan (Agarwal et.al. (1978)).
2. The enzyae is concentrated by precipitation with 
65Z aaaoniua sulphate and dialyzed against 0*02S M 
iaidazole-HCl containing 1 bH dithiothreitol (DTT).
3. A 2'S I 25 ca coluan of DEAE cellulose (acetate 
fora) is equilibrated with 0*03 H Tri^acetate, pH 7*5. 
containing laN DTT. The dialized enzyae is absorbed on 
the coluan, washed with about SOalof the saae buffer and 
elated with a linear gradient (0‘03 - 0*35 H : total voluae 
600 al) of Tris-acetate, pH 7*5. About 952 of the enzyae 
eaerges in the range of 0*06 - 0*20 H Tris-acetate. and the 
fractions containing enzyae activity are pooled.
4. Residual coloured proteins and aapholytea are 
reaoved by chroaatography on a saall (1*5 i 10 ca) calciua 
phosphate gel-cellulose coluan and then by gel filtration on 
Sephsdei C-100.
5. Eluates froa the preceding coluans are concentrated 
in a Collodion Bag Apparatus and the final preparation, 
containing the aultiple isoelectric variants, is 
recrystallized twice froa saaoniua sulphate.
Large scale purification of the enzyae has been 
facilitated by the advent of chroaatofocusing which involves 
absorption of proteins to an ion exchange coluan at a pH 
above their isoelectric paints and the step-wise elution 
at pH values slightly below their isoelectric points. The 
technique should aake it possible to isolate quantitatively 
the different electrophoretic variants of PNP, and it has now
replaced the DEAE-cellulose chrosatographic atage in the 
above procedure.
3.3.2 Subunit Oreaniaation
Although trlaeric enzyae structures are not coaaon 
(Klotz et.al. (1975)), evidence froa asny sources has 
suggested that huaan PNP has three subunits of equal 
size: a fact now confiraed bjr the X-rajr analysis at 6A 
resolution ({3*2}. Subunit aolecular weights of 30,000 
to 33,000 daltons have been deterained by SDS gel electro* 
phoresis for the enzyae froa red cells (Zannis et.al (1978), 
Osbourne (1980), Agarwal et.sl. (1973) and Stoeckler et.al. 
(1978s)), leukeaic granulocytes (Wiginton et.al. (1980)),and 
placenta (Changes and Rheea (1979)). The original crystalline 
huaan enzyae was shown to bind approziaately three aolecules 
of substrate per enzyae aolecule (Agarwal and Parks (1969)).
In addition, the electrophoretic patterns of genetic 
variants and of hybrids forsed between the enzyaes froa 
huasn foetal liver and souse liver, suggest a trlaeric 
protein (Edwards et.al. (1971)). Edwards et.al. (1971) 
also reported that PNP is the product of a single autosoasl 
gene locus which was later assigned to chroaosoae 14 (Riccuiti 
and Ruddle (1973)). The PNP froa Chinese haapster tissues 
(Hilaan et.al. (1976)), bovine spleen (Edwards et.sl. (L973), 
liver (Ikazawa et.al. (1978)) and thyroid (Carlson and 
Fischer (1979)), and froa rabbit erythrocytes and liver 
(Savage and Spencer (1977)) are all believed to be triaeric. 
Suggestions of a aonoaeric rabbit liver PNP (Lewis and 
Glantz (1976a)) and dlaeric protein froa huaan erythrocytes
(Lewli and Lowry (1979)). rabbit brain (Lewis (1978)) and 
bovine brain (Lewis and Glantz (1976b)) all sees to be at 
variance with the findings of other workers.
3.3.3 Electrophoretic Heterogeneity
Native huBsn erythrocytic PNP ahows conaiderable 
electrophoretic heterogeneity resulting froa post 
translational aodifIcatlons. Edwarda et.al. (1971) have 
shown by starch gel electrophoresis that the enzyae froa 
nornal individuals aigrates into at least seven bands with 
the greater activity in the anodal foras. Ten to fifteen 
variants were distinguishable in the patterns froa 
Individuals with rare autant alleles. Furtheraore, a 
correlation was found between the ^  vivo aging of 
erythrocytes and the progressive loss of alkaline variants, 
and appearance of acidic variants (Turner et.al. (1971)). 
Electrophoretic heterogeneity has also been detected by 
polyscrylaaide gel isolectrlc focusing of huaan PNP iron 
a variety of tissues. For the erythrocytic enzyae 
isoelectric points ranging froa 5*0 - 6*1 (Zannis et.al. 
(1976)). 5*0 - 6*4 (Zannis et.al. (1979)). 5*24 - 5*86 
(Changes and Rheua (1979)) and 5*25 - 5*85 (Agarwal et.al. 
(1975)) have been reported.
Electrophoresis of the subunits of huaan erythrocytic 
PNP in 8*5 N urea has deaonstrated the eiistence of four 
aajor coaponents with isoelectric points between 6*20 and 
6*63. and two ainor ones (Zannis et.al. (1978)). Two 
additional alkaline subunits have been detected in the 
erythrocytic enzyae froa the heterozygous parents of a
PNP'deficlent patient (HcRoberts and Martin (1980)).
Zannis et.al. (1978) have propoaed that the acidic aubunita 
differ fro* the aoat alkaline one bjr 2. 3 and 4 negative 
chargea, and so 12 differently charged triaera can be 
aaaeabled. At leaat 10 varianta have recently been obaerved 
uaing chroaatofocuaing techniques (Dowd et.al. (1983)).
3.3.4 Kinetica
An interesting aspect of the PNP reaction ia activation 
by high substrate concentrations as indicated by downward 
deflections away froe linearity of Lineweaver-Burk plots 
(Lineweaver and Burk (1934)). This effect has been noted 
for purine bases (Krenltsky (1967), Stoeckler et.sl. (1982a) 
and their nucleosides (Edwards et.al. (1971), Ikszawa et.sl. 
(1978)), as well as for phosphate (Agarwal and Parks (1969), 
Hoyer and Fischer (1976)). For the huean erythrocytic 
enzyee the deviation froa linearity occurs at inosine 
concentrations of greater than 200 bN (Kla et.sl. (1968)).
Turner et.al. (1971) have shown that substrate activation 
by inosine is a characteristic of the «ore acidic variants 
of huaan erythrocytic PNP and is not observed with the aore 
alkaline isozyaes froa young erythrocytes. It therefore 
appears that the substrate activation is closely related 
to the progressive post translational aodification of the 
enzyae. Loss of substrate activation can be effected by 
trestaent with the sulfydryl reagent 5.5’>dithiobls 
(2-nltrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) (Agsrwal and Parks (1971)).
Three soles of DTNB reacting with one aole of enzyae causes 
a 60t loss of enzyae activity and a 4- to 5-fold increase in
K value for inosine. Dlthlothreitol reverses these 
m
kinetic changes which are not protected against bjr guanine.
The pH dependence of kinetic psraaeters suggest the 
participation of both cysteine (pK^  ^8*2-8*5) and histidine 
(pK^ 5‘S-6*4) in the catalytic aechanisa of PNP (Agarwal and 
Parks (1964). Carlson and Pischer (1979)). Cysteine is further 
iaplicsted by the coaplete inactivation of the ensyae by 4 
Bols of p'chloroaercuribenzoate (PCHB) per aol of PA^ P 
(Agarwal and Parks (1971)), against which foraycin B offers 
protection (Carlson and Fischer (1979)). An essential 
arginine residue has also been identified and this is 
partially protected by R-l-P, phosphate, arsenate or inosine 
(Jordan and Vu (1978a)).
Kinetic studies suggest an ordered reaction aechanisa 
for PNP. Carlson and Fischer (1979) and Moyer and Fischer 
(1976) report that the phosphate is the first substrate to 
bind to bovine thyroid PNP, and R>l-P is the last product 
released. Conversely the calf spleen (Krenitsky (1967)), 
and huaan erythrocytic enzyaea (Kia et.al. (1968)) are 
thought to bind the nucleoside or purine base first and 
release it last.
3.4 Inhibitors of PNP
In recent years studies of PNP have concentrated on 
the identiifcation of useful inhibitors. Figure 3.4 shows 
the best inhibitors characterized to date. 8>aainoguanine 
(8-AG) has an apparent value of 2 z 10*^ H for the 
huaan erythrocytic enzyae, coapared to the value for the 
natural substrate, guanine, of 5aH (Stoeckler et.al. (1982a)).
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8-AG is an alternative substrate of PNP and 8-aainoguanosine 
(6-AGuo) can be synthesized enzynat leally with R-l-P. 8-AGuo 
has a value of 17b K and parallels the observations with 
the natural substrates that the nucleosides have a lower 
affinity for the eythrocytic enzyee than the purine bases 
(Krenitsky et.sl. (1966), Zlaseraan et.al (1971), Jordan 
and Wu (1978b)). 8-AGuo can serve as a pro-drug froa 
which the less soluble base can be generated Intracellularly. 
The lack of substrate or inhibiting activity prohibits 
■etabollc depletion of the inhibitor and say prevent 
secondary effects on purine aetabollsa. Various other C(8) 
substituents have been tested but all have a lower affinity 
for PNP than 8-AG.
The tightest binding nucleoside tested to date is 9 
deaza-3'-deoxy-5'-iodoinosine (19DI). Initial results 
indicate that it is a coapetitive inhibitor with a value 
in the 10”  ^M range (Stoeckler et.al. (1983)). The iodo 
substituent at C(5') appears to be partly responsible for 
the tight binding as is also found with other inhibitors.
TCNR is an unlikely looking PNP Inhibitor as it only has 
one heterocyclic ring. It was synthesized and tested as 
an antiviral agent by Wltkowski et.al. (1973). TCNR is 
resistant to phosphorolyals but it undergoes adenosine 
kinase dependant phosphorylation and so is not a 'pure'
PNP inhibitor (Willis et.al. (1980)). Two sisilar structures 
(figure 3.5), 2-B-D-ribofuranosylthia2ole-4-carboxa«ide and 
its 5’-deo*y-5'-lodo derivative, whilst not being good 
inhibitors theaselves, do illustrate the enhanceaent of

affinity afforded by the halogen at the C(S') poaition.
This auggeata that a aiailar iodine aubatitution night 
iaprove the affinity of TCNR for PNP aa well aa elininate 
the poaaibility of phoaphorylation and aecondary inhibitory 
effecta.
5'-deoxy>S'*-iodoiornycin alao denonatratea the 
inprovenent in binding due to iodination at C(5')>
Fornycin B, an antibiotic (Koyana and Unezawa (1965)),
Inhibita erythrocytic PNP with a value of 10*^ K 
(Townsend et.al. (1978)), whereas the iodinated derivative 
shows a greater than 10*fold inprovenent (Stoeckler et.al. 
(1982a)).
Recently.a new, relatively potent inhibitor, acyclovir 
(figure 3.6). has been reported (Tuttle and Krenitsky (1984)). 
This is a clinically useful antiherpetic agent (Elion et.al.
(1977). Schaeffer et.al (1978)). In herpes Infected cells 
and. to a leaser extent, in uninfected cells acyclovir is 
anabolised to its nono, di-, tri-phosphate netabolites.
The najor factor in the antiherpetic activity appears to 
be the inhibitory effects of the triphosphate on viral 
DNA replication. The 8-hydroxy netabolite has a value 
of 4*7 nH, but it is the phosphorylated netabolities that 
show a significant inproveaent over their guanine nucleotide 
counterparts. At high phosphate concentrations (SO nH) the
(43 uH)-phosphate esters of acyclovir are 1/2, 1/1200 and 
1/26 of those for dCMP, dGDP and dCTP respectively. At 
physiological phosphate concentrations ( 'cl nN) the values

for these phosphorflated aetabollties are reduced to 6 ’6, 
0*0087 and 0*31 uM respectively. Hence, acyclovir ia the 
■ost potent PNP inhibitor yet reported.
Many other analogs have been tested for inhibition 
of PNP but none show an iaproveaent over those described 
above, although soae general features are apparent.
Hodifications at C(2') and C(3') drastically reduce PNP 
inhibition yet there is surprizing fleiibility at the 
C(3') position. With the ezception of S' aodified 
nucleosides and soae 8-azapurines, ring aodifled bases 
and nucleosides bind poorly or are unreactive with erythro­
cytic PNP. In addition, all aethyl or thio substitutions 
on the purine ring reduce the affinity for the enzyae 
(Krenitsky et.al (1968)).
Although selective iaaunosuppression has been induced 
in aice by adainistration of dGuo alone (Dosch et.al.
(1980)), in the absence of eiogenous dGuo the 'pure'
PNP inhibitors available to date are generally non tosic 
to various aouae and huaan cell lines. Growth inhibition 
is seen, however, with inhibitors that have additional 
sites of action. Foraycln B inhibits growth of huasn B 
and T cell lines (Uillis et.al. (1980),Wi1leaot et.al.
(1979) ) and peripheral lyaphocytes (Osbourne et.al.
(1980) ). The growth inhibition is associated with 
inhibition of DNA synthesis in peripheral lyaphocytes, but 
no synergy with dGuo toticity is observed (Cowan et.sl.
(1981) ). Growth inhibition by TCNR is related to inhibition
of inosine aonophosphate dehydroganata in cultural Ijrapho- 
blasta of B cell origin (Willia at.al. (1980)). PNP 
inhibition by 6>AGuo and 8-AG has baan studiad in a wida 
variety of cell types (Kazaers at.al. (1981), Stoacklar 
et.al. (1982a)), and it appears that call types vary 
greatly in their response to PNP inhibitors as well as 
in their sensitivity to dCuo. In additiois little is 
known about the transport of PNP inhibitors and this nay 
well differ aaong different cell linazas nay the transport 
of dCuo.
It would appear that aore potent PNP inhibitors are 
needed since patients with less than 12 of nornal PNP 
activity eshiblt auch less severe synptons of iaauno- 
deficiency (Annsnn (1978)). However,experience of the 
clinical toxicity (Siaw et.al. (1980)) associated with 
the use of the ADA inhibitor 2'-deoxycofornycin (K^ ■
2*5 X 10 H) (Agarwal et.al. (1977)), which can siaulate 
ADA deficiency ^  vivo.suggests that PNP inhibitors with 
•8 -9values in the 10 - 10 range nay be preferable as
they would allow better aodulation of the extent of the 
inhibition.
CHAPTER FOUR
DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION
4.1 PrellainarT crysflloaraphlc studies
Huaan er7throcytic PNP is laolated and purified 
BB described In 13.3.1. Crystals are then obtained 
using the 'hanging drop' aethod. Droplets consisting 
of 4 ul of a 10-20 Bg/al protein solution plus 4 ul 
of a 40Z saturated solution of anaonluB sulphate (A.S.) 
in 0.05 M citrate buffer, pH 5.3, are suspended on 
the underside of siliconized coversllps and placed 
over wells containing 1 ■! of a 35-40Z saturated A.S. 
solution in 0.05 K citrate buffer. pH5.3. After 4 
or 5 days at rooa teaperature, large rhoabohedral- 
shaped crystals are obtained (figure 4.1). These 
crystals have typical diaenslons of 0.3-0.4 aa, and 
the largest grow to 0.6 aa. Rod-like crystals are 
also obtained at slightly higher pH values. These 
appear as clusters of elongated rods which appear 
hexagonal when viewed end on. However, crystals of 
this fora, suitable for X-ray analysis, were never 
obtained. The rhoabohedral crystals can be stored 
for long periods at rooa teaperature in an artificial 
aother liquor consisting of 60Z saturated A.S. in 
0.05 H citrate buffer. pH 5.3.
Experiaents by Crate et.al (1980) have established

that the crystals are Mzyaatlcally active. A single 
crystal was transferred into 170 ul of n A5X A.S. 
solution containing starting concentrations of 200 
UN guanine and 17 bM ribose-l-phosphate, and the 
reaction product guanosine was aonitored by following 
the absorbance at 258 na, since guanosine has a higher 
optical density than guanine. The results are shown 
in figure 4.2. Since the reaction is terainated when 
the crystal is reaoved it cannot be attributed to 
partial dissolution of the crystal. Approxiaate 
calculations indicate that the observed activity was 
Buch higher than would be expected if only the surface 
Bolecules on the crystal were involved. This experiaent 
has been repeated several tiaes with different crystals 
with the saae general results. It is, therefore, 
reasonable to assuae that PhP substrates can diffuse 
into the crystals and gain access to the active sites 
on the PNP aolecules. This is confiraed by the 6 A 
electron density aap ($5.2) where the active site la 
seen to have free access to the large solvent channels.
X>ray precession photographs indicate chat Che 
crystals are trigonal and are of the Laue group 3a.
The space group R32 is specified by the systeaatic 
absence of reflections hkl with -h -^k*!  ^ 3n when 
Indexed according to hexagonal axes. This corresponds 
to the obverse setting of the rhoabohedral cell. The 
hexagonal unit cell diaensions are a ■ 143.8 A and
Flturt *.2 Rtiulti of C r aU at. al. (19S0), dcMnatratlni tht PtIP 
cryatala to bt tnayutlcally activo. Tho optical abtotbanco at 258 na 
follovt tho coneontratlon of guanoalno, tho roactlon product la thia 
oxporlaont.
c ■ 165.1 A, with the corresponding prlaltlve 
rhoabohedrsl unit cell paraaeters, a ■ 99.6 A and 
a a 92.4*. Figure 4.3 shows a 10* precession 
photograph (reaolution Halt 4.4 A) of the hexagonal 
hkiO zone.
Calculated values of (Natthews (1968)) for 
1, 2 or 3 subunits per asyaaetric unit are 5.47, 2.74,
* 31.82 A /dalton respectively. Indicating solvent 
fractions by voluae of 0.78, 0.56, and 0.33. The
3
density of the crystals was 1.295 g/ca as deteralned 
by flotation in a aizture of benzene and ethylene 
dlbroaide in 40X A.S. and 0.05 H citrate buffer. The 
calculated aass per ssyaaetrlc unit was then 94000 
daltona indicating a coaplete triaer within that 
asyaetric unit and a coaparatively low (33X) fraction 
of solvent.
However, when the 6 A electron density asp was 
later calculated (seeS5), it was iaaedlately apparent 
that there was, in fact, a single subunit in the 
asyaaetric unit with the three subunits related by 
the crystallographic 3-fold axis. The accuracy of the 
experlaent to deteraine the crystal density is the 
aost likely source of the alstake.
Although diffraction spots corresponding to a d 
spacing of less than 3.0 A have been observed on 'still* 
photographs, the crystals can only be considered to 
diffract aoderately well, and are not particularly 
stable to X-rays at rooa teaperature. A crystal la

effectively 'dead' after approiliateljr IS hours exposure 
on a conventional sealed tube or rotating anode 
generator, allowing at best a single 12* precession 
photograph, or 1500->1600 low resolution reflections 
aessured on an autoaatic diffractoaeter using the 
aethod outlined in S5.1. The quality of diffraction 
beyond about 4.S A resolution on such a source is 
generally very poor and unsuitable for accurate Intensity 
aeasureaent. For this reason it was decided to explore 
the potential benefits of recording 3-0 data using the 
intense X-ray besa available at the Daresbury SRS.
A report of the preliainsry crystallographic 
study of PNP by Cook et.al. was published in 1981.
4.2 Heavy atoa derivative search
The first survey of potential heavy atoa 
derivsties was conducted by the author in the laboratory 
of Dr. C. E. Bugg. Crystals of PNP were soaked for 
1-2 days in 1 al solutions of artificial aother liquor 
with the heavy atoa reagent dissolved to an initial 
concentration of 1-10 aM. The effects of the experiaents 
were aonitored by screened photography of the rhoabohedral 
Okl zone (the aorphology of the crystals enables the 
rhoabohedral axes to be easily located whereas the 
hexagonal axes are coaparstively difficult to find) 
using a Supper precession casera aounted on a Rlgakx 
Ru200B rotating anode X-ray generator, operating at
typically 40-45 kV and 30-50 bA.
The iodinated inhibitor 5'-iodoforB)rcin B (IFB) 
(ajrnthesited by Dr. S-X Chu) was an obvious candidate 
and did indeed show intensity changes when coapared 
to the native diffraction pattern, despite the 
relatively low concentration of one iodine atoB in 
30000 daltons. The only other iodinated substrate 
or analog available was 8 - iodoguanine (I~G) and 
this gave the saae intensity changes, although snaller 
in aagnitude, seen with the IFB. The diffraction patterns 
froa these two coaplexes indicated no lack of isoBorphisa. 
IFB was later successfully cocrystallized with the 
enzyae by Dr. W. J. Cook and, again, these crystals 
were coapletely isoaorphous with the native PNP crystals.
Results of soaks with standard heavy atoa reagents 
were disappointing. Most showed no intensity changes 
at concentrations Just below that which seriously 
dsaaged the crystals. The reagents tested are shown 
in table 4.1. Since there arc sulphydryl groups 
present which are essential for enzyaatic activity, 
it was expected that aercurial derivatives could be 
prepared. However, of these, only p-chloroaercuribenzene 
suplhonste (PCHBS) showed any potential at all.
Generally, PCMBS produced changes in the diffraction 
pattern only at concentrations which dsaaged the 
crystals to aoae extent. Diffractoaeter and fila data 
were later collected froa this derivative and were 
successfully used in the 6 A study. At higher reaolution
SuMiary et th* initiil fer tutttbl« baavy ato* darivativas
uainf prtctfslon phi>to9rapAy<
SoaH con4itiort« E*a«M on
cryatalt
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the usefulness of this derivative is soaewhat sore 
questionable. Precession photographs of the IFfi, N G  
and PCHBS coapleies are ahown in figure 4.4
Tha lack of success with the lathanide reagents 
was probabljr due to the citrate buffer in the artificial 
■other liquor chelating the lathanide cations.
Cacodylate waa substituted as the buffer and native 
crystals were found to be stable at pK S*2. The 
diffraction pattern fron a crystal so stored for a 
week.appeared identical to the noraal native pattern. 
Hewever, experiaents with SaCl^ and NaReO^ failed to 
show any positive results.
A second phase of heavy atoa screening was later 
conducted by Drs. S. E. Eslick and Y.S. Babu. In 
this case potential derivatives were tested by collecting 
a coBplete 3-D 6 A data set on an autoastic diffractoa^ter, 
using the aethods described briefly in §5*1. By these 
aesns a 6 A data set could be collected froa a single 
crystal In about 18 hours. Siailar exposure on the 
precession caaers yields a relatively poor quality 8* 
or 10* precession photograph. Although this aethod 
leads to a large aaount of tiae being wasted in 
processing the data froa unsuitable derivatives, it 
does avoid the often inconclusive results obtained using 
precession photography. Use of this aethod is 
obviously highly dependent on the necessary diffractoaeter 
tlae being freely available.

This search revealed a high quality ethylaercurl* 
thlosallcylate (EHTS) derivative and two leaser quality 
derivatives In gold thloaalate (GTN) and gold dicyanlde 
(CCN). Note that the latter reagent was disalased as 
unsuitable In the earlier screening thereby, to soae 
eitent, Justifying the use of the diffractoaeter 
aethods discussed In the previous paragraph. GTM 
(Na2AuC^H^0^S.H2 0) 1$ relatively uncoaaon as a heavy 
atoa reagent in protein crystallography. It Is widely 
available as an antirheuaatlc. and the saaple used In 
the work was purchased in a local drug store.
4.3 Data collection at the SRS
Following the decision to use synchroton radiation 
for high resolution data collection, a native data 
set was successfully recorded at the SRS In Novesber, 
1981, prior to the installation of the vertically 
focusing alrror. Pour derivatives and a second 
native data set were recorded In October and Noveaber 
1982 and the EHTS derivative data followed in February 
1984. In addition, another ten data sets (aalnly 
PNP-lnhibltor coBpleies) have recently (June, 1984) 
been recorded using radiation froa the wiggler aagnet 
at wavelengths around 1*0 A.
At the tiae of this work, photographic flla was 
the only detector available for recording protein 
crystal data at the SRS. Consequently screenless 
osclllstlon photography (Arndt et.al. (1973), Arndt
and Wonacott (1977j) was choaan as the aost efficient 
aethod of collecting the diffraction data. The principle 
of the aethod ia very alaple: the only notion is the 
rotation of the crystal about an axis through the 
crystal centre and perpendicular to the X-ray bean.
In this way, each reciprocal lattice point is rotated 
in turn to cut the sphere of reflection and is 
recorded on a flat stationary filo (figure 4.5).
The data are recorded on a series of successive aaall 
angle rotation photographs, the angle being chosen to 
ainiaize the nunber of overlapping reflections whilst 
nasialzlng the nunber of fully recorded reflections. Spots 
which are partially recorded on a fila because they occur 
close to the start or end of the rotation range, will 
be continued on the adjacent file. Providing the 
rotation drive nechsnisa is free of backlash, the two 
portions nay be added together to give an accurate 
neasureaent of the reflection intensity. This facility 
of the aethod becoaes crucially important when large 
unit cells are studied and the range of rotation per 
photograph is Halted to 0*5 or 0*75*. There is a aaall 
but significant blind region along the rotation axis, 
and this is overcone by either recording equivalent 
reflections elsewhere in reciprocal space, or by 
rotating the crystal about a different axis. The total 
rotation angle needed depends on the space group 
syanetry - the higher the syanetry the analler the 
range needed for the sane nunber of equivalents.
flmrt 4.5 Rotation caaeta gcoMtry. Rtclprocal lattlea pointa ara 
brought Into tha rtfltctlng position by rotation of tha crystal about 
an axis, , parpandlcular to tha X-ray baas.
For the PNP crystals aounted vith s rhoabohedrsl 
reclpricsl cell axis along the capillary (and therefore 
along the rotation axis), there are no syssetry eleaents 
along the rotation axia and so the necessary range is 
difficult to envisage. 55* of rotation froa -5* (relative 
to a perfectly set crystal) enables a full data set with, 
on average, 3i>fold aultiplicity. However, the 
aultiplicity ia widely distributed with, typically,
600 reflections recorded once only, and 400 recorded 
8 tines or nore, after all rejections, in a data set 
of 11400 unique reflections within the 3*16 A resolution 
sphere.
The aaxlnuB rotation range per photograph is 
deterained by the separation of adjacent reciprocal 
lattice points which cause diffraction to the saae 
point of the fila (figure 4.6). So, assuaing a 3.0 
A resolution H a l t ,
This should be reduced by an aaount equal to the total 
reflecting range of the crystal (i.e. the sua of the 
crystal saaple aosaic spread and, in the case of a 
horizontal rotation axis, the X-ray bean vertical 
crossfire) and so a value of 1*5* was selected as a
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good coaproBise.
The caaers that was aounted on the alignaent 
carriage of the instruaent was a standard Enraf-Nonius 
Arndt-Wonacott oscillation caaera (Arndt et.al. (1973)) 
in which the control unit has been aodifled to provide 
repeated oscillations for the short exposure tlaes 
required with SR. The crystal to fila distance was 
close to 95 aa throughout, so that the edge of the 
fila corresponds to a resolution liait of approxiaately 
2*7 A. The fila used was CEA Reflex 25 which coabines 
a low fog level with reasonable speed. To enhance the 
dynaaic range of the recorded data, each fila pack 
consisted of a cassette loaded with three filas enabling 
the weak high angle reflections to be aeasured on the 
front (a) fila and the strong reflections on the back 
(c) fila.
Before each period of allotted beaa tiae, the 
internal caaera alignment was checked to ensure noraal 
besa geoaetry. the wavelength was calibrated to 0*001 
A by locating the K absorption edge (A - 1*468 A) in 
a Ni foil. Regular checks were Bade to ensure 
aaxiaua X-ray flux through the colliaator (0*6 aa 
dlaaeter was used throughout) as measured by a siaple 
ionization chamber between the collimator and the 
sample. The Ge (111) monochromator crystal (oblique 
cuta ■ 10*44”) was set at the Guinier position where, 
for this wavelength, p* ■ 2*48 a, thereby ensuring that
the curvature coaponent of the spectral spread was sero.
The spectral resolution under these conditions is 1*6 
X 10  ^as described in $2.1.2.
The PNP crjrstals were aounted in clean siliconized 
glass capillaries sealed at either end, first with wax 
and then with glue. Plugs of artificial aother liquor 
on either side of the crystal prevented it froa drying 
out. Crystals were aounted either iaaediately prior to 
data collection, or before being transported froa the 
U.S.A. In the latter case there were no probleas with 
crystal deterioration.
The procedure for collecting data froa a crystalwas as 
follows:
a) The crystal setting is obtained by taking 
two still photographs at 0 ■ 0* and 88*. Arc and 
spindle corrections are then applied according to 
the positions on the filas of the aajor circles of 
spots. If the spindle readings, corresponding to the 
two 'set* positions, differ by 92* rather than 88* then 
the spindle setting of 92* is absolute 0* or 180*.
The aabiguity is resolved if the layer lines can be 
seen clearly enough on the stills, or failing this, 
inversion of the diffraction pattern is easily 
recognized when processing the data.
b) Orientation photographs are taken at 0 ■ 0* 
and 88*. Since Friedel pairs do not, in general, occur 
on the saae flla, it is not necessary to ensure that
the crystal Is perfectly set, although It does help 
In overcoalng problens when processing the data.
c) The exposure rate (seconds/*) Is set according 
to the bean conditions and autoaatic data collection 
coaaenced. After a full carousel of 8 fila packs 
have been exposed, the first and last two are 
developed and an estiaate aade of how aany aore packs 
aay be exposed before the radiation damage to the 
crystal becomes excessive. Typically, another 6 packs 
are exposed with the last two being duplicated by the 
next crystal.
d) The orientation stills at 0 • 0* and 88® are 
repeated so that the final crystal orientation is 
available if any probleas with crystal slippage are 
later detected.
Table A.2 gives the details relevant to the data 
sets recorded on the standard bending aagnet beaa line. 
No absorption corrections have been applied to the 
fila data collected to date. Indeed, until recently, 
no one had addressed the problea of aeasuring crystal 
absorption surfaces with SR. Helllwell et.al. (1984) 
describe a method which uses a small ion chamber 
between saaple and collimator to monitor the decaying 
incident beaa. A second, larger, gas filled ion 
chaaber is then used to aeasure the beaa intensity 
transmitted by the crystal as a function of the spindle 
axis angle and the Inclination angle.
Ottallt of nativa and darivativa data aati collactad at tha 
SUS 00 ttatioo 7.2 .
Cryatal 
Soak No.
Phi ranga 
dag
Bxpotura 
tac/dag
Bata
Cav bA
Flux
nA
Data Collactad
by
Nv 1 1 n/a n/a 1.8 n/a n/a Sapt '81 CBB.JM
4 6.0-15.0 750 1.8 100 0.305 Nev '81 SU.TJC
6 13.5-25.5 750 1.8 65 0.180 • 6SAI.JU
7 24.0-36.0 500/750 1.8 120 0.315 ■ ■
8 34.5-46.5 500/750 1.8 130 0.350 • ■
9 355.0-359.5 600 1.8 90 0.265 • ■
IFB 1 355.5-7.5 50 2.0 l i o 1.9 Oct '82 SAt.TJC
500 M 2 314.0-332.0 25 2.0 215 4.2 ■ &JM
3 day 3 329.0-347.0 25 2.0 160 3.2 • •
4 344.0-2.0 25 2.0 140 2.6 ■ •
Nv 2 1 355.0-19.0 25 2.0 150 3.8 Nov '82 SAK.su
2 16.0-40.0 25 2.0 140 3.6 " 6TJG.JKB
3 28.0-52.0 15 2.0 210 5.1 • •
4 11.5-16.0 
6 43.0-56.5
25 2.0 130 3.2
IFB 1 355.0-19.0 20 2.0 160 4.0 • >
ce 2 13.0-37.0 15/20 2.0 180 4.6 ■ •
3 31.0-55.0 20/25 2.0 170 4.5 • ■
4 7.0-16.0 
6 28.0-32.5 
i 38.5-43.0
25 2.0 150 3.7
I-G 1 355.0-19.0 25 2.0 140 3.5 > •
502 2 16.0-34.0 15 2.0 190 4.9 ■ ■
3 day 3 22.0-46.0 20 2.0 160 4.0 • •
4 43.0-52.0 
6 355.0-7.0
20 2.0 165 4.1
PCKBS 1 355.0-19.0 25 2.0 150 3.7 • >
20 ^ N 2 16.0-37.0 25 2.0 140 3.5 ■ •
3 day 3 16.0-34.0 25 2.0 125 3.1 • •
4 32.5-50.5 40 2.0 115 2.9 ■ •
RNTS 1 355.0-13.0 200 1.8 62 0.54 Fab '87 SAK.JM
25 .N 2 8.5-20.5 200 1.8 49 0.45 • 4 JB
3 day 3 20.5-32.5 300 1.8 40 0.38 ■ ■
4 32.5-50.5 300 1.8 32 0.32
. Bxpoauraa of aub-50 aacondt vara affactad by a ainfla avaap tbroufh tha 
.0^ranea, thoaa ovar 30 aacondt constatad of 10 waaps.
. Flux rafara to tba output tifnal froa tha air-flllad ion chaabar placad 
aftar tha colliaator.
Tha initiala in thia and tha naxt tabla (4.3) rafar to tba follovinf 
co-vorkarat C.l. Bun, 8.B. Balick, T.J. Craanhoufh, J.K.Ialllvall 4 
J. Babaah.
Fortunateljr the PNP crystals are block-like rather 
than plate-like, but nevertheless, variable absorption 
will introduce errors into the Integrated intensities. 
The data collected on the wiggler station at short 
wavelengths will perhaps provide soae indication as to 
how serious this problea is.
Typical exsaples of diffraction patterns taken 
at the start and towards the end of a crystal 
lifetiae are shown in figure 4.7, along with a pattern 
recorded on a conventional X-ray source froa a fresh 
good quality crystal. Although it cannot be said 
that the resolution Halt of diffraction by the PNP 
crystals is iaproved by using SR, there is no doubt 
that the quality of the data in the iaportant annulus 
of 4*S-3*0 A is greatly enhanced. In addition, the 
voluae of data collected per crystal is Increased 
approxiaately ten-fold, since the crystal providing 
the conventional source photograph of figure 4.7c did 
not yield a second useable photograph.
4.4 Data reduct ion
All the PNP data collected at the SRS have been 
processed using the MOSCO suite of prograas written 
by Dr. A. J. Uonacott and others (Arndt and Wonacott 
(1977)). The first native data set was processed at 
laperial College and, since that tlae, the suite 
has been iapleaented at Daresbury, where there are 
currently facilities to process filas both on- and



off-line. The fllas are digitized by a Joyce-Loebl 
Scandig 3 aicrodensitoaeter controlled by a Data 
General Nova 3-12 coaputer. The flla iaage ia stored 
on disk for laaediate processing or is written to 
Bsgnetic tape so that it can be processed at a later 
date using a VAX 750 coaputer. The PNP filDs were 
all digitized using a 50 ua raster.
The HOSCO suite consists of the following prograas:
a) IDXREP - Given the coordinates of spots froa 
a set of still photographs, Indexes the reflections 
and then refines the crystal orientation, cell 
paraaeters. and crystal to fila distance.
b) GENVEE - Given the refined psraaeters output by 
IDXREF, creates a GENERATE file containing the indices, 
coordinates, and degree of partiality of all reflections 
expected to occur within the given rotation range of
the crystal.
c) HOSFLM - Flrsly, ainiaizes the discrepancies between 
the predicted spot positions and the observed centres
of gravity of a subset of the observed reflections on 
the stored flla iaage, then presents an average spot 
profile around which the user constructs a suitable 
integration box surrounded by a background region of 
coaparable area, and finally, using the convolution of 
the predicted pattern with the integration box as a 
aask, suas the optical density in each spot, subtracts 
the background density, and writes the integrated
Intensities to the GENERATE file.
d) POSTCHK • Takes the partially recorded 
reflections coaaon to a contiguous pair of processed 
filas, and coapares the observed and predicted degree 
of partiality to assess the crystal orientation. It 
then creates a file of such reflections, along with 
their observed partiality, as input to IDXREF for 
post-refineaent.
e) ROTCOR - Corrects the integrated intensities 
for non-linear fila response to intensity, absorption 
(asaualng appropriate data is available) and oblique 
incidence. Also applies Lorentz and polarization 
corrections (Kahn et.al. (1983) have developed the 
expressions for the latter correction that are applicable 
for SR).
f) PASCAL - Calculates and applies scale factors 
between filas within a fila pack. Outputs agreeaent and 
intensity statistics.
The first step in processing file data is to obtain 
refined values for the crystal orientation aatrix and 
aissetting angles. Since Che Daresbury lapleaentation of 
NOSCO was not coaaissioned at the tiae. It was decided 
to conduct this first phase in the hoae laboratory where 
any probleas could be overcoae at leisure. To this end 
the first segaent of the OSCAR suite of processing 
prograas was lapleaented to run in batch node on the 
Keele GEC 4082 coaputer.
To avoid the tedious and error prone Cask of reading
spot coordinates iron the still photographs using a 
Stoe aeasuring device, a aethod based on a Ferranti 
Cetec digitiser was developed. Filas are taped down 
on the digitiser and the cross wires on the cursor 
are positioned over a spot. On pressing the cursor, 
the X and y coordinates of the crosswire position are 
written to a disk file. Once the fiducials and a 
suitable nuaber of evenly distributed spots (excluding 
the blind region) have been aeasured.a Fortran routine 
transforas the coordinates into the appropriate foraat 
for input to the OSCAR seg 1 prograa. The resolution of 
the digitizer is 0*1 aa - a significant iaproveaent over 
the Stoe device.
Crystal cell paraaeters, aissetting angles, 
crystal to film distance and estimates of n, the 
saaple aosaic spread, were all obtained from OSCAR 
using this aethod (not without various difficulties, 
such as aissing fiducials and filas slipping in the 
cassette after the fiducial aarks were aade) and used 
as the starting paraaeters in IDXREF. One advantage of 
IDXREF is that it allows constrained refinement of the 
cell parameters. In using OSCAR with the trigonal PNP 
crystals the cell paraaeters were allowed to refine 
independent of one another until a satisfactory solution 
had been obtained and then, a final refinement was run 
using fixed averaged cell parameters.
The post-refinement facility of HOSCO is an extremely 
useful method of monitoring the accuracy of the crystal
orientation being used, and will reveal crystal slippage. 
In processing the PNP data POSTCHK was run between every 
pair of contiguous fila packs. The changes in aissetting 
angles were generally very saall and so were allowed 
to accuaulate until they reached soae value in the 
region of 0*02-0*03*, at which point the reaaining fila 
packs were regenerated, using the updated angles. The 
partíais bordering this change were discarded.
To obtain good agreeaent between observed and 
predicted partiality, one needs an accurate value 
for the crystal rocking width, which is the sun of 
the saaple aosaic spread, ri, and the X-ray bean 
crossfire angle, y . In an attenpt to inprove the estiaate 
of r), IDXREF was run repeatedly with different values 
of r), using the reflections output by POSTCHK after 
the first two fila packs of a crystal. The two 
paraneters aonitored were the r.n.s. angular deviation 
(Resid) of reciprocal lattice points froa the observed
2
position on the Ewald sphere and Che aua of ((R^-R^/d*)*, 
which is the function ainiaized in the orientation 
refineaent (R^ and are the observed and calculated 
distances fron the Ewald sphere centre 0). In the cases 
where this was done, these paraseters decreased in 
aagnitude as n was reduced, until they levelled off 
to steady values at 'I • 0*10 - 0*13*. In soae cases, 
a shallow ainlaa was observed as in figure A.6. These 
results, whilst being far froa conelusive. suggest that

the saaple aosalc spread was soaewhat saaller than had 
been thought (generally 0*20 - 0*25* was used for 
other crystals).
Table 4.3 shows the paraaeters relevant to the 
starting orientation of each crystal, and indicates 
which crystals were treated in the above aanner. Whilst 
over-prediction will cause soae fully recorded 
reflections to be flagged as partiels, thereby 
adding noise to the integrated intensities, this 
is far less serious a problea than under-prediction, 
where soae partíais are flagged as fully recorded, 
and the renaining portion on the next fila is ignored. 
Throughout the data processing, the plots generated 
by HOSFLH of predicted and observed patterns were 
aonitored very closely for the occurence of unpredicted 
reflections, and this was especially so when a low value 
of ri was used. In addition, it is likely that the 
aosaic spread will tend to increase as the crystal 
becoaes disordered through radiation daaage.
At the tiae of processing the first two datasets 
(Nvl and IFB soaked), the HOSCO prograas had not been 
updated to include the changes due to the SR besa 
geoaetry. In these cases, the values used for the 
bean divergence and the spectral spread were 0*2* and 
2*5 X lO'^, respectively. The current versions of the 
software separate the horizontal and vertical divergence 
(0*201* and 0*013* respectively) as well as the
T«bU 4.3 (ovtr paft) Crystal orientation data.
The crystal ■it-sattinf anglta ¿A.y.s art ralatlva to a standard 
crystal sotting. In the present case« this is defined such that« 
at strangle of sero, the reciprocal c* axis la parallel to the 
rotation axis (s), and the real crystallographic a axis la parallel 
to the X-ray bean (x)« as shovn belov.
X - r a y s  -
C r y t l > ' a*
•
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3ig dag
Ai0y
oag
tBz
sag
: f • a t id
"dg
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cag
8v
wnea
^ v l 1 0.01900 8^..V9 •0.217 -0.672 •0 .9 4 3 23 .87 0 .29 T.I&
4 0 .01902 Ì7.777 0 .012 0.932 0.117 9 4 .0 2 0 .29 *
$ 0 .01904 6?. 764 0 .372 •1.528 -0.379 9 4 . Î9 0 .2 9 SAP
7 0 .01902 87.843 0 .108 0.392 •0.682 94 .63 0 .29
8 0 .01903 87.?69 0 .393 -0.092 -0.424 94.60 0 .2 9
9 0 .01903 87.690 0 .148 •1.340 •0.069 94 .69 0 .29
Mv2 1 O .O I4 9 f 87.724 0.12A •0.963 0.208 96.96 190 0.093 0 .1 2 SAP
2 0.01496 87.622 -0 .293 0.476 -0 .168 A6.31 190 0.044 0 .1 2
3 0 .01499 87.681 0.921 0.298 -0.837 96.89 190 0.091 0 .12
4 0 .01498 87.919 •0.432 -0.269 •0.169 96.94 190 0.091 0 .12
IFB 1 0.01901 87.993 •1.963 0.678 •0.629 96.81 99 0.043 0 .2 9 SAP
2 0 .01904 87.899 0 .860 •0.184 1.530 •7 .29 • 1 0.044 0 .2 0
3 0 .01900 87.900 0.441 -0.173 •0.230 97 .34 94 0.069 0 .2 0
4 0.01496 87.903 ■ 0.221 0.499 0 .979 •7 .62 36 0 .062 0 .2 0
IF S 1 0.01491 88.061 0 .212 '0 .291 •0.318 97.06 128 0.032 0 .2 0 TJC
CC 2 0 .01492 87.998 •0.069 •0.111 0.911 97 .09 82 0 .032 0 .2 0
3 0 .01499 87.934 •0.067 - 0 . l?6 •0.114 9 7 .0 0 104 0.036 0 .2 0
4 0 .01492 88.002 0 .124 0.268 •0.031 •6.71 69 0.071 0 .19
I-Q 1 0 .01493 87.719 1.644 0.469 -1 .124 96 .32 190 0.040 0 .2 9 JH
2 0.01491 87.713 0 .483 -0.130 -0.296 96 .12 120 0.059 0 .2 9
3 0 .01492 87.803 • 1 .4 4 9 •0.712 0.099 96.37 113 0.043 0 .2 9
4 0.01491 87.791 0 .427 0. lAO •0.048 96 .44 131 0.069 0 .2 9
PCnBS , 0 .01495 87.734 0 .678 0.036 0.211 96.27 150 0.044 0 .20 JH
2 0.01496 87.739 0. 167 1.004 -0.039 96.36 121 0.094 0 .20
3 0 .01499 67.733 0 .663 0.03A -0 .299 37.12 106 0.098 0 .20
4 0.01496 87.687 0 .169 •0.919 0.969 36.16 119 0.047 0 .20
£PTT8 1 0 .01499 87.638 1.087 -1.297 0.191 9 9 .7 9 9» 0.033 0 .20 JH
2 0 .01498 87.637 •0.047 ■ 0.469 -0 .097 •9.67 76 0.090 0 .20
3 0 .01494 87.691 •0.173 •0.402 0.320 99 .99 89 0.044 0 .20
4 0 .01498 87.633 •0.824 •0.224 •0.936 9 9 .9 4 71 0.039 0 .20
I. Nvl « 1« peeetfica *< Inetrial CoMtçt tttoft th« introducttsn of POSTCHK and 
th* irbco'^pdranen ct ty'^ehretrofi baia ijtoaatr^.
2- ITS wat proctfiae btfArt tnt lACorptranon o> lynritrntrsn baaa daeaatry.
9> CP If tht ra#tAfd crrftal-ie*Mla dittanca*
d. Nrti It m t  AuaatA of rtfitetiont utad *9^ ^a<tnaia«nt in lOXKF.S .  F a t i d  it oafinad In iha taxt<
*. It tnt taapla aotair tprtad uttd In t M  data precatting. A valut e* 0.19 
or iftt invariably mdieaitt tnat tnt aFItet 0 * varyinç 1^ vat invtttidtttd.
conventional (1*6 x 10 ) and correlated (zero) coaponents
of the spectral dispersion, effectlveljr asking use of 
the understanding of the beaa geoaetr; gained in 
developing the basis for the polychroaatlc profile aethod.
Table 4.6 shows the results of the aerglng of 
fila packs as output by the prograa PASCAL. The aost 
noticeable feature of these statistics is the wide 
variation in flla factors (F^g, suggesting
Inconsistencjr In the flla Itself or in the developing 
conditions. The developing solutions were replaced 
regularly and the recoaaended developaent tlaes were 
adhered to, leaving variations In the teaperature of 
the solutions, and the lack of suitable agitation In 
the developer both as the aost likely causes of 
variation in the developing conditions. Agreeaent 
factors (R) between intensities aeasured on the three 
filas within a pack are noraally considered satisfactory 
at 4 • SX, and in general the PN'P data shows values of 4 - 6S. The EMTS 
crystals are a notable exception for which there Is no 
apparent explanation.
The data froa the individual file packs were 
aerged together and reduced to a unique set of reflections 
using the prograss ROTAVATA and AGROVATA, which are 
lapieaentated as part of the CCP4 protein crystallography 
prograa suite at Daresbury. ROTAVATA calculates scale 
and teaperature factors between overlapping batches of 
data, by the aethod of Fox and Holaes (1966). AGROVATA 
applies the scale factors, adds together partially
_3
P t s u H «  o f M 'g t n g  « | I» b « K n ifv  • pack  > v« n g « d  e«»o a l l  packs f r p *  
aaeh e r r s t a i
C ry t ta l
N
pack«
8ea
A/B
It«
A/C
R faeton  S > 3 f  
t
11«in I Baan
Noui
N tya
p a ir «
R « y *
%
Nvl 1 4 3.19 (081 9.1 4 0 .7 ( 8 .3 ) 998(41> 1708 102 12.3
4 6 2.66(011 9 .4 4 4 .9 ( 8 .3 ) 794(68) 2129 44 9.1
6 S 2.981121 4 .3 4 0 .2 ( 7 .3 ) fi99(42> 2197 69 18.8
7 « 2 .9 0 (0 4 ) 9 .0 4 7 .7 ( 3 .7 ) 888 (90 ) 1624 122 18.9
A fi 2.89 (081 4 .7 4 6 .9 ( 4 .2 ) 642 (38 ) 1629 147 8 .9
9 3 2.88(031 - 4 .2 4 7 .8 ( 1 .9 ) 872 (24 ) 1882 23 11.9
Nv2 1 Ifi 2 . 9 8 ( 12) 8 .0 8 (4 4 ) 4 iJ 9 2 .2 ( 4 .4 ) 816 (69 ) 1930 648 7 .8
2 8 2 .4 7 (2 3 ) 9 .8 9 (9 8 ) 4 .3 9 0 .8 ( 4 .4 ) 8 9 8 '6 9 ) 1936 129 8 .6
3 19 2 .7 2 (4 2 ) 7.1011 .90 ) 9 .3 4 1 .7 ( 4 .8 ) 822(89) 1934 902 13.3
tl 2 .3 9 (2 1 ) 9 .8 4 (9 7 ) 9 .3 4 1 .1 ( 4 .7 ) 6 8 1 (9 9 ’ 1926 494 14.4
IFB 1 8 2 .4 0 (0 9 ) 9 .8 9 (3 4 ) 7 .8 9 0 .9 ( 8 .8 ) <049(87» 1820 198 9 .8
2 iO 2 .9 9 (2 0 ) 8 .2 1 (8 4 ) 9 .4 4 3 .4 ( 3 .4 ) 843 (49 ) 1812 199 10.8
3 12 2 .8 8 (0 8 ) 8.07138) 4 .9 9 1 .8 ( 2 .8 ) 797144) 1829 44 9 .9
4 1? 7 .7 0 (0 8 ) 7 .4 9 (1 9 ) 4 .2 44. 1 (9 .4 ) 896 (98 ) 1823 289 19.3
IFB 1 13 2 .9 9 (1 0 ) 6 .3 4 (4 2 ) 9 .4 4 1 .7 (3 .1  ) 709199) 1938 948 14.1
CC 2 13 2 .4 6 (1 8 ) 8 .1 2 (4 0 ) 9 .2 4 3 .4 ( 4 .1 ) 811 (48 ) 1944 199 14.2
3 I f 2 .7 2 (3 2 ) 8 .6 9 (3 2 ) 6.1 4 8 .2 ( 3 .8 ) 848(90) 1930 119 11.4
* 18 2.49(081 9 .8 9 (2 2 ) 9.1 4 7 .2 ( 3 .2 ) 849 (64 ) 1941 278 12.2
1-C 1 Ifi 2 .9 3 (0 9 ) 6 .2 3 (2 9 ) 4 .7 4 3 .3 ( 9 .8 ) (011 (74 ) 1980 997 8 .3
2 13 2.99(101 6 .37 (92 ) 9 .7 3 2 . 0 ( 1 2 . 3 ’ 717(144) 1627 193 28 .3
3 18 2 .9 1 (1 1 ) 9 .9 9 (9 0 ) 9.1 3 8 .3 ( 4 .9 ) 744(108) 1644 391 17.8
12 2 .9 3 (0 9 ) 8 .1 1 (3 9 ) 9 .0 3 8 .9 ( 9 .2 ) 708 (93 ) 1631 714 22.7
PCHBS 1 18 2 . 8 4 ( 17) 6 .7 0 (4 7 ) 9 .9 3 7 .4 ( 6 .0 ) 788 (90 ) 1611 322 13.8
2 12 2 .9 9 (1 3 ) 8.87147 ) 9. 1 3 4 .9 ( 8 .8 ) 730 (88 ) 1627 379 17.4
3 12 2 .4 7 (1 3 ) 8 .3 711 .02 ) 9.8 4 0 .4 ( 8 .4 ) 873(88) 1639 149 18.8
4 12 2 .9 0 (1 0 ) 9 .9 0 (2 9 ) 4.9 4 3 .0 ( 9 .3 ) 9 1 4 (106) 1628 331 11.8
CUTS 1 4 2 .4 4 (0 9 ) 9 .9 9 (7 1 ) 8 .0 4 9 .4 ( 8 .6 ) 877 (107 ) 1600 327 10.4
2 8 2 .3 9 (1 0 ) 9 .8 8 (2 2 ) 9 .8 3 8 .1 ( 4 .2 ) 897(481 16)3 82 73 .2
3 8 2 .4 0 (0 8 ) 9 .8 0 (2 4 ) 9 .3 3 2 .3 ( 9 .4 ) 709(641 1809 83 19.9
4 8 2 .4 2 (1 1 ) 9 .9 8 (2 6 ) 8 .4 3 8 .4 ) 4 .7 ) 829 (62 ) 1821 222 18.9
^O tft
!• fu r*  :and Rtyi* a r t  tki# n<j*8« ' and R faeton  n f tvM a«tn y p am t o c c u r in g  on tn«
2> R faeteo  i t  d a fir ito  ■ <
**r ‘ •
■na'^a I i t  loa  atan  in ta n iit ir  o f loa  H r a f i t e t 'p o i t  » i t h  in t a n t t i io t  Ij  and 
coMwn m d i '’f t  h .k. 1.
recorded reflections, rejects bad agreeaents between 
repeated aeasureaents or syaaetrjr equivalents, averages 
the repeated data, and finally, constructs a file of 
unique hkl's with structure factor aaplitudes and 
anoaalous differences. In this process any fila 
packs showing particularly poor agreeaent with the 
reaainder of the data set were discarded and these 
were invariably the last data to be collected froa 
the crystal in question. Since radiation daaage 
aanifests Itself as a fall off in intensity with 
increasing resolution, the teaperature factors 
calculated by the scaling prograa provide an indication 
of the daaage sustained by a crystal. Figure 4.9 plots 
the teapersture factors assigned to the fila packs 
for each crystal in the Nv2 dataset. The trend is 
approxiaately linear and of siailar rate for each 
saaple. Crystals in the other datasets gave very 
siailar results.
Initially, the two native datasets were aerged 
Independently, but after careful analysis, the data 
were coabined into a single dataset at the fila pack 
stage. The aean fractional difference in the structure 
factors between these two data sets is constant at 6*7t 
up to 4 A resolution, above which it steadily increases. 
This observation is coaaon to all data sets and is 
discussed in $4.5. In addition, difference Fourier
aaps, calculated using F.Nvl 'Nv2 coefficients, and
SIR phases calculated using the IFB derivative, revealed
Fiiur« 4.9 Ttaptratur* factors for aach flla pack (roa tha four 
crystals usad in tha Nv2 data sat, plottad as a function of pack nuabar.
no significant features apart froa the ghost peak 
at the iodine site. The results of the aerging of 
fila packs for all data sets are given in table 4.5.
The agreeaent (R) factors between equivalent 
aeasureaents appear rather high, 5-lOZ generally 
being regarded as acceptable. However, as figure 
4,10 deaonstrates, for the native data set, the 
inherently weak (and therefore less well deterained) high 
angle data is responsible for inflating the overall R 
factor. The saae trend is demonstrated for the IFB 
cocrystsl1ized data in table 4.6. Another cause for 
concern is the systeaatic tendency for the intensities 
froa suaaed partial recordings to be larger than those 
froB fulls. This has been observed previously for 
both conventional source and SR source data (Irwin et.al. 
(1976), Schaid et.al. (1961), Wilson et.al. (1983)).
The Bost likely explanations for this are that:
a) Errora in the crystal orientation lead to 
underpredict ion , causing soae reflections, flagged as 
fullSito be underest lasted as described above, and
b) Diffuse scatter, having a greater reflecting 
range than a Bragg reflection, will tend to be spread 
across two filas so, in the case of partíais, would be 
fully aeasured whereas, for fully recorded reflections, 
a reduced volume is aeasured. However, with one 
exception, this partial bias is not excessively large.
No explanation can be given for the large bias apparent
Tabi« *»5 Intwifity statlitlcs for tba aarfinf of fila paeka vithia 
aaeh data tat.
Nv 1 Nv 2 Nv coab IFB IFB CC I-G PCMBS BNTS
Diacard 8 15 9 2A lA 6
Nin A9196 53669 96668 56787 66661 AA722 51529 27182
Nf 18727 358A3 52063 220A1 A1786 25569 29320 16368
Np 11331 71A9 16680 1A211 9557 7935 9071 A065
Nout 10100 11A2A 11A2A 10A95 IIAIA 113A1 11370 10208
tri X 1A.9 16.0 15.9 17.2 17.5 16.9 16.9 16.7
o-p * 18.5 18.5 18.2 23.9 19.6 19.5 20.8 18.8
d'ali X 16.A 16.A 16.5 20.0 17.9 17.5 19.A 17.2
R X 11.1 11.7 11.6 12.0 12.2 11.7 13.1 11.9
Biaa X -2.3 -2.6 -2.0 -9.0 -1.8 -3.1 -2.2 0.9
N > 3d- { 73.0 7A.A 78.9 77.0 7A.A 71.7 69.8 69.1
N Û - 7890 8153 7961 8AA2 A797
Á  > 3d- Z - A.l 3.7 l.A 1.6 5.7
Nota«
1. All data outfida tba 3.1d A rasolutioo tball vara diaeardad on input.
2. Diacard ia tba nuabar of paeka diaeardad dua to poor agraaaant vitb 
tba raaaindar vitbin tba data aat.
3. N rafara to nuabara of raflactionat f, p rafar to fulla and partial 
paira raapactivaly.
A. (T rafara to atandard daviationai and ù  to anoaaloua diffaraneaa.
5. X ia daflnad aa in tabla A.A .
6. Biaa ia daflnad aa
7. A raflactioo vaa taatad for rajactiona if any aaaauraaant of tbat 
raflaetieo diffarad froa tba vaifhtad Man ^  aora tban 3«* , in 
vbicb cana tba follovinf critaria vara appllad.
If K ia tba nuatbar of aaaauroMnta of a raflaction, tban i 
if N-2 , rajact tba aanllar;
if R-3 , rajact tbat vbieh liaa on tba opponila aida of tba 
unvaifbtad M«n to tba otbarai 
if N>A , try tba IU3 taat and if no rajactiwi ia Mda tban 
rajact tbat for vbicb |lMan - l\/«‘ ia iraataat.
If tba raflaction again falla tba 3r taat rapaat tba rajactlon 
precaaa unlaaa aora 23X of tba aaaauraMnta of tba raflaction 
bava alraady baan rajactad.
FlgMtt *«10 • The Rsya of the coablnod notivt 4«to u  • function 
of roielution.
Fiwrt 4.10 b Th« Mya of tht coablntd natlvo data at a function 
of inttnalty.
solution
k
Nout X>3v
X
f/l
X
It
X
3.16 11414 74.4 17.9 12.2
3.20 10674 76.3 16.8 11.6
3.30 W17 79.2 15.6 10.7
3.40 9105 81.7 14.5 9.9
3.50 8356 83.6 13.6 9.3
T«blt 4.6 Variation of acrglng atatlatlca vlth roaolution 
liait for the i n  CC data att.
Data aet Scale Teaperature 
Factor “
i n 1.086 (32) 9.3 (2.4)
i n  CC 1.051 (21) 6.0 (1.7)
I-G 1.052 (09) 5.3 (0.8)
PCMBS 1.039 (09) 4.0 (0.7)
BMTS 1.053 (11) 5.2 (1.3)
Tabla 4.7 Kaaidual ralatlvt acala and ttaptraturt factora for 
each derivative (vlth atandard devlatlona) after local acaling 
to the native atructure aaplltudca
In the soaked data set - a large value of n waa used 
In processing the data and the fllas show no coaparatlve 
excess of diffuse scatter.
The final st«p In the processing of the PNP data 
was to convert the rhoabohedral Indices to those of 
the hexagonal cell (see International Tables for 
X-ray Crystallography Vol. 1 Sl*5).
A slaple Fortran routine was written to sake the 
conversion, transpose the reflections Into a unique 
region of the hexagonal reciprocal lattice, and to 
sort the reflections. Care was taken to ensure that 
the consistent sense of the anoaalous data was 
preserved.
A.5 Analysis of the derivatives
The various derivative data sets were scaled
1-0, using the 3D option In the prograa ANSC. Reflections 
were grouped together, by level along the I axis, and
2
In ranges of pal (where psi is the cylindrical radius) 
and of phi (aeasured froa the h axis). The ranges were 
adjusted to ensure each block of reciprocal space 
contained at least 50 reflections, and then the above 
ratio was analysed for each block. The scale factors 
were carefully aonltored as a function of each Index, 
of intensity, and of S(« 4 sin^6/A^), both before and 
after scaling to ensure no systeaatic variations, and no 
such probleas were encountered for any of the derivatives.
The residual scales and effective tenperature factors
are listed in table 4.7. Figure 4.11 shows the variation
of k as a function of S. and figure 4.12 shows the eap
■ean fractional isooorphous change in F, for all the 
derivatives. The latter plots clearly denonstrate 
the progressive Increase in the fractional changes at 
resolutions beyond 4*0 A , indicating that the errors 
in the data are substantial at high angle, there being 
no indication of any lack of isoaorphisn. At low 
angle the changes in the I-G and the PCHBS data are 
hardly larger than those seen between native data sets, 
suggesting that these are not good quality derivatives 
(see 56 for further discussion). However, the results 
for the IFB and the EMTS indicate good heavy atoa 
substitution.
The IFB soaked derivative was the first to be 
studied at a tiae when the other data sets were 
yet to be reduced. An isoaorphous difference Patterson 
synthesis to a resolution of 6 A was calculated when the 
data was still indexed according to the rhoabohedral 
cell. A solution with up to three sites in the 
asyaaetric unit was anticipated since a coaplete triaer 
was presuaed to occupy that region. In fact, a single 
site solution - which accounted for nearly all the 
aajor peaks in the Patterson aap - was obtained (figure 
4.13). The site refined aoderately well using the 
centric teras only and this enabled a rough 6 A phase 
set to be calculated. Froa this point the reaaining
Pliurt *.11 Tht vtrlatien of as a iunctlon of S for aach 
darlvatlva. Tha lov valuaa at high angla auggaat that tha anoMloua 
dlffarancaa ara graatly ovactatlaatad.
Fliuf A,12 Th* Man fractional laoaorphoua dlfCaranct plottad aa 
a function of S for tach of tha darlvatlva data aata.
f I / i.;
F iiu t t  4.13 The u-v section icon tht IPB dlfferenct Patterson 
M p  calculated In the rhoabohedral space group. For each heavy atoa 
In the asyMwtrlc unit vectors occur vlthln this section at (u>x«y, 
v-2s), (u-y«s,v-2x), and (u-x*s.v-2y). The cresses aarh the vectors 
associated vlth the subsequently refined co-ordinates of the iodine 
atoa.
derivatives were solved by cross difference Fourier 
■sps and cross-checking with the Isoaorphous difference 
Patterson aaps. Further details of the heavy atoa 
structures are given in the following chapters.
4.6 Data collection on the wiaaler beaa line
At the tiae of this data collection, the developaent 
of the Instruaent on the wiggler beaa line was still 
at an early stage. The vertically focusing airror 
had not been installed, thereby Halting the X-ray flux 
available. The Enraf-Nonius FAST TV detector was 
being coaaissioned on a sealed tube source, and so the 
Arndt-Nonacott oscillation caaers used previously was 
aounted on the alignaent carriage on the wiggler 
Instruaent.
It was decided to use a wavelength of 1*02 A in order 
to a) aaxiaize the X-ray flux (see 11.3.1), b) 
reduce saaple absorption, and c) optiaise the anoaalous 
dispersion effects in the gold derivative, GTH, (Au 
edge, A ■ 1*0403 A). A Si (111) aonochroaator, with 
an oblique cut of 6*75* was set at the Guinier position 
for which p ' ■ 3*45 a. The aonochroaator vessel was
filled with heliuB at ataospheric pressure to increase 
the dissipation of heat in the aonochroastor environaent. 
The wavelength was calibrated by scanning the Au L||| 
absorption edge In a 4 ya gold foil.
A total of 22 eight hour shifts over a period of 
ten days, were used to collect all the data sets listed
in tabic 4.8. Since the SRS waa operating 24 houra a day, 
two teana of three people (SEE, TJG, YSB and SAR, JRH,
JH) worked alternatct;^ to aalntaln efficiency over 
the entire period. Nine data seta were recorded before 
the wavelength waa aoved to 0*99 A to collect an EHTS 
data aet (Hg edge,  ^■ 1*00944 A). The final
data aet was recorded froa a single 8 - AGua crystal 
where the eiposure tiae per file pack was reduced to 
less than half of what would otherwise be used, and 
a full 32 files packs were exposed. This was done 
to try and establish whether the advantage of not 
having to serge the data froa a nuaber of different 
crystals outweighs the disadvantage of under-exposing 
each fila pack.
At the tine of these experiaents, the SRS was 
operating at 2 GeV with injection currents of 200- 
250 aA. Exposure tiaea were between 150 and 300 
seconds per degree of crystal rotation, depending on 
the stored current at the tiae. All data sets (save 
the last) required 3 or 4 crystals and there was little 
evidence of any iaproveaent in crystal lifetiae at 
these wavelengths. However, until the above data 
have been processed and fully analysed no further 
conclusions can be drawn.

ChAPTER FIVE
THE 6 A STRUCTURE OF PNP
The processing of the 3 A high resolution ¿st8> collected 
at the SRS, was conducted concurrentljr with the second 
stage of heavy atoa screening (14*2). This latter work 
led to the calculation of a high quality 6 A electron density 
Map, as well as spotlighting the laportsnce of the EHTS 
derivative, froo which 3 A resolution data were collected 
as the 6 A asp was Interpreted.
5.1 Data collection and calculation of phases
6 A datasets (each froo a single crystal) were aeasured 
by Drs. S. E. Eallck and Y. S. Babu using a Picker FACS>1 
autoaatlc dlffractoaeter. The aethod used was based on 
that suggested by Hansen et.sl. (1979). Heasureacnts were 
aade by step>scannlng through each reflection and then 
applying a profile fitting technique to obtain Integrated 
Intensities. Reflections were precalculated and sorted 
Into shells of 100 reflections such that the total angle 
driving tlae on the dlffractoaeter was ainialzed. The 
highest resolution shell was collected first and the 
lowest resolution shell last, to alnialze the resolution 
dependent effects of crystal decay. The details of the 
step-scans and the profile fitting are given by Eallck 
et.al. (1964). Standard reflections were Bonltored after 
each shell to provide the seans for applying a decosposltlon 
correction, and absorption corrections were also applied
uclng the aethod of North et.sl. (1968). Multiple 
Independent dataset« were aeasured froa native crratala 
and aost of the derivatives to iaprove the qualitjr of the 
data. In addition to the heavy atoa derivatives described 
here, diffrsctoaeter data were collected froa a nuaber 
ctfcryatals soaked in solutions containing PNP substrates 
or substrate analogs (see 15*3), as well as several heavy 
atoa reagents that failed to produce derivatives.
Once reduced to a set of structure aaplitudea. each 
derivative data set was scaled to the native data by 
applying an overall scale factor and an isotropic teaperature 
factor. As descrflied in lA’S, the interpretation of the IPB 
isoaorphous Patterson aap by the author, using the SRS fila 
data, enabled all the heavy atoa sites in the reaaining 
derivatives to be located in cross difference Fourier naps. 
These sites were then refined by least squares techniques 
using data fron the centric zones (approiinately 250 
reflections to 6A). Phases for the Fourier calculations 
were obtained using independent derivatives to ensure no 
confusion between true peaks and ghost peaks in the aaps. 
Table 5*1 lists the derivatives used in the final phase 
calculation. The PCNBS-C derivative is the 6A subset of 
the SRS data set and the IFB data sets (soaked and 
recrystallized) consist of diffractoaeter and SRS fila 
data averaged together. Table 5*2 coapares the refineaent 
paraaeter for the active site coaplexes. The refineaent 
statistics of the IFB derivative are significantly iaproved
Darivativa Cooditiona Bo. erratala ò r i
iri SO {  Sat. or 
co-cryatalliaad
3 1 6 .3
KNBS 'A’
♦ Guaaoaina
2 . S  jiN 
4 1 WH
1 2 1 .6
KM8S 'B' 2 5 2 2 8 .2
p e n s  'C ' 2 0 4 7 . 9
m s 0 . 1  nM > 2 8 .4
c n 0 . 6  an 2 1 2 .3
GOf 0 . 1  an 2 9 . 7
T«M« 5.1 BMvy atoa dtrivativti for vhldi 6 A dlffractoMtar 
data vtrt eellactad and uaad to calculatt tba 6 A prettln phaaaa. 
All aoaka vara for 3 daya prior to data collactioo. Tha oaan 
fractional chanfa.AFt vaa dafinad in flfura A.12 .
MUtlrt Fractlontl Co-ordinatat
Coaplax Nodal Occupancy X y a Re X Fm/I
IFB I 10.55 0.104 0.183 0.135 67 1.04
IFB I (.95 0.114 0.197 0.135 57 1.39
S 8.60 0.097 0.162 0.133
F 9.88 0.086 0.140 0.159
IFB CC I 8.69 0.116 0.197 0.133 55 1.42
S 10.98 0.093 0.156 0.139
P 7.56 0.087 0.141 0.162
in ♦ I 7.64 0.115 0.197 0.136 55 1.42
in oc 8 9.00 0.097 0.162 0.134
F 9.36 0.086 0.138 0.159
I-Guanlna I 8.04 0.084 0.136 0.166 60 1.24
Guanina I 10.52 0.083 0.130 0.166 60 1.13
Tabla 3.2 latulta of tha raflnaaant uainf cantrle raflactiena to 
d A raaolutloB, of tba aubatrata* and aubatrata aaalofua-FNF binat7  
coaplaxaa. \ / l  la tha avarafa valúa of tba caleulatad haavy atoa 
atnictura factor aaplltuda dlvidad by tha avarafa lack of cloaura 
arror. Kc la tha raaldual, ^||Foba|-|Pcalc||/^|Poba|» vhara Foba 
and Fcale rafar to tba obaarvad and caleulatad baavy atoa atnietura 
factera. For tha IFB analyala tha aufar (S) and tha baaa (I )  vara 
aach Bodallod by a alitflo lodlna atoa and flxad iaotroplc taaparatura 
factera (15 A^ ) vara uaad throufhout.
when Che IFB aolecule is aodelled by three etoas corresponding 
to the centres of the observed of the purine, the sugar, 
and the Iodine aoeltys. This aodel vas Che result of the 
studies described below (iS*3). In addition, there appears 
to be no significant differences between data collected 
froB saaples soaked in IFB solutions and froa those 
cocrjrstallized with IFB, and the data were accordingly 
averaged together. The refined heavy atoa paraaeters for 
the derivatives used In the phase calculation are shown 
In table 5*3. All the heavy atoa positions were assigned 
fixed Isotropic teaperature factors of 6*0 A . It can be 
seen that aercurial and gold atoas bind In varying 
coablnstions and relative occupancies to three sites within 
the crystallographic asyaaetrlc unit. It Is also clear Chat 
there is only one accessible active site within the asysaetrlc 
unit; aoreover, the lack of further sites In the co-crystalllzed 
PNP * IFB coaplei suggests that there la a single aonoaer 
within the asyaaetric unit. The table also suggests that 
the IFB and the ENTS are Che better derivatives whilst the 
PCNBS and the CCN are of a poorer quality. The correct 
enantioaorph of the structure was detcrained using the 
snoaalous signal in the SKS fila data, as la described in 
•6*2. Protein HIR phases were calculated by the aethod of 
Blow and Crick (1959) using the prograa PHASE (S6*3 describes 
the use of this prograa). The aean figure of aerlt for the 
resulting phase set was 0*794. Finally, an electron density 
nap was calculated using the native structure aaplltudes
Ktlatlvt Practional Co-erdlutti
Sita Occupancy X y *
a 10.7« 0.194 0.193 0.119
b 7.19 0.18« 0.037 0.072
e 4.71 0.003 0.062 0.239
a 14.10 0.193 0.202 0.121
b 3.79 0.181 0.049 0.082
e 1.38 0.027 0.107 0.230
a 3.«1 0.192 0.201 0.121
a 13.14 0.218 0.19« 0.134
c 7.6« 0.028 0.123 0.197
b 6.22 0.1«! 0.030 0.088
a 3.29 0.204 0.202 0.123
T«Mt 5.3 Mtultt of tht rtflHMtnt ef th* non-tctlvt tit« h«avy 
•tOB dtrlvativM. Tba notai far tablt S.2 apply bara alio. Tba protaln 
phaaai vara calculatad uilnf tlM coabinad IPB data aat in addltloo to 
thaaa lix darlvatlva data tata.
with the NIR phases and figure of aerit weighting.
S.2 The electron densltf aap at 6»0A resolution
Exaaination of the electron density aap indicates that 
the PNP aolecule is a triaer with the identical subunits 
related by the crystallographic three^fold axis, thereby 
disproving the earlier conclusion (fA*l) that the asyaaetric 
unit contains a coaplete triaer. Figure 5*1 is a projection 
down the three-fold axisfnaiz - 0*0 to 0*26 (fractional cell 
coordinates). The largest peak in the aap is of height 0*21 
(srbltary units) and figure 5*1 1$ contoured at 0*05 and 
0*10. The Bolecule is very clearly resolved froa the 
solvent regions suggesting that the asp is of good quality. 
The unit cell contains an unusually large aaount of solvent. 
Based on the calculated aolecular weight of 32300 daltons and 
a partial-specific-voluae for the protein of 0*73 ca’/g, 
the unit cell is 782 solvent by voluae.
Pairs of triaers fora face to face hexaaers across a 
crystallographic two-fold axis. Other two-fold axes relate 
subunits froa adjacent triaers and serve to delineate the 
aolecular boundary as in figure 5*1. Figure 5*2a shows a 
scheaatic representation of the unit cell packing, viewed 
down the three-fold axis, in which each subunit is 
represented by a sphere of 40 A disaeter. A large solvent 
cavity, approxicately 110 A in diaaeter and 80 A thick, is 
foraed by a circle of six hexsaeric units and is capped 
top and bottoa by additional hexaaers. Figure 5*2b shows
Fiiurt 5.1 Frojtctlon of th« PNP ( A tltctren dcniity Mp vitw«d 
paralUl to th* trlatr axi*. Tht dÍMiuions ef th« prej«ct«d d«Mity 
•r« «pproxiMttly 21S x 124 x 45 A tbick. Th« thr«« lin«t r«pr«««nt 
th« eryxtallofraphlc di«d« vhich occur at i«l/6.



a siailar representation In which the view is down the 
■ajor solvent channel. This channel has a alniaua cross- 
sectional dlaenslon of about SO A s 80 A and connects the 
larger solvent cavities together In a continuous series.
As a result of this packing arrangeaent. the substrate 
binding site, as well as aost of the aolccular surface, is 
accessible to the solvent. This is consistent with the 
finding that the crystals hsve enzyastlc sctivitj (I4*l).
The heavy atoa binding sites are near the surface of the 
Bolecule well away froa any subunit-subunit boundaries.
Kuaan erythrocytic PNP has four sulfhydryls per subunit 
(see S3*3*4) and it is likely that the aetsl positions 
correspond to three of these. The aajor PCHBS and ENTS 
site is located near the active site and studies have shown 
that the first sulfhydryl group titrated by PCNB causes sn 
80Z inactivation of the entyae. Conversely GTN binds away 
froB the active site and recent studies hsve shown that CTN
_3
does not fully inactivate the enzyae even at 10 M 
(Scoeckler et al (1964)).
Although positioning of individual aalno acid residues 
is not possible at this resolution, a nuaber of secondary 
structural features are recognisable. There are severtl 
coluans of electron density of a shape and disaster 
appropriate to that of ana-helii. Figure 5*3 shows a 
projection down the three-fold axis froa z ■ 0*07 to 0*16 
(i.e. about IS A thick). The overlay indicates the electron 
density associated with four of the potential helices. These
are packed in auch a way as to suggest the region of electron 
density between thea is perhaps part of a region of B sheet 
and that this central region of the subunit reseables the 
organisation of the parallel a/fi configuration seen in 
aany known protein structures, a.g. Lactate dehydrogenase, 
Flavodoiin and Arabinose-binding protein (Richardson (1981)).
All of these possible helices have been displayed on an 
Evans and Sutherland Hultipicture Systea using the aolecular 
graphics prograa FRODO and coapared tott-helical polyalsnine 
aodels. One such exaaple is shown in figure S*A. and the 
others have a siailsr appearance.
5•3 Substrate binding studies
In order to study the PNP-substrate coaplexea of 
interest a NIR phase set was calculated using all the 
derivatives in table S*I with the esception of the IFB. 
Hence, no active site derivative was used and disturbances 
at the active site were ainiaized. These phases were used 
to calculate difference Fourier aaps where the coefficients 
were based on differences between the structure saplitudes 
of. say, the PNP-IFB coaplex and those of native PNP.
The difference asp coaputed with the IFB differences 
to 6'0 A shows a single extended peak, with the reaainder of 
the aap showing no aajor features at all. There are no 
large regions of negative density to Indicate conforaationsl 
changes in the enzyae. The IFB density has a significantly 
larger peak height towards one end and this is sssuaed to

correspond to the Iodine position. The density was displayed 
on the Multipicture systea and,starting fros the iodine atoa, 
an IFB aodel was fitted to the density. This is shown in 
figure 5*5. The density has the correct general size and 
shape for a nucleoside aolecule in an anti>conforaation 
(where the glycosidic torsion angle. 0 - C(l) ~ C(9)-ii(8), 
lies between 0* and >90*. in this case it is approziaately 
40*). However, at this Halted resolution it appears that 
other conforaations also give reasonable fits. Figure 5*6 
shows a photograph of the native PNP aap (plotted onto 
spaced acetate sheets) with the IFB difference density 
superiaposed in blue. The active site of the enzyae is 
clearly seen as an eiposed cleft in the surface of the aolecule 
and is possibl/ foraed by the Interface of adjacent subunits.
It appears that the purine end of the nucleoside fits 
farthest into the active site pocket, with the ribose 
aoeity lying closer to the solvent interface. The 5* - 
iodo position of IFB is aost eiposed to the solvent.
These observations would be consistent with the bi>bi 
aechanlsa previously proposed ({3.3.4).
Difference naps for the FB and the guanine differences 
have also been conputed and these are shown in figures 
5*7 and 5*8. In these figures, the IFB aodel has been 
left in position, and the IFB density has been replaced 
by the FB and then the guanine density. These figures show 
the purine noeity of the nodel to be within the region 
of electron density connon to all three naps, but at this 
resolution it is iapossible to speculate on the possible




differences in the precise positioning and orientation of 
the substrates.
A difference aap, calculated vith the data froa a 
crystal treated with both PCHBS and guanosine, failed to 
show any indication of density in the active site region 
and this is consistent with the knowledge that sulfhydryl 
reagents, reacting at heavy stoa site A, inactivate the 
enzyae. It should be possible to treat the enzyae with 
both GTM and a substrate. This has been atteapted with 
only FB to date, but the difference aap showed little 
density at the gold site. A aap calculated froa 8 - 
iodoguanlne differences interestingly failed to indicate 
the presence of an iodine atoa in the ezpected (or any other) 
position. Investigations are under way to conflra the 
presence of bound iodine in the aaterial used for the 
crystallographic eiperiaents. This result also raises 
further doubts about the I-G derivative data collected at 
the SRS.
Whilst these low resolution studies are of great interest, 
sore aeaningful results can only cone froa investigations 
at higher resolution. The data collected on the wiggler 
bean line (t4*6) will constitute the first steps towards 
achieving that goal.
THE 3»16 A STRUCTUKE OF PHP
Using the knowledge gained froa the étudiés st lower 
resolution the heavf atoa parsaeters, protein phases and 
electron density aap were eitended in successive stages 
to 4*0, 3*5 and finally 3*16 A resolution. This chapter 
details that work and describes the prclialnsry interpretation 
of the protein asps. Since the EHTS data collected at the 
SRS were not available until after these studies were under 
way, additional dlffractoacter data were collected froa the 
EHTS and CTH derivatives in the resolution shell of 6*0 - 
4*0 A using the aethods described In fS*l (Eslick, pers. coaa.). 
Diffraction by the PNP crystals on the sealed tube source of 
the dlffractoaeter In this resolution range Is very weak and 
the errors in the Intensity aeasureaents are consequently high, 
but, since only one aeasureaent per unique reflection was 
asde and standard deviations were not estlaated, it is difficult 
to Indicate quantitatively the quality of the data. Nevertheless, 
the data did prove useful in the calculation of phases. Once 
the SRS EHTS data set becaae available all diffractoseter data 
beyond 6 A resolution were oaltted froa the phase calculations.
6.1 Heavy stoa psraaeters
Since approilaate heavy atoa positions were known for 
all the derivatives froa the 6 A study the first step was to 
calculate Isoaorphous difference Patterson asps at 4*0 A
resolution to check the self coneletencjr of the Harker vectors 
end obtain aore accurate coordinates for the heavy atoas.
The Harker sections and Hsrker vectors for the space group 
are given in table 6 . 1 .  Figure 6 . 1  shovs the unique regions 
of the u, V,  0  and the u, - u ,  w sections of the difference 
Patterson sap at 4 * 0  A resolution for each of the derivative 
data sets recorded at the SRS. The vectors associated with 
the subsequently refined heavy atoa positions are narked on 
each plot by crosses. In the case of IFB. the iodine vectors 
are those aarked. In the u, -u, w sections the scale of the 
u, -u direction has been halved, the true diaensions are 
248 A (u, -u) by 27*5 A (w/6). The I-G sections clearly fail 
to show a solution that agrees with the expected site of 
substitution. The final plot in figure 6 . 1  is the w ■ 6 / 1 0 0  
section of the EHTS difference Patterson nap, showing the 
expected peak at the vector between the two independent sites.
Once SIRAS phases fron the IFB derivative were available 
cross difference Fourier naps were calculated for the other 
derivatives Co obtain further estinatea of the heavy atoa 
positions and to search for ainor sites of substitution.
Figure 6.2 shows a section of the asp calculated with the 
EMTS differences containing the less well occupied EHTS site.
In this nap the aajor site peak is 11*1 (arbitary units), 
the ainor site is 7*6 and the largest peak in the background 
noise is 2*6. The PCHBS difference Fourier nap clearly shows 
a single site of substitution in the crystallographic asyaaetric 
unit. As the studies progressed beyond 4 A resolution the 
Patterson and Fourier caps were not repeated; the heavy atoa
Bqulvalaot poaitlooa 
la tha 132 haxaconal 
call
X , y , t y , X ,-t-y fX-y, I 
•X ,jr-x,-a 
y-X)-x , ax-y,-y ,-x
Origlaa at 0,0»0 i 
1/3,2/3,2/3 t and 
2/3,l/3.1/3 .
Iquivalanta flva riaa u , V , 0 (12) tepaata at v.1/3, 2/3
to 30 voctora oa tbaaa u ,-u , V (6) ) Orlfiaa appaar
aactlona la Pattaraon u ,2u , V (6) ) OB tbaaa
apaca v.r.t. aach oclgla 2u , u , V (6)
)
) aactlona
2y-Xf 0
x+y, 2x-y, 0
' u , V , 0 2x-y, x«y, 0 ♦ lavaraaa
2y-x, x*y, 0 total 12 aqulvalonta
x-2y, 2x-y, 0
y-2x, 2y-x, 0
«-yi jr-«, 21 ♦ lavaraaa i origin
U , >U 1 V -X, X , 2x ahlfta, total i trlplata
y. -y . 2* aach of eonatant v
Tablt 6»1 Iquivaltat potitlona in real tpaca, along with Barkar 
atctloftt and larkar vactera la Patttraon apaca, for tba haxagonal 
R32 unit call.
Pliurt t.l M»v«0 dlfftrmc« PctCtrton tcctleait upptr - DfTS, 
lovtr • PCMBS.
2/3.1/3.:
flmrt 6.1 (cpot) U|V,0 difftrtnct FtturMii ••ctloMi upptt - in ,  
levtr - 1>C.


r i w  t.l (cwit) Th# V • -6/100 MCtlon fro« tb« BKT8 difforoneo 
Patttrion «opt ahowlnf tht croM-*«ctor botvton ho«vy oto« tltoa 
'a' and 'c'.
fi«rt 6.2 Th« 1 - 20/100 t«cUon !ro« th« BUTS croit-diffcrmc« 
FourUr MP, «hoviiif th« t«cond «tt« (c) of Mrcorl«! tubstltutloo 
•t (0.03. 0.12, 0.20).
refineaentt were tiapljr extended to Include the higher resolution 
teras.
All heevjr atoa refineaenta used the SCFHLE option in the
prograa REFINE. There are sufficient centric teras to enable
utilization of the colinearltT of F and F m in a centric 
' P pH
least squares reflneaent. Reflections with F< (f(F) were 
excluded iron the refineaent as were teras with spuriously 
large Isoaorphous differences. Initially fixed isotropic 
teaperature factors were used, these were subsequently 
allowed to refine, and finally anisotropic teaperature factors 
were Introduced. Scale factors calculated by coaparison of 
centric teras alone were used and typical values were around 
1-03. No atteapt was aade to use phased refineaent although 
Independent SIRAS phases were available.
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the results of the heavy atoa 
refineaents, principally at 6*0 and 3*16 A.
6.2 The absolute confiauration
The ensntioBorph was initially deteralncd prior to the 
6 A structure deteraination using the anoaalous scattering 
inforastion in the SRS IFB dataset and coaparing the aaplitude 
of the aercury peak in PCNBS difference Fourier asps. The 
details below, however, refer to calculations aade during 
the high resolution structure deteraination, with the ssae 
conclusion being reached.
The reversal of the sign of a set of anoaalous differences 
corresponds to a change of enantioaorph since the sign of 
the aeasured snoaalous difference is absolute. SIR, SIRAS (♦),
Darlvativa las. A Sitaa Nraf Kc X f Pm/I Scala
CTN * 4.0 b 359 62.7 0.22 1.10 1.010
BKTS • 4.0 •>c 491 52.5 0.38 1.63 1.032
INTS 3.S a,e 486 46.2 0.62 1.90 1.030
IHTS 3.16 SiC 558 49.2 0.34 1.80 1.030
PCKBS 4.0 a 521 62.2 0.21 1.22 1.007
pcms 3.16 a 780 65.1 0.17 1.14 1.007
IFB 4.0 activa 564 62.4 0.36 1.38 1.022
IFB 3.16 activa 828 60.3 0.26 1.29 1.022
I-<2 3.16 activa 706 61.5 0.20 1.20 1.010
Tabi« 6.2 Statistica froa th« cwitric rcfiiMaant of tha haavy atoa 
paraMtars. Diffractoaatar data sats ara danotad by Dafiaitiona 
ara aa bafora (saa tabla 3.2), with tha addition of f, tha gradimt 
of tha laaat squaraa linaa batvaan Fobs and Fcale, and of tha 
darivativa/nativa scala factor.
Deriv. *1*
Ml.
Oec.
Praet. Co-ords. 
X y 1
Anise. Taap.
11 22 33
paraas. xlO^ 
12 13 23
o n  * 4.0 1 0 .2 0.164 0.036 0.088 101 66 84 12 37 39
BITS * 4.0 13.5 0.217 0.195 0.136 119 111 67 139 •13 -26
i.a 0.027 0 .1 2 0 0.199 >2 1 160 -13 -17 33 3
INTS 3.S 1 1 . s 0.216 0.193 0.132 86 143 105 58 0 -33
1.3 0.031 0 .1 2 1 0.199 132 171 31 -56 -18 29
DTTS 3.16 9.4 0.215 0.193 0.131 8 35 48 12 -7 -14
7.7 0.029 0 .1 2 1 0.199 87 11 2 39 •1 0 21
Pens 4.0 3.0 0.190 0.182 0.117 •19 205 53 83 63 -13
Pens 3.16 2.9 0.189 0.182 0.116 2 0 133 28 64 43 - 1 2
i n 4.0 1 0 .1 0.107 0.184 0.134 t 44 1
6.7 0.069 0.137 0.161 t 75 1
5.5 0.098 0.144 0.140 I 18 t
i n 3.16 9.5 0.107 0.184 0.135 t 44 *
6.6 0.069 0.135 0.163 t 75 *
5.S 0.098 0.143 0.141 1 18 *
I -C 3.16 5.4 0.077 0.152 0.165 454 224 186 331 ■•107 ■-146
T>bl« 6.3 Th* flMl refined heevy etoa pereaeteri. The derivetlvet 
■erlted ere thote MMured on the dlffrectOMter prior to the 
aveilebility of the PITS SRS data aet. The three entriea for IF! are 
the iodine, baae and sugar •oeities respectively. The IPB failed to 
refine satisfactorily vith anisotropic teaperature factorat those 
quoted (t t) are Isotropic values. At 3.16 A resolution those «ere 
held fixed at their 4.0 A values.
SIRAS(-) phase sets to 4*0 A were calculated froa the IFB 
soaked. IFB cocrystallized, and a aerged IFB dataset (all 
used the 3 atoa aodel). The latter data set is a O'veighted 
aean of the foraer two data sets. These phase sets were 
used to calculate difference Fourier asps with coefficients 
^ENTS ~ ^NV’ peak heights of the two ENTS sites are
tabulated in table 6.4. The hand is clearly seen to be 
the correct hand.
The saae procedure was atteapted using phases calculated 
froa the PCNBS and the I>G data sets. IFB difference 
coefficients were used with the PCHBS phases and EHTS 
differences with the I*G phases. These results are also 
shown in table 6.4, The PCNBS anoaalous data did give a 
aarginsl indication of the correct hand, although the peak 
heights are significantly less than the PCNBS ghost peaks.
The 1-6 SIR phases revealed the two EHTS sitea but the ainor 
site peak was higher than that for the aajor site. When the 
anoaaloua data were included in the phase calculation on 
either hand the difference aaps failed to distinguish either 
site froa the background noise. This confiras the doubts 
expressed about this derivative both when analysing the data 
and in the 6 A study. Consequently the I-G data was not 
used in the subsequent phase calculations.
It was decided that the aerged IFB data set would be used 
in the calculation of protein phases. Table 6.4 suggests 
that the aerged data gives a slightly stronger Indication 
of the enantioaorph. Figure 6.3 plots the ratio of 
and to the aesn lack of closure error (E) after SIRAS
P M k  iMightC
ire sock 493S
ire MBt SS23
land Sita 'a' Sita 'c' lodino
0 37.5 7.30 4.65 (1.87)
♦ 44.6 9.15 6.02 (1.81)
- 45.6 6.78 3.94 (1.93)
0 36.0 7.97 4.61 (1.79)
‘ 45.6 9.80 6.28 (1.84)
- 45.4 7.11 3.57 (2.02)
0 37.6 8.01 4.81 (1-70)
« 48.5 10.60 6.83 (1.77)
- 48.4 6.87 3.58 (l.W)
0 38.1 1.21 2.24 (4.06)
• 50.1 1.07 * 1.35 * (6.13)
- 50.1 1.19 * 0.96 * (3.88)
0 37.9 <5.81) - 2.42
« 43.7 (6.27) - 2.72
- 43.7 (8.29) - 2.38
Ttblt t.4 F«tk btlghti In 4.0 X rtaolutloQ dlfftrtnca Fourlnr M p a  
cnlcuUtnd ualng varioua SII and SIIAS phaac a«ta. Fer tba IFI and I-C 
phaat atta BNTS dlffartncta vara uaad, and far tba FCNBS phaaa nata 
ire dlffarancaa vara aaployad. Tha paaJi halghta in brackata ara 
thaaa of tba 'fboat' paaka, and tboaa aarkad ara at tba tana 
lavai aa tha locai nolaa.
4* » ir
Pigurt 6.3 Tht ratio of th* oean calculator heavy atoa atructuro 
factor to tho atan lack of cloauro error in ranges of 4sln^9/X* for 
the IPS data seta after S1RA5 phaae calculation. The upper curvea 
are the laoaorphoua valuea and the lover are the anoaoloua valuea.
phase calculation on the correct hand for the three data 
sets and again indicates that the anoaolous data at least 
is alightlr iaproved. At 6 A resolution there vere no 
significant discrepancies between the difference Fourier 
naps calculated with the IFB soaked and cocrfstallized 
isoBorphous differences, and the protein structure at that 
resolution gives no reason for thinking the binding of the 
IFB Bolecule should be anj different since the active site 
is so accessible in the crystals.
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6.3 The calculation of phases
Protein phases were calculated by the statistical aethod 
of Blow and Crick (1959) using the progrsa PHASE. These 
authors showed that a Fourier electron density asp coaputed 
with the 'best* phase (the centroid of the phase probability 
distribution) gives the lowest r.a.s. error in the electron 
density. The phase probability distribution is estiaated 
by alnialzlng the lack of closure error for each source of 
Inforaation at discrete intervals (10* in this present work). 
The progrès requires as input average lack of closure 
errors in ranges of 4sin*6/X' along with all the appropriate 
heavy stoB paraaeters. The anoaalous lack of closure errors 
(E”) were initially set to E/3 and a preliainary phase set 
calculated. The output r.a.s. E and E” were then input to 
a second phase calculation and the procedure was repeated 
until convergence was achieved. In addition the derivative 
overall scale factors were adjusted to ensure a  ^ - a 
was on average 90*. i.e. there should be no correlation between
“ p ■"'* % ■
Table 6.5 shows the derivatives used at each stage of
phase cslculation. Figure 6.4 shows plots of r.a.s.
^Hcslc* *8*^"*^ 4sin'*/X* for each derivative in
the 3*16 A phase cslculation. Figure 6.5 gives an analysis
of the figure of aerit (a) for the 3*16 A phases. Figure
6.6 shows the nuaber of reflections in 10* intervals of
a > Ou • froa which it appears that the ENTS derivative p H
tends to doainate the phases (o^ is the centroid of the phas 
probability distribution), whilst the PCNBS derivative 
contributes least to the final protein phases.
6.4 The electron density aap
Electron density asps were calculated using the prograa 
FORDAP (written by Ibers and Haailton) which utilizes a 
conventional (i.e. slow) Fourier suaaation algoritha.
Figure of aerit weights were used and the saapling interval 
was 1*3 A in the 4 A aap, 1*15 A at 3*5 A and 1*0 A at 3*16 A. 
The asps were plotted in sections perpendicular to the 
crystallographic £ alia onto clear acetate sheets and these 
were aounted in appropriately spaced cardboard fraaes. Naps 
were also plotted in sections perpendicular to the a ails 
to provide additional perspective when atteaptlng to trace 
the polypeptide chain. The electron density in these asps 
is in arbitsry units and was contoured in increaents of 2 
units starting at 2. The peak values were 19*5., 21*6 and 
24*1 for the 4*0. 3*5 and 3*16 A resolution naps respectively.
Subjectively the asps ere of high quality. The noise

Ftmrt VarUtlea with of tba norMl and anoaaloua
M 4 0  haavy atoa acatttring iactora, along with tbalr asaoclatad 
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in the solvent regions Is of s lov level ss csn be seen in 
figure 6.7, (taken froa the 4*0 A sap) and there la very little 
density on the eyaaetry síes. There Is a lot of detail in 
the 4*0 A aap and this Increases as the resolution is 
eitended. Large portions of the polypeptide backbone can 
be traced upon casual Inspection. A tentative chain trace 
through the 4*0 A aap was coapleted in half a day by placing 
a-carbon Barkers along the chain with roughly 3*S>4*0 A 
separstion. and In doing so the nuaber of Barkers used 
corresponded alaoat etsctly to the nuaber of residues in 
the subunit sequence (266. see appendli I). Inspection of 
the subsequent higher resolution asps did not Indicate any 
changes in the path of the chain. There were two regions 
of possible sablguity in the 4«0 A resolution aap but the 
later asps did not significantly clarify the proposed 
connectivity and nor did they enhance the dalas of the 
possible alternatives. In fact the only significant 
difference between the aaps was the laproveaent In side chain 
definition at the higher resolution. The regions of density 
which In the 6 A aap are suggestive of a > helli can clearly 
be seen to be so In the 4*0 A nap. At 3*5 A side chains 
along these helices, by pointing In a consistent direction 
sway froa the helli axis, indicate the N to C teralnal 
direction In six of the seven. The seventh, coaparatively 
short,helix is close to the aajor aercurial binding site 
and the side chain density is relatively indistinct in this 
region.
The aaln bulk of the enzyae subunit consists of a six

stranded pleated 6 sheet displacing the characteristic tviat 
(Oothia. (1973)) against which six helices are packed; two 
on either side lying approxiaately parallel to the strands 
and one lying across both top and bottoa of the sheet. The 
seventh helix (labelled G) packs close to the crystallographic 
£ axis against the three-fold related equivalents. A crude 
aodel of the recognisable secondary structure eleaents was 
quickly constructed using lengths of dowelling to represent 
helices and aluainiua ribbon for the 6 strands. Coordinates 
of the ends of each strand and helix were taken froa the 
4*0 A sap and brass rods were used to position the coaponents 
relative to the baseboard, which represents the plane of the 
crystallographic a and ^ axes. A photograph of this aodel is 
shown in figure 6.8 along with a sketch of the labelling scheae 
for the secondary structural eleaents.
The B sheet consists of parallel strands between five 
and seven residues in length, the exception being strand 2 
which is antlpsrsllel if the current chain trace reaains 
unaltered. The parallel strands point towards the active 
site, that is they run froa their aaino terainus towards the 
carboxyl terainus st the active site. Figure 6.9 is a 
section approxiaately 4*5 A thick across the centre of the 
sheet. The six strands can clearly be seen along with the 
four helices which pack against the sheet. A portion of 
helix A can also be seen towards the bottoa of the figure. 
Figure 6.10 shows the adjacent 4*5 A section on the salno 
terainus side of the previous figure. Connectivity can be 
seen between helix E and strand 1, helix C and strand 6, and



helix B and strand S. Helix D can also be seen lying across 
the top of the sheet. Figure 6.11 shows views (3 A thick) 
looking down the £ axis, of strands 3 and 5. These sections 
show the characteristic pleat of the B strands. Figures 
6*9 and 6‘10 are taken froa the 3*5 A aap and figure 6*11 froa 
3*16 A aap.
The sheet and helices account for approxiaately half 
the aaino acid residues in the subunit. Some residues fora 
the loops and turns that connect the secondary structural 
eleaent while the reaainder fora regions of rsndoa coil 
that are concentrated in the region between helix f§ and the 
aB doaain. The active site is a cleft foraed between the 
doaain and the region of randoa coil, and is close to the 
carboxyl teraini of strands A, S and 6.
Although the three diaenaional structure can be 
regarded as consisting of two doasins, the aaino acid 
sequence does not divide quite so neatly. In basic teras 
the first two fifths of the polypeptide chain folds to fora 
the N-teralnal helix, 5 of the 6 B strands and 2 of the 4 
helices packed against the sheet; the following two fifths 
of the sequence foras the bulk of the rsndoa coll region 
as well as two helices, one packed around the 3-fold axis 
and one lying across the top of the sheet. The final one 
fifth of the chain foras the final B strand and two aore 
helices packed against the 6 sheet, one of which is the 
C-terainal helix.
The apparent path of the polypeptide chain and the 
organisation of the secondary structure eleaents can now
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be deecribed in aore detail. The N-teralnal helix. A,
(see following paragraphs) lies in the x, j plane, close to 
z ■ 0, and foraa part of the triaer-triaer interface within 
the hexaaer. The chain then turns up into strand 4 of the 
B sheet and then turns into helix E which packs against 
strands 1 and 2. The aajor heavy atoa site is located 
between this helix and strand 4, and the poorly defined 
electron density of this helix suggests soae disturbance 
due to the heavy atoa binding. Helix E turns into strand 
1, the edge strand, out of which the chain follows an extended 
loop of randoa coil which provides another point of contact 
with the two-fold related triaer. This loop eventually 
turns into strand 2, the anti-parallel strand, followed by 
a sharp turn into strand 3. Pros this point the chain 
crosses to the other side of the sheet, passing close to 
the active site before turning into helix B and strand S.
A long region of randoo coil follows and includes a loop 
passing close to the 3-fold axis and to the active site of 
the adjacent 3-fold related subunit. The chain then foras 
helix D, lying across the top of the sheet, a turn into an 
extended conforaation running anti-parallel to helix 0, 
another loop paat the active site, and then a turn into helix 
C, which coaes into close contact with its syaaetry equivalents 
around the 3-fold axis. Heavy atoa site b is located along 
the exposed surface of this helix. The helix is followed 
by another loop past the active site, a turn into helix C 
and a sharp turn into strand 6 thereby coapleting the 0 sheet. 
The third heavy atoa site, c, is a pocket foraed between
hclicea B and C. The final portion of the sequence leaves 
strand 6, passing the active site Into a long loop through 
the solvent region outside the active site pocket. The 
electron density along the loop Is «eak suggesting that 
this region aay be soaewhat flexible. Finally the chain 
turns Into the C-terainal helix. F. which packs against the 
6 sheet alongside helix E to coaplete thedoaaln.
The prellainary a carbon backbone tracing is shown in 
figure 6.12. The coordinates used to construct this tracing 
suffer in places froa large errors - soae adjacent a-carbons 
are separated by 2 A and soae by S A - nevertheless.the 
drawing is a good representation. The region of randoa 
coil does contain what aay perhaps be interpreted as a snail 
barrel lying between helices D and G. Figure 6.13 shows 
the révélant pieces of the chain in isolation.
With the aalno acid sequence of PNP now available (see 
appendix I) use has been aade of the various protein secondary 
structure prediction algorlthas available. A package which 
conblnes the slnpllfled output of sone of these slgorithns 
has been conplled by Dr. T. J. Greenhough (unpublished), 
including those of Chou and Fasaan (1974, 1978, 1979), Cohen 
et.al. (1983), Garnier et.al. (1978). Lia (1974a, b), Burgess 
and Scheraga (1975) and Nagano (1977). These prograns differ 
greatly in their aethod and In their relative strengths and 
weaknesses; however, it is not proposed that they be 
discussed here. In the case of the PNP study where an 
interpretable electron denalty aap is available it is likely 
that the protein structure will be of sore use In assessing

Fimrt 6.13 Stcrtovltv of th« a-ctrbon trac« ef th« laelatad 
^  «h««t «nd th* exttndcd ch«lnt vhich fora • poMibl« p barrai.
Tha IPB aodal 1« alte «hovn te indicata tha ragion et tha activa aita.
the prediction prograee than the predictiona will be in 
deteraining the atructure. Nevertheleas. the coebined 
predictiona have proved to be of aoae uae, aoat notably 
in the location of the aaino terainua of the polypeptide 
chain. All the prograaa predict (with varying degreea of 
confidence) the preaence of an o-helit between reaiduea 7 
and 16. The aaino acid aequence showa tyroainea at reaiduea 
5, 7 and 10, and a tryptophan at reaidue 16. Inapection of 
Che electron denalty aapa swiftly eliainated all the hellcea 
except for helix A which diaplays unaabiguoua side group 
density of the appropriate sire for a tryptophan residue 
aapproxiaately three residues froa its carboxyl terainus.
In addition aide group density appropriate for tyrosines is 
distinguishable in the expected poaitions at the aaino end 
of Che helix. The electron density beyond tyrosine S is then 
seen to peter out as is coaaonly observed with the often 
labile residues at either end of a polypeptide chain.
Beyond the N terainal helix the electron density is 
seen to turn upwards through histidine 23 for which there is 
appropriate aide group density, and into strand A of the 
sheet. Host of the prediction prograaa indicate a B strand 
between residues 26 and 31. The largest peak in all the asps 
occurs at the carboxyl terainus of strand 4 and is likely to 
correspond to the cysteine reaidue at 31. It is also likely 
chat this group is involved in the cheaistry of the active 
site.
Efforts have been asde to correlate the other strongly 
predicted helices with chose observed in the electron density
■ap, with little auccesa. However helli C has been aatched 
with the residues between tjrosine 91 and histidine 104.
Prollne residues appear at 92 and 99 and, since prollne is 
generally classed as a helli breaker, it is not surprising 
that the predictions fail to indicate the possibility of a 
helii in this region of the sequence. A prollne residue in 
the aiddle of a helical region will tend to give rise to a 
bend of perhaps 20* in the otherwise straight helical axis.
In the case of helix C a bending of the axis can be seen in 
the 3*16 A sap. A stereo view of this helix with a helical 
■odel of residues 91 to 104 is shown in figure 6.14.
It should be pointed out that the analysis of the electron 
density saps is at an early stage and it is quite feasible 
that soae of the specific interpretations described will be 
altered in due course.
6.5 Substrate bindint studies
Prellainsry studies of PNP>substrate coaplexes have 
begun with the calculation of an IFB difference Fourier aap
phases were calculated as for the 3*16 A electron density asp
with the IFB contribution oaltted. Two views of the
difference density are shown in figure 6.15. The position
of the IFB aodel relative to the crystallographic axes at 
• •
6 A was a good fit to the 3*16 A resolution density when these 
were first superlaposed on the Nultipicture systea. To obtain 
the fit seen in fig. 6.15 the aodel has been rotated and 
translated by snail aaounts with the largest atonic shift



CHAPTEK SEVEN
Since the late 1970'a SR has had a draaatlc lapact on 
aacroaolecular crjratallographj. Flratly, the high Intenalty 
haa greatly reduced data collection tlsea and enabled 
aignlflcantly aore data to be recorded froa Individual 
cryatal aaaples. Secondly, atudiea of weakly diffracting 
ayateaa (saall cryatala or large unit cella) which were 
prevloualy lapoaalble or, at best, unattractive, can now 
be realistically entertained. Finally, the continuous 
spectrua of SR has led to the developaent of new approaches 
in structure analysis, including optiaised anoaalous 
scattering, Laue diffraction, and the polychroaatic profile 
aethod. That every U.K. laboratory concerned with aacro* 
aolecular crystallography has eaploycd SR in one or sore 
projects, confiras the significance of these developaents.
Crystals of Purine Nucleoside Phosphorylase are 
weakly diffracting and radiation sensitive. Dlffractoaeter 
aeasureaents to 6*0 A resolution were possible, and indeed, 
the structure was initially solved and the subunit 
organisation revealed using these data. Using a rotating 
anode source, a single poor quality oscillation photograph 
is all that can be obtained froa each saaple. This approach 
would have led. at best, to an electron density sap of 
poor quality at perhaps 4*0 A resolution. Using SR, the 
effective lifetlae of each saaple was iaproved by an order
of sagnltudc, • coaplete data s«c could be recorded using 
Just 3 or 4 crjratala. and an electron denaicy aap of good 
quality waa produced at 3*16 A reaolution.
However. It la clear that the overall quality of the 
PNP data, as Judged by its Internal consistency, la only 
■oderate and this eust, in part, be due to the inherent 
nature of the crystals. The data quality would have been 
iaproved to soae extent by the availability of aaaple 
absorption corrections and by the use of profile fitting 
during the file processing (of which there is soae recent 
encouraging experience - see below).
Analysis of Che heavy atoa derivative data strongly 
suggests that the aajorlty of the phase inforaation was 
obtained froa the ENTS derivative. Of the lodinated substrate 
analogues, IFB proved useful, but IG was discarded once 
doubts were raised concerning the presence of bound iodine.
The PCMBS proved the aost probleaatical of Che derivatives 
in that repeatable soaking conditions proved difficult to 
pinpoint (see table S.l). Although Che single, poorly 
occupied site observed with the SRS PCNBS data correaponded 
to the ENTS aajor site, there was enough phsse inforaatlon 
to retain this derivative.
Although the interpretation of Che PNP electron density 
aap described in $6, awaits confiraacion through aodel 
building of the sequence into the aap, several aspects 
of the secondary and tertiary structure of the aolecule 
are clear. The protein is a trlacr with a single subunit 
in the crystallographic asyaaetrlc unit, leaving the crystals 
with a relatively high solvent content of 78Z. The subunit
structure falls Into the class of parallel a/B proteins, 
having a six stranded B sheet flanked on each aide bjr a 
pair of a~hellcea. SuperfIcialljr, there la a close 
resesblence to the dl>nucleotlde binding doaains observed 
In other structures. However, as the chain trace stands, 
there are sufficient differences In the topology of the 
secondary structural eleaents to suggest that PNP falls 
Into a different subgroup of the parallel o/B category. 
Further exasination of the coapleted nodel nay reveal whether 
any evolutionary relationships between PNP and other proteins 
of this class are likely. Of additional Interest would be 
a coaparlson of the PNP sequence against other protein 
sequences.
With the underlying ala of the PNP structure 
deteralnatlon being one of rational drug design, knowledge 
of the geoaetric arrsngeaent of atoas at the active site 
Is obviously essential. While this Inforaatlon Is not yet 
available, the general position of the active site Is given 
by the IFB coordinates, and the difference Fourier asps 
calculated to date have suggested the likely orientation 
of the purine aoelty. In addition, it has been suggested 
(S. E. Esllck, pars, coaa.) that the large peak In the 
protein aap thought to represent Cys 31 (see S6.4X is. In 
fact, a solvent sulphste Ion. If so, this would presuaably 
indicate the phosphate binding site. Once the protein 
structure Is finalised and the diffraction data (collected 
on the wlggler station • see i4.6) froa the proteln-substrste 
coaplcxes are available, there will be plenty of Inforaatlon 
with which to start a prograa of Inhibitor design.
A consideration which arises when applying the 
principles of rational drug design to PNP inhibitors, 
is one of resolution. The PNP structure presented here 
is St 3.16 A resolution and this represents the Halt of 
the useful data currently available. Whether this will 
enable a sufficiently accurate and detailed aodel of the 
active site reaains to be seen. Recent experiences 
with profile fitting techniques suggest that a useful 
nuaber of significant data to 3.0 A and beyond can be 
extracted froa the best of the filas already recorded 
(Greenhough and Suddsth, (1986)). Soae iaproveaent in the 
resolution Halt of the PNP data could probably be achieved 
by increasing the exposure tine, recording the setting 
stills after one or two oscillation photographs, and then 
aoving on to a fresh crystal.
The aaxlaua resolution of the PNP diffraction data la 
undoubtedly Halted by the very high solvent content of 
the crystals. It aay well be worth the effort to search 
for an alternative crystal fora in which the unit cell is 
aore protein dense. If successful, aoleculsr replaceaent 
aethods could be applied to solve the new structure 
relatively quickly. In addition, there are various 
alternative sources of the protein and one of these aay 
lead to a structure at higher resolution. Recently, crystals 
of a hexsaeric bacterial PNP have been prepared, and these 
diffract to about 2.6 A resolution (S. E. EsliCk 8 
J. R. Kelllwell, unpublished result).
In addition to the standard crystallographic studies
already under way, it would be worth conaldering the 
poaalblllty of Inveatigating the atructure of Interaedlate 
atates in PNP catalyaia. The active alte is eaaily 
acceaalble via the large aolvent channela In the cryatal 
and the binary coapleiea atudled to date appear to be 
iaoBorphous with the native protein. The turnover rate 
of the reaction producta would need to be Batched to the 
data collection tiae and thia aay prove iapoaaible to 
achieve. However, recent atudiea of phoaphorylaae b 
have ahown thia approach to be feaaible with aonochroBatlc 
data (aee Si.3.2). In addition, Laue nethoda are currently 
being developed to inprove the tiae reaolution.
For ab initio deteraination of protein atructure 
factor phase angles, at least one good quality isoaorphous 
heavy atoa derivative aust be prepared and thia can often 
prove very difficult or even lapoasiblc. Therefore, any 
new approach in which this requireaent can be relaied is 
potentially of great interest. The wavelength tunability 
of SR allows the possibility for optiaiaed anoaalous 
dispersion experiaenta in which phase angles are, In 
principle, uniquely deterained by aeasureaents on the 
native protein at two or aore suitable, discrete wavelengths. 
The aethod Is solely applicable to aetalloprotelna where 
the actal atoa has a suitable K or L absorption edge, 
although a non-isoaorphous, but well substituted, heavy 
atoa derivative could be regarded as a native aetalloprotein.
Close to an absorption edge, the aagnitudes of f'and 
f" vary rapidly with wavelength , particularly if a 'white 
line* feature is present. To sake the best use of these
anoaalous eífacta, spectral reaoluclon ia of the utaost 
iaportance. The ^2^3 experlaent, described
in S2.2.1, clearly deaonstrates that resolutions better 
than 10*^ can be achieved, and that 'white line' effects 
are accessible with the singly bent, triangular aonochroaator 
as well as the double crystal systea (station 9.6), both 
of which are in use at the SRS.
The foraaliSB of Greenhough ft Helliwell, reviewed in 
S2.1, for bean geoaetry and spectral resolution, provides 
a coapletely general diffraction aodel for the single 
crystal aonochroaator configuration. This has led to an 
understanding of the left-right asyaaetry in spot shape 
observed under non-Guinier ezperiaental conditions, and 
to an appreciation of the relevant factors to be incorporated 
in the processing of SR diffraction data. Indeed, the 
need for this coaprehensive fornallsa was, in part, 
originally stiaulated by difficulties experienced in 
processing data aeasured at a non-Guinier setting at the 
EHBL, Haaburg.
By considering the relationship between a photon's 
energy and its direction in a non-Guinicr situation, the 
concept of a polychroaatic diffraction experiaent arises.
The theory shows that the average energy of each ray in 
Che beaa reflected froa the aonochroaator, ia correlated 
with the direction of that ray; and that consequently, each 
diffraction spot is drawn out into a streak, within which 
there is a linear relationship between X-ray energy and 
position along the streak axis. The theory also provides
a full descripción of the energy resolution sc each point 
within such a diffraction streak in teras of Che geoaetrlcal 
paraaeters of the eiperiaent. By centring the wavelength 
spread on the absorption edge of a suitable anoaalous 
scacterer within the crystal saaple, a coaplete intensity 
profile across the edge can be recorded for each reflection. 
This polychroaatic siaultaneous profile aethod, therefore, 
represents an alternative to the discrete aultl-wavelength 
approach and is, in principle, applicable to the saae type 
of aaaple.
That the energy-dlrectlon correlation is preserved in 
Che diffraction pattern, is the first and aost obvious result 
of the Ke experiaent described in S2.2.2. Each spot in the 
'on-edge* photographs clearly reveals the absorption 'white- 
line' at the Re edge. This feature would not be evident 
for a protein saaple since the concentration of anoaalous 
scatterer would be very auch saaller. In the case of the 
Re experiaent, the doainacing absorption effect was reaoved 
by dividing the profile of interest by one (at siailar 6 
angle) in which absorption was the only source of aodulstion. 
In the protein case, absorption streaks would have to be 
recorded under identical experiaental conditions and at 
a series of inclination angles.
The fact chat the 'divided profile* aethod used did 
reveal the expected large variation due to the Re f  
effect, is highly encouraging for the future developaent 
of the technique. However, various questions reasin to be 
answered before the aethod is successfully applied to
procain ■••plaa. The «oet notable of thaaa la vhathar 
the Inforaatlon contained olthln the profilaa can ba 
aitractad with aufflclant accnraCT to allow the atructora 
factor phaaa to ba wall ranolvad. Currant thought la 
centred on the ua|i In which the profllaa aap ba noat 
uaafolljr recorded to facilitate nubaaqoant data reduction.
In the future. It nait wall be that the ala of thla 
exparlaantal approach would be to provide an accurate 
aubaat of the phaaaa aa a atartlng point for the 
application of the direct nethoda currantlp under devalopaant 
for aacronolacular atructura dataralnatIon.
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Th* uine acid a«qu«nct flvtn btlov (using tbs standsH 3 Itttsr 
cod«), has b««n d«rlv«d froa tb« aucl«otld« soquanc« of a cOM cloo« 
vblcb contains tb« cntlr« coding roglon of tb« huaan PNF nossag« 
(VilliaM «t. al. (1M4)). Activ« PNF protoln froa this cMA cloaa
Goddard •t. al. (1983).
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act flu asn fly tyr tbr lyr flu asp tyr lyi asn tbr ala flu trp l«u 1«U
20 30
s«r bis tbr ly» his •rf pro gin val ala 11« 11« cys fly s«r fly l«u fly
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130 140
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flu lyi ala asn bis flu flu val l«u ala ala fly lyu gin aU ala fin lyi
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l«u |lu gin ph* val s«r 11« l«u Mt aU s«r 11« pro l«u pro asp lyu ala


